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INTRODUCTION 

 

This Book is intended to serve a number of roles within this Course. 

It is a Summary of the Course, of that which has already been covered and of that 

which follows.  Since it is intended to be such an independent Summary, in some 

instances used in isolation from the Course, itself, it repeats much of what has been 
covered and is a statement in advance of a lot that follows. 

The review of this Book, “The Story of Rights,” along with the review of the 

Book that accompanies it on this Video, “The Story of Our Law,” are the first that are 
scheduled to occur in a group setting.  Up to this point the material in this Course — 

reflecting the LDS viewpoint of its authors — is supportive of attitudes and outlooks of 

things LDS and non-supportive of outlooks and attitudes of competitors to things LDS.  
So, not being too controversial, especially to LDS viewers, those materials may be 

viewed and read in the convenience of one’s home environment rather than being better 

viewed in a group setting.  However, beginning with this Book, the Authors of this 
Course inaugurate an active Destruction of those competing, false outlooks and attitudes, 

that have generated misery for Mankind.  These are “universally” held outlooks and 

attitudes.  Becoming acquainted with their Destruction in isolation might be an 
unwelcome thing, a “me-against-the-world” type of thing for some people.  Some may 

have a host of questions which they want answered on the spot when coming upon the 

information that destroys such universally espoused lies.  This Book, then, marks the 
changeover from materials encountered individually to materials intended to be 

encountered in a group setting. 

It might be that most people who read this Book, if asked after doing so if this 
Book is positive or negative, would say, “The Book itself, proper (without this 

Introduction), is very positive.”  This Book, “The Story of Rights in America,” is a 

determined quest in pursuit of “American Idealism.”  Pursuing this very idealist quest, 
this Story may well take a reader to consider totally novel things about the social 

situation of this Land in which the reader may have resided during his/her lifetime; but 

most will probably say that these novel considerations are never-the-less wholesome and, 
in the main, uplifting. 

However, sad as it is, when most people in America come upon this information, 

that has been somewhat available in this format for the better part of three decades now, 
it seems that it is received in a daze that cannot get “THE POINT” of it. 

From the beginnings of this Country, for the most part, the Enemies of the 

American People have had only the tenuous hold on their actual, physical activities here, 
that those Enemies have been thrown back on the necessity of only being able to control 

them with flattering lies. 

Throughout their public education and such individual education as may be easily 
available to them through the Media, absolutely controlled by their Enemies, all that most 
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of the People of the USA are ever able to get their hands on, to inform themselves of the 

social situation currently in force in this Land, are these flattering lies. 

In a condition like the people in the Biblical narrative of the guests at the 

Wedding at Cana, who were “well drunk” with the “wine” “which is worse” (John 2:10), 

it seems that most American People, when they hear the information that is at the heart of 
“The Story of Our Law,” have a glassy-eyed look that says, “You may keep on flattering 

me with how glorious my heritage is (and, therefore, I am), just like all of the other 

flatterers who so completely dominate my sources of supply of information on my social 
situation.” 

In view of this glassy-eyed daze which experience has shown that most of our 

beloved people have as a result of being so well drunk with that worse wine, it may be 
that the very kindest thing that can be done to them to get them out of their accustomed 

stupor of thought in relation to their horrible social situation is a good, hard slap in the 

face. 

 

The POINT 

In this Course so far we have alluded to the fact that when Germanic members of 
Christ’s Original Church militarily conquered the Roman Empire the leaders of that 

Empire fell back upon the directions of Plato for the preservation of “the State” in such 

circumstances (as found in Plato’s treatise, “Statecraft” — euphemistically called, “the 
Republic,” in English). 

These directions are that the preservers of the State must foreswear marriage and 

family life:  so that they may have no legitimate offspring to lay any claim upon their 
labor or inheritance, which labor and inheritance must go exclusively to the State, if it is 

to be preserved in such difficult circumstances. 

In this novel guise the Roman “State” locked itself up in Roman “castles” to 
protect itself against the Armored, Heavy-Cavalry Knights of Christ’s Original Church 

which otherwise conquered, most of Western Europe away from the former Roman 

Empire. 

It took about 400 years of scheming before this left-over Roman “State” was able 

to put together a Heavy Cavalry made up of Armored Knights that were subservient to it, 

coming from Germanic people who had not been members of Christ’s Church. 

As they did this and conquered even more than the former Roman Empire’s 

Europe, with this Germanic Heavy Cavalry, they needed to have a new name for its 

“Status.”  These celibate South European surviving Roman “Aristocrats” decided that 
they would call themselves, “The FIRST State” and that they would call their newfound 

Germanic Heavy Cavalry underlings the Aristocrats of, “The SECOND State.”  

As soon as this self-styled FIRST State had its newly constituted SECOND State, 
the former busied the latter with the conquest by the latter of the original homeland of the 
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Germanic members of Christ’s Original Church which had militarily conquered the 

Roman Empire, which is Scandinavia. 

When this SECOND State tried to do this the Scandinavians reacted by building 

the Fleet that thereafter dominated European and then World Commerce, the Vikings’ 

Fleet. 

They first eliminated all inimical shipping off of the Seas that are to the north of 

Europe. 

Then they attacked, destroyed and rebuilt the Fortified Harbors at all of the 
optimum harbor sites of Europe.  From these Fortified Harbors, the network of which 

were “the United (city) States of Europe” (the model of the United States of America), 

this network of Viking Commonwealths introduced to the World its system for doing 
business, which is called, “The Free Enterprise System.” 

They next destroyed the SECOND State, set up by that Roman FIRST State, and 

made Vikings from their midst the new families of Aristocrats serving as Europe’s 
SECOND State. 

Trying to hit upon some accommodation for this network of Viking 

commonwealths that thereafter would lead Europe’s NAVY, just as the new Viking 
Families’ SECOND State would thereafter lead Europe’s ARMY, the surviving Roman 

Aristocrats that made up their FIRST State decided to call the Viking governments that 

produced and controlled Europe’s NAVY, “The THIRD State.” 

It was this European THIRD State NAVY that was responsible for everything in 

the commencement of English-language life here in North America. 

However, just as that was happening Christian Europe’s Enemy succeeded in 
getting Europe’s SECOND and THIRD States to go to war against each other (the Thirty 

Years War, from 1618 to 1648). 

That War mortally wounded Europe’s THIRD State so that it has all but died out 
on continental Europe.  However, its outpost in England, the independent city-state of 

London, is stronger than ever in its ancient “Original Christianity” way of doing things as 

the Financial Capital of the World, now near the beginning of the Twenty First Century. 

To this day the Parliament of the Netherlands is called, “The States General” (the 

Three States met in Parliament). 

The States General of England are:  “The House of Lords Spiritual and Temporal” 
and “The House of Commons.”  “The Lords Spiritual” are the heirs of the Roman 

Aristocrats’ FIRST State.  “The Lords Temporal” are the heirs of those surviving Roman 

Aristocrats’ SECOND State of Germanic Heavy Cavalry Knights subservient to them. 
And, “The House of Commons” (in other European languages it is called, “The House of 

the Communes,” because its members are the elected representatives of the men of 

Europe’s THIRD State who always became eligible to be a part of that Government by 
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the Original Christianity practice of taking “the Communion of the Lord’s Supper” in 

their Commune — local Christian parish church) is the THIRD State. 

As the Thirty Years War was ending on the Continent that same War broke out in 

England as “the English Civil War” between England’s THIRD and SECOND States, 

that is, between England’s NAVY and its ARMY. 

The NAVY quickly won the battles, beheaded the leader of the SECOND State, 

King Charles I, and the leader of the FIRST State, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and 

began running all of England as England’s main NAVY base, the ancient independent 
Commonwealth of London, had always been run. 

Although the Colony of Virginia was begun as a THIRD State Commonwealth by 

London’s NAVY, that navy’s leader forced its promoters to give it away to the Crown at 
the beginning of the Thirty Years War, thus making it an exclusively SECOND State 

area. 

When the English Civil War started going very badly for England’s SECOND 
State many of its aristocratic adherents fled from England to the SECOND State Colony 

of Virginia.  There they were so hostile to the THIRD State Commonwealth of England 

under Cromwell that the English Commonwealth NAVY had to come to Virginia and 
forcibly subdue their continued rebellion. 

The Point is that Colonial Virginia, and the rest of the Colonial South along with 

it, originated EXCLUSIVELY from England’s SECOND State and single-mindedly 
fought to destroy any manifestation of England’s THIRD State, by any and all means 

available to those SECOND State adherents, right down until those SECOND State 

adherents were destroyed by the US North at the conclusion of the US Civil war, as that 
story is told in this Book. 

 

The Dynamics of the THIRD State 

Perhaps the best way to introduce a person to the dynamics of Europe’s THIRD 

State is to see the way that its continuation in London rules the Financial World today. 

The cover story of Time Magazine for December 29, 1997 (on page 50), says that 
on the current Internet, every day, 15 trillion dollars in Stock is exchanged around the 

world (that is ten times the annual US Federal Budget).  That amount multiplied by 250 

working days per year equals $3.75 Quadrillion per year. 

It is said that the London Bond Market sells as great a value in Bonds in 70 days 

as all other Bond Markets in the world sell — “along with all Stock Exchanges in the 

World thrown in with them” — in an entire year.  70 goes into 250 a total of 3.57 times; 
and, discounting all other Bond Markets in the World, $3.75 quadrillion multiplied by 

3.57 equals $13.3875 Quadrillion per year, in Bonds sold by London’s Bond Market, 

according to what is said about that Bond Market. 
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This financing of the World is conducted by some 500,000 Investment Bankers 

who use the ancient, totally independent and autonomous political entity of the 
Commonwealth of London as their tried and true medium of bringing predictability to an 

otherwise quite chaotic World. 

The ancient Original Christian Commonwealth procedure by which they take the 
Communion of the Lord’s Supper in their London Communes to become “THE FREE 

MEN OF LONDON” was “ancient” at the time of the Magna Carta.  This procedure of 

the “Communes” or “Commons” of Europe is the essence of Europe’s THIRD State. 

The land north of the Mason Dixon Line was set up from London by the FREE 

MEN of London, in every detail, to be the exact same thing in America as London was in 

England, a glorious THIRD State wherein every man was to be an “AMERICAN FREE 
MAN.” 

This was in contrast to the haphazard events in the South where the escaping 

SECOND State Aristocrats established themselves as a rural Aristocracy in imitation of 
their SECOND State origin in Europe.  The rural peasantry of England were its poor 

“Cotters,” laborers living in the “cottages” of the wealthy landowners.  Its urban poor of 

the 1800’s were portrayed and made famous in such things as Dickens’ tales of those 
urchins, mendicants etc.  All of these were, of course, “British SUBJECTS.”  The Italian 

word “sub-ject” literally means someone who is “thrown down” before the King. 

After his role in leading the victorious Allied Armies at the end of World War II, 
Dwight Elsenhower was accorded the honor of being allowed to proceed through the 

ancient procedure that made him “a London FREE MAN.”  He did NOT simultaneously 

become a British SUBJECT. 

In the SECOND State Old South all were “British Subjects.”  These included the 

SECOND State Aristocratic Rural Landowners, their black African Slaves, who were a 

rural peasantry for them corresponding to Cotters etc. in Britain; and, then, all other 
people in the South, not of their Aristocratic SECOND State origin, were the other British 

Subjects there whom the South’s SECOND State referred to as, “White Trash.” 

 

No Such “Office” In The Old South 

In New England, on the other hand, it was understood from the beginning that 

EVERY MAN had the duty to qualify himself to undertake that Procedure of Original 
Christianity that made him an AMERICAN FREE MAN in the THIRD State of New 

England in America. 

The American Revolution originated entirely in New England, entirely for the 
defense of the Rights of AMERICAN FREE MEN being destroyed out of all contexts 

theretofore honored. 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts paid one full half of all of the costs of the 
American Revolutionary War.  The Commonwealth of Connecticut paid one full half of 
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the remainder.  Adding in the costs borne by the rest of New England and of native-born 

New Englanders living elsewhere, such as Benjamin Franklin, you have almost all of the 
Revolution’s costs paid for by New England. 

When the British Army decided to attack them, the medieval YEOMANRY (of 

the THIRD State of the Communes of Old England), called the “Militia” of the 
Townships of New England, counterattacked them at Concord, Massachusetts and 

confined them to Boston, which they surrounded. 

The Continental Congress, which met, first of all, to protest the unlawful 
treatment of the AMERICAN FREE MEN of New England’s THIRD State, wanted to 

make New England’s Yeomanry into a “Continental” Army.  They began this 

“Continental” Army, the beginning of the US Army, by bringing a very able military 
officer, from a different part of the “Continent” than New England, to this Army to be its 

Commander.  The beginning of the Continental Army of the Continental Congress was, 

so to speak, the 10,000 men that had surrounded Boston, which was made up of 9,999 
AMERICAN FREE MEN of New England’s Yeomanry along with 1 Southerner from 

another part of the Continent, where they had never instituted the idea of having a 

THIRD State with the “OFFICE” of an “AMERICAN FREE MAN.” 

In the THIRD State of the Financial Capital of the World, London, it is an 

“OFFICE,” that one attains to, to become a LONDON FREE MAN.  It was the same in 

Colonial New England.  It was an OFFICE for which every man there strove to qualify. 

The Aristocratic Landowners of the Colonial South disdained the 160,000 “FREE 

MEN OF ENGLAND” who at the time of the American Revolution were the sole holders 

of the “Franchise” (to send a Representative to the House of Commons etc.) in England. 

They disdained to be “AMERICAN FREE MEN” here. 

Of course the British Subjects living among them, whom they called, “White 

Trash,” DID NOT HOLD THE NEW ENGLAND “OFFICE” OF BEING “AMERICAN 
FREE MEN” JUST BECAUSE THEY WEREN’T BLACK AFRICAN SLAVES. 

There were no “AMERICAN FREE MEN” in the Old South.   

When the Continental Congress wanted to have a “Continental” Declaration of 
Independence, built upon the phrase “the Consent of the Governed,” from the mouth of 

the Founder of New England’s THIRD State (the Founder of Connecticut), it wanted the 

penmen penning that New England phase to be from another part of the Continent, just as 
the Continental Army’s Commander was. 

The Revolutionary War was fought to preserve the property of the men of New 

England who held the ancient, “Original Christianity” OFFICE of an AMERICAN FREE 
MAN. 

George Washington did not hold that Office.  Neither did Thomas Jefferson, 

James Madison, James Monroe, Andrew Jackson etc.  They had never really had that 
Office in the Old South after the London Company gave Virginia to the Crown in 1624. 
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The “Enemy” 

Some Southern heroes did laudable “Continental” services for their new Country 

at the time of the US Revolution. 

However, almost the entirety of the rest of the South’s SECOND State 
Aristocracy united themselves to COMPLETELY ANNIHILATE the THIRD State of the 

AMERICAN FREE MEN of New England, by their actions detailed in the rest of this 

Story, by which they removed the Original Christianity Custom of taking the 
Communion of the Lord’s Supper in one’s Commune as the procedure by which one 

attains the “Office” of being an AMERICAN FREE MAN. 

The South’s SECOND State Aristocracy were goaded into doing this by 
Christianity’s Enemy, the owners of the European Tobacco Industry that owned the Old 

South. 

That Enemy destroyed Europe’s THIRD State (except London) in the 1600’s.  
They destroyed Europe’s SECOND State in the World Wars of the Twentieth Century.  

They terrified the people of the USA into a $5 Trillion Debt to them by throwing into 

their faces the fact that the “Communes” of Northern Europe (from which the THIRD 
State originates) were not begun by the Roman Catholic Church and therefore could not 

(as their Commun-ism has it) have originated from the Lord Jesus Christ. 

 

White Trash 

When the South’s SECOND State Aristocratic Landowners annihilated the 

THIRD State of the AMERICAN FREE MEN of New England, they reduced the Status 
of all persons, other than themselves, that were non-Black-African-Slaves, living in the 

USA, to that of Southern White Trash.  That is the hard slap in the face, “the POINT” 

that most Americans resist getting. 

The American THIRD State of the AMERICAN FREE MEN of New England 

COMPLETELY CEASED TO EXIST, as told in detail in this Story, when the South’s 

SECOND State Aristocracy destroyed Europe’s THIRD State’s Original Christianity 
Custom of becoming an AMERICAN FREE MAN by taking the Communion of the 

Lord’s Supper in one’s Commune (following the procedures of one’s New England 

Township Meeting). 

Before that time the idea of a County Commission in the US North was a 

Commission that was “commissioned” to divide a County of a State up into New-

England-style “Organized Townships,” wherein those Townships’ AMERICAN FREE 
MEN (who became those Townships’ FREE MEN by taking the Communion of the 

Lord’s Supper therein, just as London’s FREE MEN have in their London COMMUNES 

for the last 1550 years now), in their Township Meetings, “MADE THEIR OWN 
LAWS,” “The By-laws of their Organized Townships,” and then elected their own 
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employees to carry out those Laws.  After that kind of a County Commission thus divided 

that County, it went out of existence. 

That all disappeared for the American People, universally reduced to the Status of 

Southern White Trash, for whom now a County Commission behaves according to the 

Old South’s bizarre idea for such things, wherein a County Commission is to make ALL 
OF THE POLICIES for the Southern White Trash living in the permanently 

“Unorganized Townships” of a specific County and then carry out all of those 

POLICIES, themselves, against all of those Southern White Trash. 

 

The Wake-up Realities 

It generally happens that when people come to “the POINT” of “The Story of Our 
Law,” the next Book introduced on this Video, they say to themselves, “There is not one 

person in my Country, from the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court on down, unless they 

know this information, who has the tiniest clue of what LAW is — ALL THAT THEY 
HAVE IS THE FILTHY POLICY OF SOCRATES!” 

If that is combined with the hard slap in the face that wakes them up to the fact 

that the Old South’s, SECOND State Aristocracy made them all into Southern White 
Trash — that is, with no power to make any LAW for themselves, only positioned to 

have POLICY made against them by political manipulees — when it obliterated New 

England’s former THIRD State of the Colonial AMERICAN FREE MEN of New 
England’s Commonwealths, then a number of realities begin to dawn on a person, that 

he/she needs to have a good hold on in order to be a part of an American Commonwealth 

functioning 100% by LAW, zero percent by POLICY, today. 

 

Section 112 of the Doctrine and Covenants, Verses 23 through 26, reads as 

follows: 
23. Verily, verily I say unto you, darkness covereth the earth, and gross 

darkness the minds of the people, and all flesh has become corrupt before 

my face; 
24. Behold, vengeance cometh speedily upon the inhabitants of the earth, a 

day of wrath, a day of burning, a day of desolation, of weeping, of 

mourning, and of lamentation; and as a whirlwind it shall come upon all of 
the face of the earth, saith the Lord; 

25. And upon my house shall it begin, and from my house shall it go forth, 

saith the Lord; 
26. First among those among you, saith the Lord, who have professed to 

know my name and have not known me, and have blasphemed against me 

in the midst of my house, saith the Lord. 

As one reads into this Story it becomes sadly obvious that the horribly evil and 

corrupt South European Roman Aristocrats, in order to save their Socratic “State,” took 

the filthy, evil, Satanic Challenge of Socrates and held it up against the Original 
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Christianity Conquerors of their Empire as being the essence of the Lord Jesus Christ’s 

Gospel — and that the entire world today believes that Lie as they believe that the Sun 
shines. 

That despicably evil Challenge of Socrates is the sole origin of all of the POLICY 

in the World today.  That is, POLICY WOULD NOT HAVE SURVIVED THE FALL 
OF THE FILTHY ROMAN EMPIRE, WHOSE HEART IT WAS (as has been repeated 

so often throughout this Course), EXCEPT FOR THAT LIE THAT SOCRATES’ 

SATANIC CHALLENGE IS, IN FACT, THE ENTIRE GOSPEL OF THE LORD 
JESUS CHRIST. 

Except for that filthiest LIE in the history of human filth, Socrates’ Satanic 

Challenge, the essence of Rome’s Empire, would have been ground under the hooves of 
the horses of the Original Christianity Knights, who destroyed the Military Power of the 

Roman Empire in Europe, right along with that vanished Military Power. 

That is, ALL POLICY in the World only survived in existence because of that 
filthiest of lies that it was Jesus Christ’s LAW. 

The only LAW that the English-speaking people have ever had came to them 

through Europe’s THIRD State.  Europe’s FIRST State came exclusively from filthiest 
POLICY saying that it is Law.  Europe’s and the Old South’s SECOND State came 

exclusively from that same filthiest POLICY. 

The FIRST and SECOND States NEVER had anything to do with LAW.  All that 
they have ever been is Socrates’ filthiest Challenge, which is POLICY. 

Therefore when the Old South’s SECOND State destroyed the THIRD State of 

New England’s Founders of the USA, they destroyed all LAW that ever existed in this 
Country.  Thereafter there has remained nothing but Socrates’ filthiest POLICY. 

With the hard slap in the face of — “After that Destruction of all LAW in this 

Country by POLICY, all that the (as contemplated by that POLICY) White Trash People 
here have is a POLICY, which more and more tries to extricate itself from its origin, that 

allowed it to survive the Collapse of the ancient Greco-Roman Empire, the Lie that it 

held up to its Conquerors, that it was really Jesus Christ’s LAW” — some very sobering 
questions arise. 

These questions might take the following form. 

One asks oneself:  “Since nobody in my Country ‘from the Chief Justice of the 
US Supreme Court on down,’ knows anything at all about LAW but rather only about 

POLICY in the guise of an impostor saying that it is LAW, DO I KNOW ANYTHING 

AT ALL ABOUT LAW?” 

“If I know nothing at all about LAW, I know nothing at all about LAW 

RIGHTS!” 
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“Do I, or anybody that I know, really know anything at all about the History of 

my Country, other than the Flattering Lies told to us by our Enemies seeking to rule us by 
their POLICIES that are only an impostor of LAW?” 

“If I know nothing, nor anyone whom I know knows nothing, at all about Jesus 

Christ’s LAW but only His enemies’ POLICY, have I been one of those in whose minds 
the gross darkness of that filthy POLICY has been working to have me participate in the 

enslaving of God’s pure and innocent children in this Country, to that filthy POLICY, in 

order that I may snatch another mouthful of food for my selfish personal survival at the 
expense of innocent people?” 

“If I am one of those whose mind is covered by the gross darkness of the World, 

who believes that Satan’s filthy POLICY is God’s LAW, and I do not want to be among 
those upon whom His vengeance shall come first, who have professed to know His name, 

and have not known Him and have blasphemed against Him in the midst of His house, 

how do I escape?” 

“Or, if I am totally surrounded by people who are blasély corrupting God’s 

Children, forcibly subjecting them to Satan’s POLICY masquerading as LAW, how do I 

escape?” 

“Or, if I have struggled with all of my heart, might, mind and strength to escape 

from the gross darkness that covers the minds of the people of the Earth, by which they 

corrupt life with the only thing they seem to be aware of, the Lie that Satan’s filthy 
POLICY is all that there is left to God’s LAW, how do I escape?” 

The escape for all men, beginning with those of His own house, is, as it has 

always been, to begin to live God’s LAW as it has been restored to Mankind.  God’s 
LAW is very specific.  In contrast, Satan’s POLICY is ever so general (so “Catholic” in 

Aristotle’s terms). 

It is no joke to root filthiest POLICY 100% out of our lives in order to let only 
God’s LAW have place there.  We address ourselves ever more earnestly to this task 

from this moment in this Course. 

Let us work together.  Let us work together by THE Law — GOD’s LAW. 
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RIGHTS 
 

There are many millions of people in the world who believe that Almighty God, 
Himself, gave the American Hemisphere to its Pre-European Native People.  It is a 

certainty that these Native People do.  Go among them, and listen to the tales and legends 

which they pass down from generation to generation, and you hear them saying that.  
That is what they believe. 

On the other hand there is no record available anywhere that God, Himself, gave 

any of North America to the English-speaking people who went there from Europe. 

In the religion of the English-speaking People of Europe there is a tenet:  “Ask 

and ye shall receive!” However, there is no record of all the English-speaking People of 

North America, at one time, together, ever ASKING God, Himself, if they may be here 
on this land —they most certainly have not during these last two centuries — except as 

the “ONLY END” of the American “Republican Form of Government,” based upon a 

“Written Constitution,” based upon the phrase, “the Consent of the Governed,” which 
was the Government of Connecticut since its first establishment. 

At the Constitutional Convention of the United States of America held in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1787, the only one of the original States in attendance there 
that had always had the American Republican Form of Government, based upon a 

Written Constitution (a concept that was invented by Connecticut at its founding), based 

upon the concept of “the Consent of the Governed” (a phrase coined by Connecticut’s 
Founder at its founding), was Connecticut, the delegation from which to the 

Constitutional Convention wrote the Constitution of the United States of America as a 

copy of its own. 

Article IV, Section 4 of the US Constitution reads:  “The United States shall 

guarantee a Republican form of Government to every State in the Union ...”  With these 

words every State in the Union adopted for itself the American Republican Form of 
Government of Connecticut, based upon a Written Constitution, based upon the phrase, 

“the Consent of the Governed.”  And, therefore, with these same words, beside 

guaranteeing that to themselves and to every new State that would join the Union, they 
were, of course, simultaneously, as well, also establishing the American Republican 

Form of Government, based upon a Written Constitution, based upon the phrase, “The 

Consent of the Governed,” as the Government for the “State” of the Union of all of the 
States now so United. 

At that moment in time, when the Connecticut Delegation to the Constitutional 

Convention wrote the US Constitution as a copy of their own, the “Constitution” of 
Connecticut was still its original “Charter,” which reads: 
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“... as their GOOD LIFE AND ORDERLY CONVERSATION may win and 

invite the Natives of the Country to the knowledge and obedience of the only true God 
and Savior of Mankind and the Christian Faith, which in our royal intentions [that is, for 

that individual King and for all future Kings of England, it was their intentions] and the 

Adventurers’ free profession is the ONLY and principal END of this Plantation.” 

It is the “ONLY END” of the Founders of the American Republican Form of 

Government, based upon a Written Constitution, based upon the phrase, “the Consent of 

the Governed”:  “as their GOOD LIFE AND ORDERLY CONVERSATION may win 
and invite the Natives of the Country to the knowledge and obedience of the only true 

God and Savior of Mankind and the Christian Faith.” 

So, here the Founders of the American Republican Form of Government, based 
upon a Written Constitution, based upon the concept, “the Consent of the Governed,” 

declared, in England, that their “ONLY END” in being in “the Country” there in North 

America, was so “as their GOOD LIFE AND ORDERLY CONVERSATION may win 
and invite the Natives of the Country to the knowledge and obedience of the only true 

God and Savior of Mankind (which of course included America’s Natives) and the 

Christian Faith ...”  Of course these Founders of “Our Way of Life” here in America were 
relying upon that Commandment of the Christian Faith wherein its Founder said, “Go ye 

into all the world (which, of course, includes North America), and preach the gospel to 

every creature (which, of course, includes the Natives of North America),” Mark 16:15.  
Of course, in doing this all of these faithful followers of His “asked” of Him, as He had 

commanded them to do while on His errand, to “receive” what they needed of Him; and, 

of course, one of the things which they needed of Him to be in “the Country” that is in 
that part of “all the world” occupied by North America, whereto Jesus Christ commands 

His followers to go to preach His Gospel, was HIS IMPLIED PERMISSION for these 

faithful followers and willing preachers of His Gospel to be on the land of North 
America. 

 

In need of funds to support the new Union, Benjamin Franklin went to the 
startlingly vicious people, lurking in France for the nearing moment when they would 

behead all the dear Christian men, women and children (that they could get their hands 

on) of the families who had provided the Christian leadership of France since the time of 
the Crusades and replace their leadership there by that of the Bank of France (owned and 

operated by these most vicious of people), which has ruled France from then till now, to 

ask for a modest loan for the new Union. 

They contemptuously answered him that they would give him his paltry loan in 

exchange for the whole Country.  Franklin reported their answer. 

After the aged, seasoned Northerner, Franklin, the next envoy from the new USA 
to France was the relatively much younger Southerner, Thomas Jefferson.  These wily 

persons made loans to the USA through the younger man at a price which he might not 

have grasped:  the Destruction of “the ORDERLY CONVERSATION of the English-
speaking People,” upon which they have, from ancient times, tried to build what they 
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thought “their GOOD LIFE” is.  This destruction of this essence of Organization among 

the English-speaking People (it seems that it was apparent to these most vicious people) 
would eventually bring about the destruction of the new Union of the USA, which is built 

on that essence.  However, these wily people probably wooed the young Southerner with 

the idea that this destruction would primarily fall upon the cohesion that theretofore had 
existed among the Northern Colonies/States, the destruction of which cohesion would 

allow Southerners to rule the USA in their place, as they did thereafter down until the 

time of the US Civil War. 

These most vicious of people, through the young Jefferson, sent a Challenge to 

the people of the USA which immediately destroyed the general understanding which the 

English-speaking People of North America thought that they had had among themselves 
as to how “the ancient ORDERLY CONVERSATION of the English-speaking People” 

quite automatically produces what they had all understood “their GOOD LIFE” to be. 

This was a crippling, stunning blow to the people of the Northern States since, 
during the many generations that we had been here, since the Northern Colonies began, 

all of the people had understood that our premise for being here — which premise had 

just served as the basis for our new Federal Government, as has been mentioned — was 
an unchallengeable “truth.” 

This Challenge to the People of the new USA was:  “You have no ORDERLY 

CONVERSATION by which any of you can ‘teach’ yourselves, let alone America’s 
Indians, how to enjoy a ‘GOOD’ LIFE!” 

We immediately went to our traditional experts, upon whom we had relied since 

we first came here, for their answers against such challenges — they were the Professors 
at Harvard University’s (and then, subsequently, at Yale University’s) Graduate School 

of Divinity (from which nucleus both of these first Northern Universities as indeed the 

US University System began) — for their defense for us against this Challenge.  The 
response of Yale’s Professors was a slow, resistant yet dignified admission of defeat.  

The losing reaction of Harvard’s Professors was such a pathetic, bizarre comedy that 

from then on such Professors ceased to be our traditional experts on this subject. 

Bereft, then, of our traditional experts, the People of the new USA had to face this 

Challenge from these most vicious Challengers alone.  Their Challenge to us is:  “To the 

extent that none of you have an ORDERLY CONVERSATION, anymore, that can 
‘teach’ America’s Indians how they too may quite automatically enjoy with you the 

‘GOOD’ LIFE, then what is automatic is that you automatically have absolutely nothing 

whatsoever to do with the ‘ONLY END’ that you have been giving as your excuse for 
coming to this land to take it away from its Native People by killing them.  That is, since 

not one of you have that ORDERLY CONVERSATION by which you can ‘teach’ 

America’s Natives how they may have the ‘GOOD’ LIFE, then all that each one of you 
who stays here is, by your own Failed Law, is an UNAPOLOGIZING MURDERER OF 

THE FAMILY THAT HAS LIVED HERE AND THIEF OF THEIR HOME!” 

None of our People had any answer to that Challenge from these most vicious 
Challengers in that day.  Statistically hardly any have had any answers since.  And, if that 
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unanswered Challenge has still not completely destroyed our Union, based upon the 

American Republican Form of Government, based upon a Written Constitution, based 
upon the concept of “the Consent of the Governed,” the disarray to the traditional Way of 

Life of the English-speaking People in North America, caused by that unanswered 

Challenge reigning supreme and running rough-shod over us, has given over virtually 
every facet of life among the English-speaking People of North America into the iron 

control of the heirs of those most vicious of people in our day. 

As one comes to this point in this discussion of this subject one is naturally 
presumed to wonder:  “1. What is ‘the ancient ORDERLY CONVERSATION of the 

English-speaking People’ which automatically makes one ‘GOOD,’ that was so central in 

the thinking of all of our English-speaking Forefathers down to the time of that 
Challenge?” and “2. What exactly was that Challenge?” 

 

1. 

From the beginning of all reliable, believable records of the Race of People who 

have lived to the North of the Alps since the Beginning of the Christian Era, apparently 

all of them have felt that every boy, at the age of 15, should write a “Written 
Constitution” for his life, the “ARTICLES” of which Written Constitution (a boy’s 

personal “Articles of Apprenticeship”) spell out how that boy will honorably fulfill all of 

the duties traditionally required of a man making his living by performing one of the “25 
traditional Christian Crafts.”  It was by their effort to scrupulously copy this in America 

that the Founders of Connecticut invented and began the then novel idea of written 

“political” constitutions for Greco-Roman political entities, which invention has been 
universally copied today by every national political entity in the world but six. 

“The ancient ORDERLY CONVERSATION of the English-speaking People that 

automatically makes one GOOD” formally begins for a young man when he reaches the 
age of 20.  At that time he goes to his “Temple,” in England, a “hof” in German-speaking 

lands, and begins his ORDERLY CONVERSATION by swearing his “OATH.” 

Just as the President of the USA is considered by all to be “endowed by his 
Creator” with all of the powers and rights pertaining to that Office at the moment when 

he, with his left hand on the Bible and his right hand raised, completes for the Chief 

Justice the “swearing” of the words prescribed as that Oath in the US Constitution and 
just as every other public employee working under him for the People of the USA is also 

required to swear some like Oath, so every young man in Northern Europe was 

considered, at the moment when he successfully completed the swearing of his Oath 
before the Earl of his Shire at his Shire’s Temple, to faithfully perform The Articles of 

his Written Constitution or his Articles of his Apprenticeship: 

1.  To be “FREE,” which everywhere meant to be “SAVED” by Christian 
Salvation in the Kingdom of God.  Throughout that portion of Northern Europe 

that has been least disturbed by wars, invasions etc. and has kept its ancient 

traditions the most intact, Scandinavia, to be “save-d” in Christian Salvation is 
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still called, to be “fre-ls-d”; Christian “Salvation” is “Fre-lsning”; and Our Lord 

and Savior is called, “var Fre-lser,” “Our Savior”; 

2.  To be “endowed with” the “power from on high” to live forever, as promised 

by the risen Lord in Luke 24:49.  This was the ancient universal point of view of 

the English-speaking People behind their unrefutable, “unchallengeable,” “self-
evident truth” “that they are endowed by their Creator...” in the US Declaration of 

Independence; 

3.  To be “endowed with the Craft from on high” (the English word, “craft,” as in 
the expression, “The Craft Guilds,” is just the Anglo-Saxon or German word for 

“power,” spelled “kraft” in modern German) to be able to perform with enough 

skill that one of the 25 Christian Crafts to which a particular Christian boy had 
expressed in his Articles of Apprenticeship that God, Himself, was “Calling” him 

— that is, his “Calling” from God; and 

4.  To be “endowed by” his “Creator with” the “RIGHTS” “from on high” to 
utilize that “craft” and “power” to do and carry through on the words which he 

had just spoken to God as his most solemn promise of what he would do and carry 

through on during his lifetime. 

This “Oath,” then, once taken by all of the manhood of the Northern European 

Race and continuing with some down till this day, was the occasion marking a formal 

commencement for a young man.  It was the occasion when a young Christian man 
would tell all of the world that from that moment on from his mouth would issue only 

“the ancient ORDERLY CONVERSATION of the English-speaking People.”  That is, 

that, like his Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, his mouth would speak only, “the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help me God!” 

Throughout Northern Europe the word, “Oath,” has always meant the “resolution” 

to behave oneself just like Jesus Christ, resulting in the GOOD LIFE which His life 
taught to all men. 

 

We all know that even though a person is nominated by the unanimous vote of his 
political party and then wins the Election to the US Presidency by a nation-wide “land-

slide” victory, he has “no RIGHTS at all” to PERFORM THE DUTIES of the Office of 

the President of the United States of America until he successfully completes the 
swearing of the “Oath” of “the Office of President of the United States,” which is 

prescribed for that purpose in the United States Constitution. 

In current circumstances in the USA you or I may only be asked to swear an Oath 
according to the ancient Christian Formula for the ORDERLY CONVERSATION of our 

People — “Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 

truth, so help you God?” — when we are called upon to be a witness in court, or a juror, 
for the trial of some heinous crime.  At such times we may feel strengthened and 

comforted to call to mind, as our Forefathers have before us through the centuries, our 

Christian ideal wherein Our Lord and Savior said, “I am ... the truth,” John 14:6. 
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However, thinking for a moment of the circumstances of the traditional need for a 

Christian to summon his/her spiritual resources, at this moment of the spiritual duress 
wherein we are being asked to put ourselves under the rigors of this formula for the 

taking of Christian Oaths in “the ORDERLY CONVERSATION of the English-speaking 

people,” it might be a curiosity for some to consider the fact that the judge requiring us to 
do so, if he is conducting the trial without a twelve-man jury, is requiring us to do that 

from the Anti-Christian point of view held by persons such as Pontius Pilate whose 

cynical absence of our values had him deride our Lord and Savior’s testimony with his, 
“What is Truth?” 

Any judge conducting such a trial without a twelve-man jury is not doing so with 

any authority arising from the “Law” of the Christian People of Northern Europe but 
from the “Policy” of the pagan peoples who have lived in Southern Europe. 

In ancient Greece Socrates said that no man can know what “Goodness” or Virtue 

is.  He asserted that that is the “State” of mind of all of Mankind, the Greco-Roman idea 
of the political “State.”  Instead he said that the bloodthirsty murderers who kill their way 

to control over castles get “Correct Hunches” (“Ortho-doxy” in Greek) that are just as 

good as knowing what is good.  His ancient Challenge, that creates the Greco-Roman 
“State,” is that there will never be one man who can “teach” another man, through the 

words of human speech, how to be “good.”  Thus Pontius Pilate was being “politically 

correct,” in his mind, in the Roman Empire operating by the “Correct Hunches” or 
Orthodoxy spoken by Socrates’ bloodthirsty murderers, when he challenged the One Man 

who “teaches” with the words of human speech the Truth by which all men may be 

“good,” “What is Truth?” 

Aristotle thought that there was a power that made “the Sky spin around the Earth 

every day,” the Ancient Greek concept of the “One-spin,” said as “Uni-verse” in Ancient 

Italian.  To Aristotle, Socrates’ bloodthirsty murderers, who got control of castles and 
dictated their Correct Hunches as the POLICY for the people living in the castle or 

“POLIS” they controlled, were “the sole connection between Man on Earth and that 

POWER that made the One-spin or Universe spin around the Earth every day.”  Such a 
man who is this sole connection between Mankind and the Universe was “the 

UNTVERS-AL CONNECTION” between the two, or he was the “universal (Aristotle’s 

Greek word that he invented at that time for such was, “Catholic”) man.”  As a matter of 
fact Aristotle went to the extreme length to say that the only reason that Nature gives 

SPEECH to mankind, in the first place, is so that these bloodthirsty murderers may 

SPEAK — dictate their Monetary POLICY — to their subjects in their POLIS to create 
the Money, to pay Armies, to conquer more Castles etc. 

These pagan abominations invented by the Ancient Greeks were the only 

conceivable foundation for Human Society to the Ancient Romans.  Thus Pilate felt so 
smug and learnedly clever in firing back Socrates’ “Challenge” at Our Lord and Savior. 

 

The word “city” comes from the Ancient Romans’ word for their “city” of Rome.  
Their word was “ci-vi-t-as.”  The adjective for the Roman noun, “civi-tas” was, “civi-l.”  
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And, since Rome was built, lock, stock and barrel, upon Socrates’ Challenge, the word 

“civil” means government based upon Socrates’ Challenge, as the “civi-tas” of Rome is.  
So, the expression “CIVI-l Rights” really means the “Italian Rights” that one gets from 

the ancient Italian “CIVI” (= “City”) of Rome, Italy, which “rights” came into existence 

as a consequence of those Ancient Italians adopting the pagan abominations of that 
“Challenge” of Socrates as the basis for all life in their ancient Italian “Civi.” 

And now to our point of our ancient, ancestral, North European, “RIGHTS.” 

The word “LAW” is a North European, “Viking” word.  Both throughout 
Scandinavia for the last 2,000 years or in the British Isles since the Viking Age, 1,000 

years ago, the word LAW has meant “the Society wherein all men begin their worklife 

with a Christian Oath, committing themselves therewith to the Christian ORDERLY 
CONVERSATION wherein they tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, 

so help them God, just as their Lord and Savior did, throughout their industrial careers.”  

To the extent that they keep their Oaths and live in the GOOD LIFE, which the Savior 
promised to His disciples, they have the RIGHTS to continue on in doing what they told 

Him that they would do.  To the extent that someone says that they have deviated from 

that, they must appear before the Twelve Men, representing the Savior’s Twelve 
Apostles, at their “County Courthouse” in England and Scandinavia (and before the 

Crusades in most places in Germany, where “Counties” to this day are named for the 

Lord’s Twelve Apostles). 

Law is Law is Law is Law.  It IS something.  If the noun “LAW” must have some 

adjective to describe it, it is “OATH LAW.”  Both “oath” and “law” are North European, 

“Viking” words. 

In historical England, as in Colonial New England, it has been true that a man 

must first take the “commun-ion” of the Lord’s Supper, in his Anglo-Saxon “Township” 

(called a “commune” in Latin — transmuted into “common” in vernacular English — 
because it is where one takes the “commun-ion”) before being qualified to take his Oath.  

However, to take this Ancient ITALIAN, Southern European, Mediterranean adjective, 

“common,” to be used as the description of the Northern European, “Viking” noun, 
“Law,” for that reason or any other reason is as silly an exercise as that of movie makers 

coming up with silly adjectives for their movies, in order to grab out at any stray interest 

which may be available.  The Italian word, “common” is from Socrates’ pagan South 
European point of view.  It has absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with the Viking 

word, “Law.”  If any adjective can be used to describe that North European Institution, 

Law, that is, if there is an adjective that can do it justice, it is probably only that other 
North European word, “Oath.” 

Similarly, the only “rights” which the human cattle had who were driven by 

Socrates’ and Aristotle’s idealized murderers, who had seized control over castles by 
their Correct Hunches, Orthodoxy, which made them the Catholic connection with the 

One-spin, was to be butchered by those murderers, however those murderers felt that it 

was best to do that or to be granted some sort of a reprieve from that by them.  This is the 
“civil” situation of the Rome point of view of Socrates’ Challenge. 
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The Modern Italian spelling of the word, “civil,” is “civile,” pronounced, “chee-

vee-le.”  Since the sound, “chee-vee-le” is so obviously alien to the North European ear 
and to North European Institutions, we will use the sound, “chee-vee-le” to show the 

dissonance and alienness of that South European concept when our enemies try to use it 

as an adjective for the words of our North European Institutions. 

Case in point.  The word, “RIGHTS,” is a North European word.  The RIGHTS 

which people in the USA talk about were ONLY had by OUR Forefathers and their 

associates who took OATHS in the New England Colonies, Old England, and elsewhere 
in Europe.  If any adjective can be used with some sanity with our North European 

Institution of “RIGHTS” it is, again, “OATH.” 

That is what the RIGHTS of the North European Race have been; that is ALL 
THAT THEY HAVE EVER BEEN THROUGH THE AGES:  “OATH” RIGHTS.  That 

is what they are!  They have never been anything else! 

 

2. 

The Challenge of the South European, Socrates, sent by the vicious guillotiners 

about to begin the Bank of France, to all North European Civilization, in the persons of 
those in the US North who had just commenced the US Republican Form of Government 

for a USA covering most of North America, that was based upon Connecticut’s invention 

of a Written Constitution, based upon Connecticut’s ideal of “the Consent of the 
Governed,” therefore based upon the ONLY END of Connecticut — “as their GOOD 

LIFE AND ORDERLY CONVERSATION may win and invite the Natives of the 

Country to the knowledge and obedience of the only true God and Savior of Mankind and 
the Christian Faith” — was, as it has always been:  “NO MAN CAN ‘TEACH’ 

ANOTHER MAN WITH WORDS OR SPEECH OR ‘CONVERSATION’ HOW TO BE 

‘GOOD’!” 

That is the Challenge of SOUTH EUROPE to NORTH EUROPE for the last 

2,000 years.  In general, North Europe has had no answer so South Europe has 

continuously been winning by default. 

These Guillotiners challenged those Northerners, through the intermediary of 

Jefferson and other Southerners, “Our Cheeveele Rights have no dependence upon our 

Religious Opinions.”  The Greek word for “hunch,” which is “doxy,” is typically 
translated into English as “opinion,” such as the “opinion” which a Policy Judge renders 

in the South Europe, Socratic tradition.  What the Guillotiners told the people of the new 

US Union was, “You have no ‘Religious Opinions’ (like the “doxies” that create South 
European “policy”) by which you are able to ‘teach’ America’s Natives how to be 

‘good.’ Therefore you must stop trying to run North America as a North European LAW 

Society and must start letting it be run as a South European ‘cheeveele’ or POLICY 
Society.  You have no ORDERLY CONVERSATION by which you may ‘teach’ 

America’s Natives how to be ‘good,’ so your OATH LAW to do so is worthless.  With 

no more OATH LAW you have no more OATH RIGHTS.  Your Oaths are worthless for 
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anything more than just the way that you hire and fire employees and a few of your must-

hold-over court traditions.  That means that all that you have left here is a South 
European ‘cheeveele’ or Policy Society as your USA.  Anything which you might think 

that you have hanging on from your old ‘LAW’ Society may only be called the 

‘Cheeveele Rights’ (“Civil” Rights) of our South European ‘POLICY’ Society because, 
once again, with Socrates’ age-old Challenge, we have destroyed your ancient OATH 

LAW Society, based upon your ancient OATH LAW, with its ancient OATH RIGHTS.” 

During the Crusades Western Europe invented Universities to control the World 
Trade that had been won as a result of the Crusades.  The Universities or “One-spinities” 

of Medieval Europe took Socrates’ Challenge and Policy as their way to control World 

Trade rather than Jesus Christ or Law. 

Harvard and Yale were only copies of the best Universities of England, nothing 

more. 

They had some role in resolving Colonial in-house quarrels, but when challenged 
by the big-time competition for Control of World Trade — the Guillotiners about to 

launch their control of the World’s Economy through their Central Banks modeled on the 

Bank of France — Harvard and Yale immediately “folded” as the traditional defenders of 
the ideas that are the basis of Our Way of Life. 

It is almost impossible for a person to calculate the value that the American 

People lost by having no answer to that South European word, “cheeveele,” and to the 
Challenge of Socrates which it represents, that made our Country fall from our former 

ancestral Way of Life, of a North European LAW Society, all of the way down to that 

point at the bottom of things where our People have nothing but the refuse of a South 
European POLICY Society to pick through in the hope to keep something for themselves 

and their families out of the clutches of the confiscatory POLICIES of the Guillotiners’ 

Central Banks which dictate the rules for the World’s Economy in general and for that of 
the USA in specific. 

One thing that we can do is to go back to carefully scrutinize the Solid Data in the 

Origin of Our Way of Life, which is the next Section of this “Story of Rights in 
America.”  There are many points which come up as we do this which, as we see, are 

NEVER told to the Public.  By investigating these points we see that there is AN answer 

to our Problems. 

However, for the moment, to summarize the bad side of our Story so far, as it 

comes down to our Enemies challenging us with the Challenge of Socrates, as imbedded 

in that word, “cheeveele,” we see that it is still that unanswered Challenge of Socrates 
that at this time still keeps us in the condition of a South European POLICY Society 

instead of our being able to be the North European LAW Society with its Oath Law and 

Oath Rights that our Forefathers had and wished for us to have. 

And, then, to sum up the positive side of this Matter, it really does come down to 

the question:  “Where do the people of the North European Race get the idea to equate 

their North European, ‘Viking’ name, ‘Oath,’ with the name, ‘Jesus Christ’?” 
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Our Origin 

 

Our USA originated from a tiny Republic in England that has had an annually 

elected “president,” “senate,” and “house of representatives” since about 450 AD, nearly 
exactly as long before the Magna Carta as the Magna Carta is before us in the late 

Twentieth Century.  (One could call it, “a republic” or, as was more common, “an 

independent ‘city-state’” etc.; however, all of those words are Italian words; and this 
entity is NOT an Italian organization by any stretch of the imagination.  It is the 

quintessential “Anglo-Saxon” organization and is, in a number of ways, instructively 

designated an Anglo-Saxon Common-WEALTH.  “Wealth” is an Anglo-Saxon word.  
We designate it a “Commonwealth” in the rest of this Story.) 

From that day around 450 AD when it was founded to this day when you read 

this, this tiny Commonwealth has been completely independent of the Monarchs of 
England and of their Parliaments.  On land the Commonwealth only occupies a total of 

677 acres, but that land is the choice harbor location of the Island of Britain. 

A visit to this ancient harbor Commonwealth today finds it “the Financial 
District” of Britain, of Europe, and, indeed, of the entire World.  It bustles with some 

500,000 investment bankers during working days.  At night and on weekends it has about 

5,000 caretakers that are its permanent population.  It is estimated that about 80% of all 
of the gold that is sold in the world is sold there on these 677 acres.  As mentioned 

earlier, some say that its Bond Market does a greater dollar volume in seventy days than 

all other bond markets in the world — along with all of the stock exchanges in the world 
(including the New York Stock Exchange) thrown in with them — do in an entire year. 

As the Financial Capital of a renewed European Union, with its immediate service 

area of some 500,000,000 hardworking, industrialized people, this 677-acre 
Commonwealth has recaptured its role of the Nineteenth Century as “the Financial 

Capital of the World.” 

As we think of the origin of our Country, the USA, from this harbor 
Commonwealth, we, of course, all understand that our Forefathers who settled English-

speaking North America got here from England on ocean-going SHIPS.  And, that brings 

up the central point in the story of the Origin of the USA that people in general never 
seem to get to hear about. 

From the time of the Crusades the “Navy” of the ocean-going ships that 

controlled Trade on the North Atlantic Ocean was not the navy of any feudal “cavalry” 
commander, such as kings were.  They operated on land, not on the high seas.  Command 

of the ships on Europe’s sea lanes was by the Christian Navy of the victorious Christian 

Side of the Crusades.  The Christian Navy of Europe operated out of fortifications built at 
the best harbors of Europe.  In these fortifications the Christian Navy conducted its 

activities as a union of commonwealths, in the exact same way that the people of the 
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Northern Colonies/States have conducted, or have tried to conduct, the activities of the 

USA down till this day. 

Kings and their feudal cavalries could attack many things in a land where they 

were located.  However, if they were foolish enough to attack one of these Sea Trade 

Fortified Commonwealths, the entire Navy from all of the others could descend upon 
their local holdings and destroy them — as happened at the Conquest of England, when 

100 vessels from Normandy, 100 from Belgium, and 300 from Oslo, Norway descended 

upon England.  The 300 from Norway decimated the Angle-Danish Army at Stamford 
Bridge, near York, before its bedraggled survivors made their way south to Hastings 

where they were finally destroyed by the contingents from the 100 ships from Normandy 

and 100 ships from Belgium. 

It was many years after the establishment of the original English Commonwealths 

along our Atlantic Coast before the Kings of England were able to seize control over the 

sea-going vessels of England’s ancient Harbor Commonwealth and call those ships, “the 
King’s ‘Royal Navy.’” Harking back to those days when they were operated by 

England’s independent Harbor Commonwealth, with little or no contact with any English 

“Monarch,” the Commonwealths of Massachusetts and Virginia have resolutely insisted 
through the centuries that they be formally dealt with as English “Commonwealths” and 

have always fought against being dealt with by the Italian word, “State.”  Pennsylvania 

was founded at the time that the King of England took over control of the ancient English 
Commonwealth Navy, but it too prefers to be designated a “Commonwealth” rather than 

a “State.”  In a similar way, the “Commonwealth of Kentucky” was the westward 

extension to the Mississippi River of the Colony or “the Commonwealth of Virginia.”  It 
too chose to maintain this ancient Anglo-Saxon designation. 

So, again, from before the time of the Crusades down until the time of the 

founding of the first English Commonwealths along our Atlantic Coast, all of the best 
Harbors around Europe’s Northern Seas have been the sites of highly fortified 

Commonwealths, each operating exactly like these first American Commonwealths, that 

are our origin here, began operating. 

From London in the west (our 677-acre Commonwealth in England), to 

Novgorod, Russia in the east, from Bergen, Norway and Stockholm, Sweden in the north, 

to such German-speaking cities as Cologne, Hamburg, Lubeck, Danzig etc. to the south, 
this brotherhood of Christian Harbor Commonwealths has controlled the Trade of 

Northern Europe since before the Crusades and, as was mentioned before, produced and 

gave to the world its glorious way of doing Business, by which the world today tries to 
conduct its Business, which way of doing Business is called:  “The Free Enterprise 

System.” 

 

Our first American English Commonwealths, therefore, were formed as they were 

to be precise copies of the Harbor Commonwealths of this Brotherhood of 

Commonwealths in Northern Europe (specifically like its member that was our parent 
Commonwealth in England of London) which completely controlled all trade on the 
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North Atlantic Ocean up until about 1600, and still completely dominated those Waters 

until the end of the 1600’s, after the time when our first American English 
Commonwealths were begun. 

“But, still,” one might ask, “why did the Founders of Our Way of Life here in this 

Land have to be SO idealistic as to put all of us into this so ‘mentally precarious’ a 
predicament that the ONLY END of Connecticut put all of those into who flocked to the 

mental position of ‘the only “Republic” at the Constitutional Convention,’ either during 

or right after the struggle of our Revolution that New England began at Lexington and 
Concord, Massachusetts?” 

The American Revolution was “organized” first in New England by the 

subsequent Governor of Massachusetts, Samuel Adams.  His famous entreaties to the 
leading officers of Government in England were to plead the case for the ancient Anglo-

Saxon features of the North American Commonwealths, such as Massachusetts was.  

Earlier, when the Kings of England had no Navy that was their “Royal Navy,” the King 
had tried to assuage the Dutch-speaking leaders of the Hanseatic Navy that dominated the 

North Atlantic, that “the United Colonies of New England” (that had confederated 

themselves by the World’s Second Written Constitution, “the Articles of Confederation 
and Perpetual League of the United Colonies of New England” — the model for the 

“Second Organic Law of the USA,” “the Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union 

of the United States of America”) was just the exact same thing as those leaders of the 
Hanseatic “League” had inaugurated about a century earlier, in 1579, as they organized 

their novelty for a sovereign European Land, which they called, “the United Provinces of 

the Netherlands.”  In those days England’s Kings had told those Dutch-speaking leaders 
of Europe’s most powerful Navy, “Our ONLY END, forever, in creating ‘the United 

Colonies of New England’ is YOUR ‘ONLY END’:  to practice the ancient Free 

Enterprise System of Christian Europe’s Crusades Navy in such a way that people around 
the world will be won to want to worship the God of Christianity!” 

By the time of the American Revolution the Kings of England, following the 

policies of the Bank of England since 1694, had been fudging so tremendously on the 
ONLY END of their former intentions in establishing the English North American 

Commonwealths that by then they had demoted all of them, including Massachusetts, all 

of the way down to being their fools of “Royal” Colonies (or the “Proprietary” Colonies 
that were owned by the favorites of Britain’s Royalty and of the Bank of England), 

excepting Connecticut and Rhode Island.  (Rhode Island did not attend the US 

Constitutional Convention.) 

So, it was to Connecticut’s status and role that “the Patriots” flocked, to stand 

with Samuel Adams as he reminded the King of England and the British Government of 

their former “ONLY END” in authorizing the beginning of the North American English 
Commonwealths.  Then, it was also to that same status and same role that disingenuous 

partisans of the Bank of England, operating its holdings in the new Southern “States,” 

two-facedly urged that all of the new States go out to, onto that “mentally precarious” 
limb of Connecticut, to all unite themselves by a Written Constitution that is a general 
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amplification for the whole Land of that for which Connecticut’s had served for one part 

of this Land. 

However, if one looks at the motive of the man and his Group who had the most 

to immediately gain from the establishment of Connecticut, and the rest of the origin of 

the US North along with it, in the precise way that they established it, it might be argued 
that that man and his Group may not have been idealistic at all in establishing them in 

that way. 

Robert Rich, the Earl of Warwick, was the Lord High Admiral of England during 
the early and mid 1600’s, the time of the events we are considering.  He was also the 

President of the New England Company.  The Land owned by the New England 

Company included all land in North America from Philadelphia (on the 40th Parallel) to 
the beginning of the Quebec Coast (the 48th Parallel) and all land in between these two 

Parallels across the Continent of North America from the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific 

Coast.  (The 48th Parallel on the Pacific Coast is the location of Everett, Washington, a 
short distance north of Seattle.  The 40th Parallel on the Pacific Coast is halfway between 

the northern part of San Francisco Bay and the California/Oregon State Line.) 

In his own name Robert Rich owned all of the land in North America between the 
41st and 42nd Parallels, from the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific Coast — the “Colony of 

Connecticut.” 

He gave this land to his fellow Parishioners, in their Parish of Chelmsford, 
Essexshire, if they would cross the Atlantic and there set up the Parish of Hartford, 

Connecticut, and the Colony of Connecticut along with it, in the manner in which he 

needed them to be organized. 

In 1618 the land forces of Southern Europe, under Catholicism, organized 

themselves to militarily attack the Protestant Powers of Northern Europe.  Their main 

objective was to destroy the Commonwealths that made up the Hanseatic League.  After 
thirty years, by 1648, their “Thirty Years War” had rendered the ancient Hansa moribund, 

although it adherents, the Dutch, still remained the main Naval Power of the North 

Atlantic till the end of the 1600’s. 

After 1620, when the New England Company was founded in England, the Lord 

High Admiral of England knew that if he could rush about 20,000 people, from the 

fishing area of Old England from which he operated, across the North Atlantic, during the 
decade of the 1630’s, to colonize the entire coastline of the Fisheries of the North 

American Continental Shelf, the Grand Banks Fisheries that were the primary reason for 

cross-North-Atlantic Trade, when the Thirty Years War was over our Navy of English 
Speakers would eventually replace that of the Hansa as the Major Naval Power in the 

North Atlantic and that English Speakers would thereafter rule the Seas of the World, as 

we do till this day. 

However, during the remainder of the 1600’s what remained of the Dutch-

speaking Hansa’s Navy from the Netherlands was still the most powerful Navy on the 

North Atlantic and could easily have blown our feeble cross-Atlantic Carrying Trade 
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right out of the water — to the extent THAT WE WERE NOT THEM.  So we organized 

ourselves EXACTLY like them, or at least like their ancient Hanseatic “Kontor” for 
England of London, which they had operated down until the late 1500’s. 

Robert Rich was the wealthiest property owner of Essexshire, which has the 

shoreline in England of many of the fishing villages most heavily utilized by London’s 
Fishmongers Guild, the second most powerful of London’s ancient 25 Guilds and the 

creator of England’s Navy.  So, from his home Parish of Chelmsford, Essexshire and 

from the surrounding villages of that Shire, of East Anglia etc., Robert Rich stimulated 
the recruitment of the 20,000 settlers which, during the 1630’s, crossed the North Atlantic 

to colonize the Shoreline of the Grand Banks Fisheries, create “New England,” the US 

“North,” and, eventually, the modern USA. 
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The Main Dynamics That Formed Our Country 

 

This Section of our Story, on the Main Dynamics that were at work to form Our 

Country as it was formed during its Colonial History, contains information that is useful 
in helping us to go further back into our Origins as we learn of, “The Ancient Origin of 

London,” the following Section of this Story. 

The beginnings of an English-speaking presence in the New World is traditionally 
calculated from the “discovery,” in 1497, by John Cabot, sailing under the English Flag, 

of a portion of “the sea” that “was covered with fish which could be caught ... with 

weighted baskets lowered into the water.” 

This was a discovery of very far-reaching proportions for Northwestern Europe, 

with a principal source of its protein from the same species of fish populating this new-

found Grand Banks Fishery, Cod Fish, from which the “Stock Fish” (dried Cod) of their 
diet came. 

This presence was advanced when, on August 3, 1583, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, the 

older half-brother of Sir Walter Raleigh, took possession of the Island of Newfoundland 
(in the middle of the Grand Banks) in the name of Queen Elizabeth I of England. 

Our great competitor for America in those days was the Kingdom of Spain.  Its 

King, Phillip II, had recently been “the King of England” as the husband-consort of 
Elizabeth’s older half-sister, Queen Mary of England. 

Phillip had tried to regain control over England by conquest when he sent the 

Spanish Armada against England and, using the connections of his Dynasty, the 
Hapsburgs, who were the Kaisers of Germany, who directly represented many of the 

Cities of the Hanseatic League, sent a Hanseatic Armada against England. 

The goal of these operations was to win a long-term control over the Grand Banks 
Fishery, the produce from which had become the center place in the diet of so many 

people of Western Europe.  Spain had claimed ALL of the Americas (except Brazil) since 

1492, because of their having been discovered by Columbus.  However, the French Fleet 
of fishing ships, alone, that wintered in Newfoundland in 1504, only twelve years after 

Columbus’ First Voyage, was 100 ships. 

Geographically, England was the closest of the European Powers to the Grand 
Banks Fishery.  It was obvious that if England could dominate that Fishery and the 

transport of its produce to the Markets of Europe, its Navy would eventually control all of 

the Seas of the World, as its Navy or ours has since the 1700’s. 

However, the European Power with the second nearest geographical advantage 

was Spain, which, from its outposts in Florida, such as St. Augustine, could work its way 

up the Atlantic Coast to exploit the Grand Banks Fishery from the south.  The point 
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farthest south where Grand Banks Codfish can be found is the area of Cape Hatteras, 

North Carolina. 

To counter this threat, an English Colony was established, beginning in 1584, on 

Roanoke Island in Pamlico Sound, which are the waters between the mainland and the 

islands that form Cape Hatteras. 

After two mysterious disappearances of the Island’s Colonists, the first discovered 

in 1587 and the second in 1591, a successful, permanent settlement was begun a little 

farther north and inland.  This was on an island that was near the “north,” that is, away-
from-the-Spanish, shore of the broad James River.  If it was the Spanish who twice 

obliterated the Colonies planted on Roanoke Island (they had done the same to a French 

Huguenot Colony that they had captured closer to St. Augustine), the Spanish were not 
able to take Jamestown, which, under the guidance of the London Company, grew to 

become the Commonwealth of Virginia. 

As has been mentioned, the Thirty Years War began in 1618.  In that War Spain 
and Catholic Germany succeeded in destroying the main naval installations of the 

Hanseatic League, along the North Coast of Germany.  As these Dutch-speaking Harbor 

Installations were destroyed the Dutch-speaking crews of the ships that had sailed from 
those Harbors transferred their allegiance to the Netherlands, whose Navy, thus 

strengthened, as has been mentioned, remained the main power on the North Atlantic 

until the end of the 1600’s. 

However, Spain was also destroyed as a Great Power during the Thirty Years 

War. 

As soon as it was seen that Spain was not going to be a competitor anymore, the 
Lord High Admiral of England, Robert Rich, insisted that the London Company “throw 

away” Virginia, as it was useless anymore to him and to England’s Navy as a barrier 

against the Spanish.  He saw that the Spanish were not going to be a threat in the future 
and so insisted that the resources that had been expended in Virginia, as a defense against 

them, instead be expended to build the industrial base of England’s Navy in New 

England. 

The London Company, accordingly, “threw away” Virginia by deeding it to the 

Crown as a “Royal Colony” — thereby taking away from it ALL of its former STATUS 

as a part of England’s Navy’s operations and therefore part of its THIRD State.  
Thereafter, in contemplation of the Law of England, Virginia was nothing more than 

another Crown property, to be ultimately owned and totally controlled by the Crown. 

Thereafter, England’s Navy concentrated almost all of its efforts in building up 
what became the US North, the “Shoreline” of the Grand Banks Fishery. 

As was mentioned before, England’s Commercial Navy was at pains to show the 

North Atlantic’s dominant Dutch-speaking Navy that it was NOTHING BUT a part of 
their Old Christian Crusades Navy, with NOTHING BUT its goals. 
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So, King Charles I issued the Charter for the Massachusetts Bay Company with 

the exact same words for its Purpose as later appeared in Connecticut’s Charter as its 
Purpose, which we have frequently quoted, except that it says “to win and incite the 

Natives of the Country” and says that it “is the principal end of this Plantation” rather 

than that it “is the only and principal end ...” as in Connecticut’s Charter. 

We need to remember that Connecticut was, originally, the personal property of 

the Lord High Admiral of England and that he insisted that his fellow Parishioners at 

Chelmsford set up Connecticut exactly as England’s Navy needed it to be, to represent 
England’s Navy to Europe’s ancient, Dutch-speaking Crusades Navy. 

When the Lord High Admiral’s Minister, along with their other Parishioners, 

invented the idea of a Written “Constitution,” to govern it by, they called it, “The 
Fundamental Orders of Connecticut”; and all that it was, was the same thing as the 

“Articles” that every Dutch-speaking boy, preparing himself for a career in Europe’s 

Crusades Navy’s Free Enterprise System, had written for himself for many centuries. 

When Civil War broke out in England, between the historic leaders of its Army 

and its Navy, its SECOND and THIRD States, all New Englanders wanted to make their 

case to Europe’s Crusades Navy that controlled the Seas between them and their distant 
homeland. 

Massachusetts, Plymouth Colony, Connecticut, and New Haven Colony united 

themselves under the World’s Second Written Constitution, which had as its Preamble: 

“Whereas we all came to these parts of America, WITH ONE 

AND THE SAME END AND AIM, NAMELY, TO ADVANCE THE 

KINGDOM OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST and [that done] TO ENJOY 
THE LIBERTIES OF THE GOSPEL [what today’s “Civil” Libertarians 

have chosen to call, their “cheeveele liberties”] IN PURITY ...” 

As was mentioned earlier, this “Second Written Constitution” in the world was 
called, “The Articles of Confederation and Perpetual League of the United Colonies of 

New England.”  When our people wanted to place themselves squarely upon the original 

STATUS for the US North — back at that time when England’s Navy had told the Dutch 
“Christian Crusades Navy” that our ONLY END for being here was its ONLY END — 

our people called our First Written Constitution for our whole Country, “The Articles of 

Confederation and Perpetual Union of the United States of America,” in imitation of that 
earlier one of the New England Confederation. 

The Bank of England, seeking to steal the West from the American Colonies, 

wanted to “kick over the traces” of our original STATUS in being here, established for us 
in relation to Europe’s Crusades Navy by England’s Navy.  All Americans who wanted 

the SUBSTANCE of that STATUS placed themselves firmly on that original STATUS of 

Connecticut. 

“The LAW” of England has ZERO applicability or place on the North American 

Continent except by the precise wording of the “Documents” that TRANSFERRED it 
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here.  The Bank of England said, “Oh, you don’t have to be sticklers for that; just let us 

steal your Western Lands.”  Our People said, “NO!” 

That “Document” that put down England’s Navy’s Statement of our STATUS 

here most strongly was the Charter of Connecticut of 1662, issued by King Charles II.  

We had been here for generations by then.  And, Connecticut, with its original “Written 
Constitution,” had been operating right beside Massachusetts, with its original Charter, 

for about thirty years by then. 

The People of Connecticut knew EXACTLY what they wanted to tell the 
dominant Dutch-speaking Navy of the North Atlantic as to why we were here 

(particularly in view of the impending Anglo-Dutch War, that was going to transfer their 

New Netherlands — New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware — from Dutch 
to English control).  We and England’s Navy told them that our “ONLY END” in being 

here was the Only End for their being a Christian Crusades Navy in the first place.  And, 

King Charles II said, “Yes, and that is also the ‘Only End’ forever of myself and all 
future Kings of England!” 

At the time of the Revolution THAT was the STATUS that all Americans wanted 

to put themselves into, in opposition to the Bank of England trying to steal our future 
from us in the name of the King. 

When all Americans said that they all believed in Connecticut’s founding 

principle of “The Consent of the Governed,” to make Connecticut’s STRONGEST 
STATUS theirs, they, of course, simultaneously say that they acknowledge that which it 

is to which the People of Connecticut GIVE THEIR CONSENT.  The People of 

Connecticut had had their opportunity, through many generations here by the time of the 
Revolution, to tell all of the people of the World what the ONLY END in their being 

here, to which they had GIVEN THEIR CONSENT DURING ALL OF THAT TIME, 

was.  THEY HAD TOLD THE WORLD WHAT IS WAS DURING ALL OF THAT 
TIME MOST EXPLICITLY, “IN NO UNCERTAIN TERMS.” 

Then, as all other Americans wanted to take for themselves the STATUS of 

Connecticut, in saying that they all operated on Connecticut’s PRINCIPLE of “the 
Consent of the Governed,” they obviously simultaneously say that they honor that ONLY 

END to which the People of Connecticut give their Consent. 

So, not only the People of Connecticut but all of the decent people of the USA 
who sincerely honored the STATUS of the People of Connecticut, as they took that 

STATUS upon themselves BY GIVING THEIR CONSENT to that to which the People 

of Connecticut were giving theirs, were “double-crossed” by the disingenuous agents of 
Europe’s Central Banks who not only challenged them that their ONLY END was “not 

do-able” then, they were double-crossed far more profoundly by the position of those 

Enemies that that ONLY END would NEVER be do-able.  They said that it was 
“mentally precarious” to have such a never do-able ONLY END but that we were dumb 

enough to start with it so “we are stuck with it.”  However, as we go through the “solid 

data” in the Origin of our Inheritance, that we used to create our Country, we see that 
there is “an answer” to the right way to DO what our People hope to do, as we review: 
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The Ancient Origin of London 

 

On recent pages we have had the occasion to mention something of three of the 

four ancient peoples of Scandinavia.  Mention was made of places in Norway and 
Sweden.  Reference was made to the “Danish” character of the army of the Anglo-Dane 

Harold, the King of England killed at Hastings by Normans.  The fourth ancient people of 

Scandinavia are those who are so central throughout the rest of this Story of the vast 
struggles of Mankind that are involved in this information that we are considering.  

Today their land is Southern Sweden, and today they are generally just thought of as, “the 

Southern Swedes.” 

So much that we are considering originated from them.  The name for that ancient 

Brotherhood of the Christian Harbor Commonwealths of Europe, which gives the world 

the Free Enterprise System, is a word from their language.  Again, that word is, “hansa.”  
And, again, the expressions that are used in English for that Brotherhood are either:  “the 

Hansa” or “the Hanseatic League.” 

The Craft Guilds of this fourth people from ancient Scandinavia, from whose 
language the word “hansa” comes, crafted the world’s first “stirruped” saddles, which 

enabled their horsemen to be the armored knights who conquered the Roman Empire and, 

therewith, conquered both continental Europe and England away from the Byzantine 
Roman Empire.  The word, “stirrup” is also from their language.  In Scandinavia a “step” 

is a “stig.”  A “stir-rup” is a “stig-rope” or “step-rope,” giving one much more control in 

horseback riding. 

This first European Cavalry of Armored Knights destroyed the Roman Army of 

three Legions that were on their way to destroy the families of these Knights.  Those 

three Legions were composed of perhaps 150,000 Roman Soldiers, mostly Infantry, sent 
to destroy these Knights and their families, perhaps 100,000 people, including men, 

women, children, aged, infirm etc.  The Battle took place at the city of Adrianople 

(modern Edirne, Turkey), some 130 miles west of the city of Constantinople, on August 
9, 378 AD. 

Before stirrups a mounted lancer was restricted to the strength of his arm to 

deliver the blow of his lance.  A stirruped saddle, on the other hand, allowed these 
Knights to deliver the entire violence of their “giant” one-ton charging warhorses (which 

breed they had developed in their former, temporary home on the Steppes of the Ukraine 

and which breed are, presumably, the ancestors of the large English “Shire” Horse, 
Clydesdales etc.) into the tips of their lances.  The way that their lances knocked up into 

the air the shield bearers of those three Roman Legions was the beginning of “Shock 

Attack” tactics in European Military History.  This made their invention of the Stirrup 
“the Second Most Important Discovery in Military History” and the dominant Invention 

in the Military History of Europe and nearby areas for nearly the next 1,000 years, until 

the Invention of Guns. 
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After some 40,000 of those Roman Soldiers, including the Roman Emperor, were 

trampled to death etc. by those huge horses, these Knights and their people went 
wherever they decided to go in what, before the Battle of Adrianople, had been the 

Roman Empire in continental Europe west of Constantinople.  Then, after about seventy 

years, events transpired which forced them to transport their Knights and Horses across 
the Channel to harry the Roman Infantries out of theretofore Roman “Britain” and 

convert it into Anglo-Saxon “England.” 

The descendants of these people, in both England and Scandinavia, have always 
called these Forefathers of ours, “the Jutes.”  The people of Southern Sweden have 

always called their Land, “Juteland” and have called its big city, “Juteborg.”  However, 

Romans have always resolutely refused to use their true name.  In its place Romans, and 
the rest of the world along with them, call Southern Sweden, “Gothland” and its big city, 

“Gothenburg.” 

These Jutes, whose Knights conquered the Roman Empire and established Anglo-
Saxon England are universally recognized as having been “Primitive” Christians. 

The first copy of the Bible ever written in the Latin Alphabet of the Romans (the 

Alphabet in which this Story is written) was written by the Jutes in their language, 
apparently for their Roman subjects in their first major conquest, away from the Romans, 

of the land of Romania.  They conquered it in 270 AD. 

A copy of this Bible is still extant.  It is called, “the Codex Argenteus” and is 
today preserved in the Uppsala University Library in Uppsala, Sweden.  It was written 

over a century before people in the Roman Empire ever got around to making a copy of 

the Bible in their own native “Latin” language, the copy which they named, “the 
Vulgate.”  The Cavalries of the Armored Knights of the Jutes were on the verge of the 

conquest of the actual city of Rome, itself, before the Romans got around to making that 

copy so that they could tell their Conquerors that they believed it “TOO.”  The Judge 
who commanded the Jutes’ Cavalry said that if any Romans really did believe it they 

could go hide in a Christian church and he would guarantee that none of his men would 

hurt them, and thus occurred the “conquest” of Rome by these early Christian people 
with a Christian mercy totally unheard of in all of the experience of Romans. 

In this Cavalry of the Armored Knights of the Jutes that conquered the European 

Roman Empire, command was exercised by a “Judge”; and that command “circulated” to 
other Judges.  This is the exact same way that Command over the Commonwealth of 

London has circulated among its Judges since London was established by these same 

Jutes in 450 AD.  The 25 Craft Guilds of London each occupy one “Ward” of the City.  
Each Ward is presided over by its Judge, its “Alderman,” along with his Jury of Twelve 

Wardens or “Wardens’ Court,” which, like all Juries that have immemorially operated at 

the heart of the Law of the Race of the Nordic Peoples across Northern Europe, have 
always been understood to represent to them locally the judgment of Our Savior’s 

Twelve Apostles.  The 25 Aldermen of London have circulated this command over the 

Commonwealth of London among themselves since the beginning of our records.  One 
such Judge or Alderman has this command of being “The Lord Mayor” for one year.  He 

then relinquishes it to another such Judge.  This is the origin of the office of the Colonial 
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“Governors” of the early English Colonies/Commonwealths, then of the “Governors” of 

the States of the USA and of “the Office of the President of the United States of 
America.” 

As we leave this subject and go on to the next, of course the ONLY question is 

one in relation to that word, “primitive” in the expression, “Primitive Christians.”  “Were 
these Jutes or Goths who conquered the Roman Empire and established England — who, 

when they did, found the entire Roman Empire saying, ‘Hey, we all believe in Jesus 

Christ, just like you!’ — the type of ‘primitive’ Christians that Theology designates, 
‘Original’ Christians?” 

As a young man Thomas Jefferson was extremely intent on this precise point. 

As soon as the Committee — Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, and Thomas 
Jefferson — that presented the Declaration of Independence to the Continental Congress, 

got it approved, they were immediately asked to compose a “Great Seal of the United 

States of America” for the Congress to consider. 

The young Thomas Jefferson — who emphasized to all the fact that our English 

Way of Life here in America was ANGLO-SAXON, the Life of an Anglo-Saxon 

“Commonwealth,” with no relationship whatsoever to the political novelties which the 
Norman Monarchy had intruded into the Life of England — earnestly sought that the 

Great Seal of the USA be the busts of “the two Jute Brothers (one named, “Stallion” in 

Anglo-Saxon and the other named with a name that meant, “All of the other kinds of 
Horses,” i.e. mares, geldings and colts),” who were in charge of the Anglo-Saxon 

Conquest of England. 

Jefferson had gone to the extreme length of learning how to read the Anglo-Saxon 
language in order to discover anything more that he could from any Anglo-Saxon 

literature about these two Brothers and their “mystery” people, the Jutes.  However, after 

the Byzantine Roman Empire’s Navy had resubjugated the British Isles to their regime, 
after the year 600 AD, all of the written materials about the activities of the Jutes in 

England were completely expunged, except for the lingering tradition of the two Jute 

Brothers, Stallion and All of the other kinds of Horses, “Hengist” and “Horsa,” who 
actually led the attack that drove the Roman Infantry out of England and allowed the 

Angle and Saxon Peoples to move in. 

What we can put together from such memory and records as have remained is that 
when the Jutes subjugated Western France during the early 400’s AD, they took over the 

Naval Installations of that area.  The Roman Empire had treacherously contracted with 

hordes of Central Asian, Mongolian, predatory cavalries — those against whose 
predations the Chinese had erected the Great Wall of China — to sweep down from the 

Steppes upon the Jutes, living in their recent conquest of Romania, as well as upon their 

fellow Nordic Peoples in Eastern and Central Europe.  As soon as the Jutes had made 
their first permanent Conquest of the Romans, the Roman Emperor said, “Hey, don’t 

fight us anymore; we all believe in Jesus Christ!” As soon as these Nordic Peoples were 

placated or confused enough by this deception, or both, the Roman Emperor hired these 
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hordes, to destroy these Nordic Peoples, all of the way west to the English Channel 

Coast. 

About 450 AD the Byzantine Roman Emperor Theodosius II paid the Hun leader, 

Attila, cartloads of Roman gold coins, TONS of them, to make his way west to Western 

France and finally annihilate the Jutes who had gone there.  When, in 451 AD, he finally 
got his Hordes there they were destroyed instead by the Jutes’ Knights at the Battle of 

Chalons sur Marne, about 70 miles east of Paris. 

However, before the Battle the Jutes shipped Knights and their Chargers across 
the Channel to drive the Roman Army out and make it safe to transport their kindred, 

war-refugee Peoples, the Angles and Saxons, over the Channel and away from the Huns. 

Of the forty Shires into which the Angles, Saxons and Jutes divided England the 
Jutes only retained two.  These were Kentshire and Hampshire.  Kentshire is the English 

side of the Strait of Dover.  The north shore of Kentshire is the Thames River and 

Estuary.  At the time of the Jutes’ Conquest they extended their Shire of Kent all of the 
way to the farthest point inland of the Tidewater of the Thames River.  That means that 

that was the farthest point inland to which the Knights and their Horses could get a “free 

ride from the Tide.”  At that point, on the north shore of the Thames, where they 
unloaded their Knights and Horses to drive the Romans out of all of England north of that 

location, the Jutes established their Commonwealth of “London” (which means, “the 

Grove,” in all Scandinavian languages) with command under circulating Judges etc., etc. 

Kentshire’s Dover Cliffs are the nearest point in England to France and the 

Continent.  Therefore it was the most convenient point to which the Jutes could ship their 

cargo from their holdings in France over to their new holdings in England. 

The second nearest distance from France to England is from the Cotentin 

Peninsula of Normandy, France to the Isle of Wight, which is a part of the Jutes’ 

Hampshire.  Extending inland into Hampshire from the direction of the Isle of Wight is 
the Estuary of Southampton Water, the second-best harbor of Southern England. 

Between 450 and 600 AD the Jutes operated these two Shires with their two 

optimum harbors.  To this day these two Shires of Kent and Hampshire, with their 
ancient Jutish customs, are remarkably different from the other 38 Anglo-Saxon Shires of 

England.  Also, to this day the Capital of Kentshire, Canterbury, has remained the 

Spiritual Capital of England.  And, Winchester, the Capital of Hampshire, remained the 
Political Capital of the Kingdom of England down until the Norman Conquest. 

“These Jutes, who led the Conquest of England, who set up London by their 

distinctive customs, the same London through whose ‘London Company’ ‘the 
Commonwealth of Virginia’ was set up in the early 1600’s, the distinctive Jutish 

Commonwealth Customs of which are the essence of the distinctively different 

‘American Way of Life’ — if only we could find out ANYTHING about them,” thought 
young Thomas Jefferson.  “These distinctively ‘Original Christianity’ Customs of the 

Jutes, with their 12-man Juries, so like the Savior’s 12 Apostles, of whom He said, ‘Ye 

also shall sit upon twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel,’ Matthew 19:28; 
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even their name, ‘Jutes,’ Jesus Christ and His Twelve Apostles (as indeed virtually all 

people who are considered to be racial “Jews”) called the people of their Tribe of Israel, 
‘Judes’; linguistically the name ‘Jute’ and the name ‘Jude’ are the same name!  If only 

anything additional could be found out!” 

However, unfortunately, in Jefferson’s day it seemed as though nothing more 
could be found out.  Jefferson’s fervent, youthful, idealistic zeal on this point cooled as 

the impossibility of his all-important quest became more obvious.  Seeing the 

hopelessness of the intellectual “maroonment” of his new fellow countrymen, perhaps 
more poignantly than others with whom he spoke on this issue, perhaps he at last grew 

cold to them on their unwillingness or inability to understand their intellectual 

predicament.  What is known is that, at length, when certain parties saw it to be in their 
interest to let the new US North “have it” with the, apparently, complete untenability of 

their intellectual position, an older and colder Jefferson, for some material concessions 

for his region of the new Country, at last consented to be their archer who shot that awful 
arrow right into the heart of the Bull’s Eye. 
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The “Situation” of Religious Life in the USA 

After the First Amendment to the US Constitution 

 

The Hanseatic Commonwealth of London (as were all of the other 
Commonwealth Harbors of the Hanseatic League) is organized exactly like the 

organization formed in the USA during its early years that is named, “The Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.” 

A comparison could proceed like this:  London is divided into 25 “stakes” 

(London’s 25 “Wards”).  Each of these is presided over by its “stake president” (its 

“Alderman”).  (These 25 Aldermen are the 25 “Senators” in London’s “Senate,” its 
“Court of Aldermen.”) 

As has been mentioned, each of these Aldermen presides over his Ward through 

his “high council,” his “Wardens’ Court” or Jury of 12 Wardens who administer their 
“Common Law” or “Law Merchant” Verdicts for the adult males of their Ward in the 

exact same manner as done for adult males of the LDS Church by the 12 “Jurors” that 

compose their “high council.” 

[All of the adult males of a London Ward practice the same Craft.  That is, they 

are all Craftsmen of that Craft Guild which operates their Ward of the City.  Or, said in 

another way, all of the adult males of each of London’s 25 Wards practice that one of its 
25 Christian Crafts to which their Ward, from ancient times, has been exclusively 

dedicated.] 

The subdivisions of London Wards is that of the US Countryside. 

Each Ward is subdivided into a number of Christian “Parishes,” the equivalent of 

the Anglo-Saxon “Townships” of the English Countryside or the subdivisions of North 

American “Counties” (“Counties” being analogous to London Wards).  Each “parish” or 
“township” or “commune” or “common” sends its representative to London’s House of 

Representatives, its “Court of ‘Common’ Council.” 

One joins one’s Christian Parish in London by the traditional Christian 
Ordinances of Baptism and Confirmation.  This is, of course, the same as encountered in 

all Christian denominations.  It is the same in the local congregations into which the 

“Stakes” of the LDS Church are divided, which local congregations are, interestingly, 
called, “Wards.” 

As was mentioned earlier, one then joins one’s London Ward, or the Christian 

Craft Guild of that Ward, by taking one’s Oath (anciently apparently at London’s 
“Temple,” where England’s Barristers’ Guild still observes something of that Custom).  

After that a “boy” is considered to be a London Free “Man.” 
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The procedure of the LDS Church with its young men going to their local Temple 

at nearly the same age and taking upon themselves similar lifelong obligations, is very 
analogous to those procedures of the Ancient Customs of London. 

The fundamental practices that still support the Ancient English Law 

Commonwealth of London today — maintaining it as the same “Law Commonwealth” 
today that it was about 1550 years ago — and which maintained the original, English 

Law Commonwealths begun in the early 1600’s along our Atlantic Coast, are still 

practiced by the American People today.  However, today they are only the ancient 
Christian practices of their neighborhood churches etc., with zero relevance beyond them 

in the practices of Greco-Roman Government, that has made its way into a severe 

ensconcement over them after the First Amendment to the US Constitution. 

From the beginning of our American English Commonwealths to the First 

Amendment, the American English-speaking People always spoke of “CHURCH and 

COMMONWEALTH.” 

The concept of “the WHOLE Truth,” upon which “the Orderly Conversation of 

the English-speaking People” (which they have held yields “Good Life”) is 

COMPLETELY “DEPENDENT,” has always been understood by them to be the 
understanding of things of their God, the Son of God. 

THAT IS THEIR “ENTIRE,” THEIR “WHOLE” LAW!   

They have always “PLED” for HIS “HELP” when they covenant themselves to 
speak it. 

There is no way that there ever was nor ever can be a Commonwealth of all Men 

therein “Working together BY THE LAW” that is not in ABSOLUTE “DEPENDENCE” 
UPON THE CHURCH wherein its Mothers are teaching their children “the WHOLE 

Truth” of the Lord Jesus Christ! 

This is precisely what was attacked and almost completely destroyed by the 
Guillotiners’ Challenge. 

They challenged the new US Commonwealth:  “Our Civil Rights have NO 

DEPENDENCE upon our religious opinions.” 

We dwelled at some length on how this precise wording blew the Professors at the 

Harvard and Yale Graduate Schools of Divinity right out of the saddle of their role, 

theretofore, as the Protectors of the intellectual position of that original Commonwealth 
or “Republic of the Lord Jesus Christ” that was the New England Company — extending 

from the Mason Dixon Line to Canada and from the Atlantic to the Pacific, wherein its 

activities were headed up by Massachusetts and Connecticut, which also extended across 
the entire Continent from their holdings on the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific. 

And that is the introduction of some points about the situation of our Land which 

the Misinformation Media might think are too drastic to their contrived version of it for 
you to hear. 
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As has been mentioned earlier, a full half of the expenses of the American 

Revolution was paid for by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and a full half of the 
remainder by the Commonwealth of Connecticut.  Adding to those sums the 

contributions paid by the rest of New England and from transplanted New Englanders in 

the Middle Colonies, such as Benjamin Franklin, who was born in Massachusetts, not 
counting the Funds which the Southern Colonies paid for a British Victory, “Guess how 

much the South paid to help Americans win the Revolutionary War?” 

With the Funds which they paid, Massachusetts, Connecticut and the rest of New 
England paid “the Ancient Anglo-Saxon Yeomanry” (the “Militias” of the Townships of 

New England) to chase the forces of the Bank of England out of New England never to 

return. 

And, since the people of Old England have always loved their ancient 

Commonwealth so and could not bring themselves to fight its copies in America, those of 

the Guillotiners who owned the Bank of England had to go to the nearly impossible 
lengths of appealing to the alter ego of Rothschild, the House of the Prince of Hesse, 

Cassel, to send a Mercenary Hessian Army from Germany to fight for what the Bank of 

England felt were its interests in the Middle Colonies. 

However, the Situation of the Colonial South was very different from that of 

either New England or of the Middle Colonies, that began as Dutch Colonies or as a 

Swedish Colony. 

The “sole” export cash crop of the Colonial South was the Tobacco that was 

controlled 100% by the “Tobacconists” (Tobacco Merchants) of Europe, who owned the 

Market wherein it was distributed and who are the Guillotiners owning Europe’s Central 
Banks. 

Whereas Massachusetts,’ Connecticut’s and their New England Company’s land 

ownership went from the 40th (moved slightly southward to the Mason Dixon Line) 
Parallel to the 48th Parallel, Coast to Coast, which gave them almost all of the 

unspeakable wealth of the US Midwest — the “immediate prize,” the clumsy grasp at 

which by the Bank of England precipitated the Revolutionary War— Virginia’s, North 
and South Carolina’s and Georgia’s immediate westward extensions would have only 

given them the comparatively much poorer “Appalachia” of West Virginia, Kentucky, 

Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi.  So the Colonial South had very little of the 
immense, immediate wealth at immediate jeopardy that Colonial New England had to 

fight for. 

Under such economic “realities” as these, where the “wealthy” Southern 
Tobacco-farmer/ Slaveholders were actually no better off than would be so many 

“penniless beggars” at the absolute mercy of the European Tobacconists, who owned the 

Bank of England, upon the credits of which they were dependent to stay in existence, 
“the British Army” in “occupation” of the Colonial South during the USA’s 

Revolutionary War was the American Southern English. 
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Where those against the USA’s Commonwealth in the North were driven out of 

the USA with the British Army, to become Canadians after the War, the Southern 
Americans who composed the British Army of the Colonial South drove Thomas 

Jefferson’s “State Government” (wherein he was Governor) of Virginia out of its Capital 

to be a government in exile until the end of the War.  At that turn of events the defeated 
British Army merely disbanded and went back to their previous pursuits of being the 

European Tobacconists’ Tobacco Farmers and Slaveholders. 

The History of the USA makes no sense until one “gets the point” that, except for 
a very few, the Slaveholders of the US South were, from beginning to end, nothing more 

than the manipulees of the European Tobacconists and their Central Banks, who 

maintained a tight control over the European Market for which nearly all of the produce 
of their Slaves’ labors was intended.  These Slavers, accordingly, were from the very 

beginning of our USA, steeped by their manipulators in an entirely contrary Agenda for 

the USA from that of the Northern Commonwealth — which Agenda they pushed 
ferociously until their ultimate defeat as the complete losers of the US Civil War. 

That ferocious Agenda struck first through that Challenge of which we have 

spoken, their saying:  “Our Civil Rights have NO dependence upon our Religious 
Opinions.” 

One might contrast that point of view with a quote from the first volume of 

Winston S. Churchill’s “A History of the English-speaking Peoples.”  That volume is 
entitled, “The Birth of Britain.”  The second chapter in that volume is entitled, “The 

English Common Law” and ends with these words: 

“THE LIBERTIES OF ENGLISHMEN RESTED NOT UPON 
ANY ENACTMENT OF THE STATE, but upon immemorial, slow-

growing CUSTOM, DECLARED BY JURIES OF FREE MEN, AS 

THEY GAVE THEIR VERDICTS CASE BY CASE IN OPEN COURT.” 

Contrasting this information, provided to us by Churchill, with that point of view, 

one might think to query these Southerners who pushed their Challenge so ferociously 

against the US North, “Upon what do you THINK that our Free Men Forefathers 
‘depended’ as they deliberated in open court throughout the Ages of the Christian Era, to 

hand down their Verdicts, that ARE the COMMON ‘LAW,’ that all social cohesion and 

‘Rights’ within our English-language Society ‘depend upon’?”  After that obvious 
question one might say, “They depended solely upon the WHOLE TRUTH, as they 

perceived it, from the mouths of other Free Men who were PLEADING TO THEIR 

‘GOD’ for His ‘HELP’ in order to be able to tell the Court their part of His HOLY (the 
exact same word in the original Anglo-Saxon pronunciation, spelling and meaning, but 

not in contrived Latin spelling) = WHOLE Truth!  That is, ALL that the Common Law 

RIGHTS of our ENGLISH Forefathers DEPENDED UPON Was upon their 
‘RELIGIOUS OPINIONS’ of what the HOLY = WHOLE TRUTH of their GOD was — 

unto whom they pleaded for HIS HELP and upon which HELP for which WHOLE 

TRUTH they consistently confessed through scores of Generations throughout the 
Christian Era that they were in 100% COMPLETE DEPENDENCE for any and all 

‘Goodness’ in English Life and in our Common Law, including our ‘Rights.’” 
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At this point some might feel constrained to push the point of their weapon a little 

more vigorously at those Southerners who pushed their Challenge so blasély to the 
destruction of our Christian Society.  “Let’s say that it is a given that the Slavers who 

pushed that Challenge were, from the beginning, a pack of the very most vile, vicious 

opportunists, willing to sell out their own mothers for the right price.  Their corruptibility 
is obvious.  It is not the issue.  The ISSUE is:   ‘Are they all IMBECILES?’  It is THE 

MOST OBVIOUS THING ON THIS PLANET THAT THE SOCIETY OF THE 

ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLES IS 100% DEPENDENT, for its cohesion, its 
existence, UPON ITS LAW.  ITS LAW HAS ALWAYS BEEN 100% ‘DEPENDENT’ 

FOR ITS EXISTENCE, FOR THE ‘RIGHTS’ THAT IT CREATES FOR ITS 

ADHERENTS, ‘UPON’ THE RELIGIOUS OPINIONS THOSE ADHERENTS 
‘THINK’ THAT THEY RECEIVE FROM THE ‘GOD OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING 

PEOPLE’ (whom they identify as Jesus Christ) as they PLEAD WITH HIM to let them 

speak ‘THEIR RELIGIOUS OPINIONS’ of god’s WHOLE TRUTH.  ‘Are these people 
who say that the “Rights” of the English-speaking Peoples have “NO DEPENDENCE 

UPON OUR RELIGIOUS OPINIONS” Complete Ignoramuses of THE FACTS, 

Willfully Blind, Maniacs or just The Biggest Fools Who Have Ever Lived?’” 

And, of course, the answer to ALL of this is, “Tut.” 

We must ignore the Messenger.  He is not our Enemy.  The Enemy is the 

Organization of the Guillotiners in France who composed this Challenge in France, had it 
sent to their Debtors in the Old South, who were in debt to them over their heads, and 

forced those Debtors to push that Challenge onto the new US North. 

Now to say something that is CRUCIALLY important to all decent people who 
live in the USA.  A VITAL defense for us is to BLOCK OUT our Enemies’ sniping at us 

— TO TOTALLY IGNORE THEM.  Not doing this, if we are stupid enough to listen to 

our Enemies, they are stupid enough to kill us for it.  With that said ... 

We MUST LOOK AT “this Challenge” only from the point of view of that 

Enemy.   

Now, these people are not Englishmen nor never were. 

They NEVER had the RIGHTS of ENGLISH people, nor do they make any claim 

to ever have. 

What they IN FACT SAY is that THEIR “ITALIAN” RIGHTS HAVE NO 
DEPENDENCE UPON THEIR RELIGIOUS OPINIONS. 

“What are ‘Italian’ or better ‘Roman Rights’?”  Simply, the Rights that a Dictator 

of the Roman Scheme arrogates to himself for himself and his adherents, that he and they 
have because nobody else has any Correct Hunches (or, more to the point, any Money or 

Gold); and he does. 

When we deprived ourselves of our Medieval Lie, “Oh, our King has those!” that 
part of our Medieval Organization based upon such italianesque concepts as:  

“government,” “money,” “courts” etc. collapsed.  Simple as that. 
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Our Enemy struck us secondly by ballooning the italianesque word, “State,” into 

the “folk mystique” with which the Media bombards the poorly educated. 

The HUGE THING which they did here, a third attack upon us, because of the 

reality of the Victory of their Challenge against the Northern Commonwealth, was to 

introduce as the mental geography of North America and beyond the Limbo of their 
interpretation of the First Amendment which they bequeath to Americans as their 

concept:  “THE SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE.” 

When the Jutes drove the Romans and their Italian word “State” out of Britain 
they introduced our idea of our “Key-ric” (written “ci-ric” as the first Anglo-Saxon 

appearance of our word “church” in the Oxford English Dictionary).  “Key-ric” is 

Scandinavian for “the Kingdom of the Keys.”  In order for the fathers of English families 
to become the Craftsmen of our Industrial Revolution in its setting of the Free Enterprise 

System, those fathers, as boys, had to become learned, with their sisters, from their 

mothers, in the Keys of God’s Kingdom, to learn His Holy Whole Truth, which proven 
understanding of which Keys was that father’s qualification for formal acceptance into 

the “Commonwealth.” 

Now here come the Guillotiners telling us that because we are intellectually 
unable to defend before them the viability of our heritage of our ancestral 

Commonwealth, their Italian “State” gets to kick our English “Church” out of its 

historical central position in our lives. 

One obviously sees that the Guillotiners’ Agenda, of their “Separation of Church 

(an English word) and State” (an Italian word) in North America, goes much further than 

merely their Italian “State” taking over “everything” and kicking our ancestral English 
“Church” out so that it has “nothing.”  One of these obviously seen further significances 

of the Guillotiners’ Agenda for their “Separation of Church and State” among us is their 

goal to separate Our “‘God’ (an English-language word) OUT OF OUR ‘Law’” (an 
English-language word) with THEM — from their ancient position as the historical 

Archenemies of the English-speaking People — TAKING OVER OUR GOD’S 

FORMER PLACE IN THE LAW OF OUR FATHERS. 

However, all of the ways in which these attacks of our avowed Enemies have 

struck at us are not the Issue.  Their diabolical Agenda notwithstanding, the inability of 

virtually all Americans to even address that Agenda let alone their demonstrated inability 
to come up with ANY response to it notwithstanding, none of these things have EVER 

been the Issue.  The American People seem to have always been disinterested in all such 

things, speaking of the American People generally, apparently considering such things as 
these COMPLETELY IRRELEVANT to the reality of our being here upon this land, and 

rightly so. 

None such negative information has ANYTHING to do with the “only” thing that 
is at Issue in the fact of the American English-speaking People being here on this Land, 

their “ONLY END” for being here. 
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That “only Issue” through these many centuries has never changed, in the 

slightest, exactly what it was at the very beginning.  The ONLY END for the English-
speaking People to have ever been in the USA since its beginning, and in New England 

before that, is so “as their GOOD LIFE AND ORDERLY CONVERSATION may win 

and invite the Natives of the Country to” that about their God which they historically 
approached through their concept of His “Whole” Truth. 

“Do the English-speaking People in America understand God’s ‘WHOLE’ 

TRUTH?”  THAT IS THE ONLY ISSUE.  If they do not they do not have ANY 
EXCUSE WHATSOEVER, that Law recognizes, to be here. 

Let’s say that many of them say, “We have all gone over to the Guillotiners’ point 

of view.  We don’t believe that there is a ‘God’ or that there is any such thing as 
‘WHOLE’ Truth.”  It doesn’t seem to dawn on them that the Guillotiners’ diabolical, 

devil-may-care attitude toward the Only End for Our Law to be in North America has 

never earned the Guillotiners the slightest justification in the world to be here in North 
America — that is, to be here by ANY justification of Our Law. 

If perhaps that could be grasped there might be some cause to think that the 

American adulators of the Guillotiners might see that their apostasy from their Ancestral 
Law to the Guillotiners’ Attack against it does not give them the slightest justification by 

Our Law in being here either. 

We could conclude comments on this subject with a reference to the word, 
“trifle.” 

“If nearly no Americans today feel that they, individually, are prepared to take 

upon themselves the responsibility that they know anything of the ‘Whole’ Truth that it 
was the Only End of their Forefathers to bring to America’s Natives, do the People of the 

USA today ‘trifle’ with the concept of ‘Truth’?” 

The Guillotiners’ Adulators certainly seem to. 

If the entire substance and fabric of organized Life in the USA today, held 

together by the concept of our Constitution, is hanging by the solitary, last golden thread 

of the Basic Christian Decency of our People, trying to be “Law-abiding and doing what 
is expected of them” — as it is — then all of the Guillotiners here in North America, 

along with the currently enormous hosts of their Adulators, all squeezing with all of their 

might on their cable cutters to sever that final thread, must certainly be said to be 
“trifling” with our ancient Anglo-Saxon word and concept of “Truth.” 

The Only End for all of the English-speaking People being here in this Country 

shouts to all of them so trifling with that final strand of Truth — suspending all of us 
from plummeting down into the horrors of an unimaginable Chaos — “Get Out!” 

At this indelicate moment, as we consider what our Enemies think of as the 

rapidly on-rushing moment when all US Society, depending upon what its People think 
of as “The American Way of Life,” will collapse and fall to its absolute Destruction, 

thereafter to be slowly put back together by our Enemies on much “harder” and “more 
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rigorous” FINANCIAL lines than in the past, this may be a moment to give ourselves 

pause to think, at last, about the topic of:  “The BENEFICIARY That Never Was.” 

There are hundreds of millions of people in this Hemisphere of Native American 

Blood.  Most of these people are in Latin America.  Indeed, there are hundreds of 

millions of people in Latin America that are predominantly of Native American Blood. 

Those who came here from elsewhere did not come because they were invited by 

the Native American People. 

When we English-speaking people decided to really make an important 
establishment for ourselves along the coast of the Grand Banks Fisheries we went to the 

lengths of which we have spoken to assure our fellow seafaring Christians of how 

effectively we were going to be their agents in providing for the other human beings who 
already lived here all of the benefits of our North Atlantic Ocean/Free Enterprise Culture. 

When most Native Americans hear what it was that they were supposed to have 

been the beneficiaries of from the Founders of the USA they are uniformly “miffed.”  
They have “never heard” of such a thing and never would have dreamed of it unless told. 

On the other hand, for those who have decided to explore the facts of the presence 

here of their English-speaking, uninvited co-inhabitants of this area, as they review the 
warfare of English Speakers with their Racial Enemy, that has been going on since they 

were nearly overwhelmed by the Huns some 1,600 years ago, Native Americans can’t be 

blamed for concluding, “The English-speaking people who came here haven’t had the 
brains to ditch their racial Enemy where they came from but, instead, have allowed them 

to swarm over here right along with them, so that ALL that the English-speaking people 

have EVER been able to do here is to fight their peculiar FINANCIAL-type Warfare with 
those Enemies, that they have been fighting for so many centuries now; and any pie-in-

the-sky dreams that they have had, of what they would do with the ‘spare’ resources that 

they have never had the free moment to save up, have stayed only that.” 

However, as they come around a final corner of their investigations and see how 

the racial Enemy here of the uninvited English-speaking People feels that now they are at 

the point where they are ready to TOTALLY DESTROY ALL concepts of Social 
Cohesion among the English-speaking People of the USA, plunging them to a bottom 

where close relatives will be killing each other, fighting over available scraps of food 

while they flock back and forth like insects to evade pestilences unleashed among them 
by that Enemy — it is at that time that the Native American becomes horrified by the 

ONLY END of English Speakers. 

Let us make a list of consecutive “Points” that alert Native Americans come upon 
as they review the singularities of the WAR that has been going on between the English-

speaking People and their Racial Enemies since those two sides first drug that War over 

here to the Americas: 

 

1.  The ENTIRE “RING” that that Enemy has run through the nose of the 

English-speaking People, by which Ring it leads them around as it would a bull with a 
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ring through its nose, is the lofty and glorious Goal which the English-speaking People 

set for themselves in being here, which they have NEVER gotten anywhere near to 
accomplishing. 

2.  With that Ring that Enemy can tie the Bull down into any blind corner and 

commit unconscionable atrocities, with no end, behind its back with complete impunity.  
3.  At least since “the Great Depression of the 1930’s” the most learned among 

the English-speaking People have seen how this Enemy has orchestrated a world-wide 

FINANCIAL COLLAPSE centering on “the DEBACLE of the USA ‘trying to be the 
USA.’” The evidence and information has been widespread how this enemy plans to let 

all of the population of North America (except that Enemy’s people) butcher each other 

after the Debacle until they become such a very divided and conquered remnant that that 
Enemy can easily take all reins of power into its hands to rule widely with North 

American resources. 

4.  Of course this Destruction includes that of the Native American People, who 
are absolutely innocent of inviting this War into their midst. 

5.  So, the learned Native American summarizes: 

a. Because of their “ONLY END” in being in this “Country” the English-
speaking People have butchered my Family physically since they first 

came, have continued doing so right up to this Century, and have 

continued to butcher us mentally by their Occupation of our ancestral 
home that is so senseless in so many ways.   

b. The ONLY reason that we have had to endure this intolerable suffering 

is because of this ONLY END. 
c. The Stupidity and Moral Inability of this Occupying People have 

NEVER been able to implement this Only End for our “benefit.”  

d. Now the final result of all of our suffering because of the Stupidity and 
Moral Inability of this Occupying People is that we are going to be totally 

destroyed right along with them just because they are still here with their 

ONLY END that they NEVER do and my people are absolutely 
vulnerable from THEIR (the English Speakers’) Enemy, that is able to 

totally destroy ALL of us only because they, the English Speakers, are still 

here with their ONLY END that they never do. 
6.  “Is there anything but sympathy to be felt for all of the learned Native 

Americans as their Souls implore all of this Stupidity and Moral Inability to ‘GET 

OUT!’?” 

However, the Movies generally depict “Indians” as larger groups of men, 

“warriors,” attacking small groups of whites, mostly helpless women and children (little 

of the reverse although that is generally what happened), so perhaps the general feeling is 
that Indians got off easy; and much sympathy for them has not been easy to find. 

So, we go back to the question of, “Do the People of the USA ‘trifle’ with the 

concept of ‘Truth’?” 

Some may say, “In the light of what we have spoken about that might seem to be 

the principal feature of everyday life in the USA, to a totally impartial outside observer.”  

“But, then” the person saying that might add, “So what?  What is new, at all?  So what if 
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it is this way and has been here for centuries?  What has ever changed, or what is ever 

going to change?” 

There is one solemn thing that is to be said about “Truth.”  “When it arrives, 

TRUTH DESTROYS THOSE WHO DO NOT WANT TO KNOW IT!” 

Etymologically the verb “destroy” and its related noun “destruction” are the 
opposite of the verb “construct” and its related noun “construction.”  To “con-struct” 

something is to “build” it “up.”  To “de-struct” something is to “tear” it “down” or to 

“UN-DO” it. 

Certainly a type of the destruction that has overcome a people who did not want 

to know Truth when it arrived has been a very literal “destruction” “at the edge of the 

sword” etc. by another people who came into their land and began tearing down whatever 
they chose to.  However, something that seems that it would be well for us to think some 

more about, in relation to the concept of being “UN-DONE,” might be some more of 

what happened to our people in the early years of the USA, as we were un-done by the 
Guillotiners. 

That “un-doing” of us by the Guillotiners in the Post-First-Amendment USA was 

seen as the Guillotiners’ unanswered “cheeveele” Challenge obliterated any pretense of 
Christian Righteousness as being the driving motive behind Northerners taking the 

Native Americans’ Land in order to create a better life for them. 

Up to that point “We, the People” of the Northern Colonies had told ourselves, 
“We will divide up the entire North American Continent into Christian London Parishes 

(“Townships”); we will build an elementary school in each such Township; we will build 

a prep (high) school in every County (that corresponds to a London Ward of such 
Townships or Parishes); ALL OF US MUST ATTEND; we will invite in the most cordial 

way all Indians who live in all such Townships to also attend; the smartest may go on to 

Harvard and Yale; by doing this, that is, by showing them the “ORDERLY 
CONVERSATION” of our Christian European School System, hopefully we will ‘win 

and invite the Natives of the Country,’ who are our neighbors in these thousands of 

Townships, to also attend our System of Schools in large numbers, become Christians, 
become Christian Craftsmen and, finally, enjoy with us the GOOD LIFE which this new 

American Way of Life leads to, with all of our ancestral RIGHTS to do so perpetually 

shared between us and this Native American Race hosting us here in this Land.” 

With that unanswered “cheeveele” Challenge, this most basic of person-to-person 

understandings, between every man in the new US North, was obliterated.  That was a 

terrible “UN-DOING” of the social fabric connecting our Forefathers there — or, better 
said, undoing of the family ties of this Great Family of all of our Forefathers and their 

relatives that made up the Colonial North. 

That “religious chaos” reigning in the western extensions of New England, 
theretofore serviced by the graduates of the Yale Graduate School of Divinity, in 

Connecticut, rose to a highwater mark when the (in US terms) “ancient” “Republica 

Connecticutensis” (what the Commonwealth of Connecticut has always called itself, in 
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Latin, on its Great Seal, “the Connecticut Republic”) had to “eat crow,” admit that it had 

no idea in the world how to move toward that “ancient” “ONLY END” of Connecticut, 
so recently also formally adopted by all of the other US States, and fall down (to 

whatever bottom point there was) to be a secularized, non-religious, “God-less,” Roman 

“cheeveele” “State.” 

Not able to watch this wonderful family of his (descended from Mayflower 

Pilgrims and other early settlers of New England and related to so much of the “Great 

Family” of relatives who made up the Colonial North) undone by this religious chaos 
reigning at the moment in Central New York State, a 14 year-old boy named Joseph 

Smith, Jr. went out into a woods near to his house to pray to God for information on what 

he should do.  God the Father and His Son, Jesus Christ, appeared to him and told him 
many things concerning the religious situation in this Country etc. 

A few years later he had another heavenly visitation by which he was shown and 

eventually given an ancient volume of scripture that is a companion volume to the Holy 
Bible.  In that book, “the Book of Mormon,” one finds, from Almighty God Himself, the 

precise, exact “SCIENTIFIC” ORDERLY CONVERSATION which allows every person 

living in the USA to tell anyone in the world — including him/herself and those of our 
“host” Native American Race — how to live that GOOD LIFE which it was the ONLY 

END of the USA’s Founders to come to this Land to share. 

That is, it precisely and scientifically shows anyone how to do the exact thing 
which Socrates said that it was the “State” of Mind of all of Mankind that no man can 

ever do.  That puts “the shoe on the other foot.”  That information completely destroys 

the entire “cheeveele” arrangement based upon that diabolical Challenge of Socrates, 
parroted through time by such vicious people as the Founders of the Bank of France, who 

so cripplingly attacked the early Commonwealth of our Forefathers here in North 

America. 

A companion volume to the Book of Mormon, telling modern Americans in detail 

how to live that GOOD LIFE and ORDERLY CONVERSATION that was the ONLY 

END of our Forefathers in coming here, is a book that is named, the “Doctrine and 
Covenants.” 

When one reads “informal” writings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, such as his 

personal Journal etc., one meets the mind of an extraordinary young American man, very 
bright, intelligent, interest-capturing and compelling.  But, no human being who ever 

lived can speak like the voice talking to one as the Doctrine and Covenants is read.  

Knowing everything that has ever happened, knowing precisely everything that will 
happen, only Almighty God can speak like that. 

Years after the Prophet Joseph Smith and his close companion, his older brother, 

were savagely murdered for their efforts, this same all-knowing voice speaks these 
following words to Joseph Smith’s successor, Brigham Young.  At that moment the 

latter, who was in the midst of and leading the people who had believed Joseph Smith, 

was located on the banks of the Missouri River, just beyond the settled United States.  
There he and these people camped, in the dead of winter, with their tiny children etc., 
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waiting for the Spring and the time when all of them would need to throw their lives and 

health to the mercy of the elements reigning on the extensive Great Plains to reach a 
sanctuary beyond them from such persecutions as that to which Joseph Smith and his 

Brother had fallen victims: 

These words are recorded as “Section 136 of the Doctrine and Covenants”: 
34.  Thy brethren have rejected you and your testimony, even the nation 

that has driven you out; 

35.  And now cometh the day of their calamity, even the days of sorrow, 
like a woman that is taken in travail; and their sorrow shall be great unless 

they speedily repent, yea, very speedily; 

36.  For they killed the prophets, and them that were sent unto them; and 
have shed innocent blood. 

After the Mormon Pioneers had time to establish themselves with some security 

in the Great Basin, efforts resolutely fought by other US citizens, chiefly Southerners, 
Almighty God let the calamity of the US Civil War fall upon the Eastern United States. 

A massive Army from France, Britain, Austria, Belgium and Spain, assembled by 

that same Group of Guillotiners of whom we have spoken at such lengths, against 
resolute efforts by Mexicans, militarily conquered and occupied the entirety of Mexico, a 

land that is larger than the entire Confederacy, with a much larger population.  Every 

large population center of Mexico, from end to end, was securely occupied by this 
gigantic European Army.  There that large Army stood, during the course of the US Civil 

War, along the southern border of the Confederacy, “side by side” with the traitorous 

Confederate Army.  The treacherous people that were the leadership of the Confederacy 
had made the arrangement, with the Guillotiners who had sent this vast Army from 

Europe, that, at the optimum moment of the War, this European Army was to cross the 

Rio Grande River, join itself with the Confederate Army, and bring the US Civil War to a 
standstill. 

For its reward Napoleon III’s French Empire was to regain all of the Louisiana 

Purchase Lands and much interest throughout the rest of the South.  Spain was to regain 
Texas, and Austria and Belgium were to continue ruling Mexico. 

Then riots were to be fomented throughout the Northern States which, when they 

were widespread, were the signal for a vast British and Canadian Army in Canada to 
cross over from Canada into the US North to join itself with the European/Confederate 

Army to conquer the Northern States and resubject the people there to a much more stern 

and severe form of British Monarchical Rule than that from which they had thought that 
they had escaped about 80 years earlier. 
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The Racial Enemy of the English-speaking People of the USA 

 

As President Abraham Lincoln saw this Calamity mounting, being hindered from 

taking any decisive action against the treacherous Southern Slavers because of the 
presence right next to them of the huge Multinational Army etc., just waiting for any 

excuse to come to the Slavers’ assistance, he remonstrated to the People of the USA that 

we are a people who have forgotten “Our God.” 

Acting upon this cue from our President, Congressmen began introducing Bills 

and enacting Legislation legally establishing that Jesus Christ, Our Lord and Savior, is 

“Our God,” the God of this Republic of the USA.  They enacted Resolutions appealing to 
the People of the USA to go on their knees before Our God, the Lord Jesus Christ, to 

plead to Him for His intervention to protect His Republic from the hosts of our numerous, 

powerful Enemies that were destroying us on land and on the Sea. 

A “Hymn” was composed by which all of the worshipers of the Lord Jesus Christ 

of the USA could express their Souls’ desire that “Our God is marching on,” to defend 

His Republic, destroying its Enemies that are conspiring to destroy it, as “He is trampling 
out the Vintage where the Grapes of Wrath are stored.” 

In the Book of “The Revelation,” at the end of the Bible, there are three entities 

represented there as the Enemies of God. 

The First, “a great red dragon,” Revelation 12:3, is Satan. 

The Second, “a scarlet colored beast,” Revelation 17:3, that greatly resembles 

“the Dragon,” is explained, starting in Chapter 13, as the Governments of the Countries 
of the world. 

The Third Enemy of God, dwelt on at length in the Revelation, is an entity 

described as the City of Babylon. 

 

Revelation 14: 

8. Babylon is fallen ... that great city, because she made all nations drink 
of the wine of the wrath of her fornication. 

9.... If any man worship the beast ... 

10. The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured 
out without mixture into the cup of the wrath of his indignation ... 

18. And another angel came out from the altar ... and cried with a loud 

voice to him that had the sharp sickle, saying.  Thrust in thy sharp sickle, 
and gather the clusters of the vine of the earth; for her grapes are fully 

ripe. 

19. And the angel thrust in his sickle into the earth, and gathered the vine 
of the earth, and cast it into the great winepress of the wrath of God.  
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20. And the winepress was trodden without the city, and blood came out 

of the winepress, even unto the horse bridles ... 

This Third Enemy of God is further described in the Revelation, Chapter 17.  One 

reads in that Chapter: 

 
3. ... and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet colored beast ... 

4. And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked 

with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand 
full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication: 

5. And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON 

THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS 
OF THE EARTH. 

6. And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the 

blood of the martyrs of Jesus. 

One reads more of this Third Enemy in Chapter 18: 

3. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, 

and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the 
merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her 

delicacies. 

In Chapter 14 those people who became the agents of this Third Enemy of God, 
that corrupt the Governments of the World and try to destroy the Work of the Lord Jesus 

Christ, are called “Grapes”; and when they are “trodden” in “the winepress of the ‘Wrath’ 

of God” their “blood came out of the winepress, even unto the horse bridles.” 

The Enemies of the People of the USA, who tried to destroy this “Republic of the 

Lord Jesus Christ” in the US Civil War are truly “the Grapes of Wrath.” 

However, before one can understand these Enemies and why they wanted to 
destroy us, or the person who saved us from them and why he did it, one must first 

understand Military History. 

If one tries to study this subject in college classes, one quickly discovers the fact 
that this is one topic that is NEVER touched upon. 

Knowledge is power, and this is one type of power that your Enemy is resolved 

that you will never have. 

Therefore, when this Story says that it is going to show you nearly the Entire 

Military History of the World, and do so in just a few pages, one knows that something of 

the unexpected must be coming.  The point here is, “Does this explanation make it clear 
who the people are who are trying to destroy our Country and why we were saved from 

them by those who saved us?” 
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The World’s Military History 

 

From the Space Shuttle one sees that there is a large Desert that covers the 

entirety of North Africa and then continues across the Arabian Peninsula, to the west of 
India, then to the north of the Himalaya Mountains, where it continues as the Takla 

Makan Desert and then the Gobi Desert. 

There is a great Coniferous Forest going across the north of Eurasia from the 
Atlantic Coast of Scandinavia to the Pacific Coast of Siberia. 

In between the two there is a vast “Grassland,” that extends from the eastern 

foothills of the Alps to Manchuria.  This is called, “the Steppes.” 

The Steppes are the homeland of the Horse.  It is an area utilized by a great 

variety of grazing animals, including:  horses, cattle, goats, sheep, deer, antelope, yaks, 

Bactrian camels etc. 

The people who dwell on this Great Grassland, in general, all speak “Turkic” 

Languages.  In general they are mounted herdsmen. 

When it rains on the Steppes the grass grows and the animals thrive. 

However, when it doesn’t rain, the grass shrivels, the animals die; and the people 

also begin to starve. 

When the starving becomes serious often one of the larger Turkic tribes would 
ride up to a smaller one and say, “We’re starving to death.  We thought that we would 

ride into China and plunder it for survival supplies and wondered if you would like to 

come along.” 

At this the smaller Turkic tribe might reply, “We really wish you good luck, but 

this isn’t a good time for us.” 

The larger tribe responds, “That is what we thought that you would say and 
decided that if you did we would practice on you!” 

To this the smaller one responds, “We just changed our minds!”  

So the snowball grows until it slams into China. 

That is why the Chinese built the Great Wall of China, to keep out these 

periodical, drought-caused “avalanches” of predatory, starving cavalries. 

Twice these human avalanches have smashed into Europe, once under Attila the 
Hun and again under Genghis Khan. 

We have spoken of how the Huns had driven the Anglo-Saxons all of the way 

west to the Channel Coast before a Roman Emperor paid Attila the Hun tons of gold 
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coins to go there to destroy their protectors, the Jutes.  When, instead, the Huns were 

destroyed at the Battle of Chalons sur Mame, they began their large-scale migration back 
toward the Steppes. 

The Chinese named the returning Huns, “Tu-kue,” which is the origin of the 

words:  “Turk,” “Turkish,” “Turkic,” “Turkey” etc. 

Not all of the Turks went east, though.  Many of them stayed in occupation of 

such places as the south shore of the Baltic Sea until they were removed after the Victory 

of the First Crusade. 

Throughout this period and to this day these Huns/Turks have remained the 

vigorous agents of “the Mother of Harlots” of the Middle East and gave the Christian 

People of Europe continuous afflictions. 

With Victories in the Crusades against the Mother of Harlots and the Middle 

Eastern Governments which it advised, World Trade centering on the Mediterranean 

changed and came under Western Christian European Control. 

To fight back against victorious Christianity the Mother of Harlots then planned 

the Conquest and thoroughgoing Enslavement of all of Eurasia-Africa and achieved that 

goal for almost all of that area, not able to conquer Europe west of Poland nor north of 
Central Spain, for example. 

Our Enemy gathered 700,000 mounted lancers in Central Asia under Genghis 

Khan and in 1241 AD sent them west to destroy White Christian Europe. 

Sweden established Finland in 1241 and built fortresses by its eastern lakes to 

hold away these hordes of Mongolian Mohammedans and their enormous, final “Anti-

crusade.”  In 1241 Denmark established Estonia with the same strategy.  In that same 
year the German Knights of the Sword established Latvia and the Germanic Knights, 

Prussia, both with that same strategy. 

The Swiss built an enormous fortress at the Pass through which Attila’s Huns had 
plunged into Western Europe about 800 years before.  This Fortress, commanding all of 

the Knights of Central Europe listed above, as well as those below, remained the 

“Capital” of Christian Europe, in many ways, down through time into this Century. 

Other Germans created a system of Swiss-like fortresses in the high-mountain 

basins of Romania that also lasted down into this Century. 

The Knights of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem built their Principality of 
“the Banat” to the southwest of the above. 

Between them and Jerusalem, Western Christian Crusaders had taken over what 

was left of the Byzantine Roman Empire, centering on Constantinople.  They controlled 
southwestern Turkey and the eastern shores of the Mediterranean down to the Gulf of 

Aqaba. 
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So, from Finland to the Holy Land “Our Knights in Shining Armor” waited for 

Genghis Khan’s unprecedented 700,000 Mounted Lancers coming to destroy us.  Again, 
we stopped them, instead. 

This time the reason that we were able to do that is that the Christian Craftsmen of 

Our Guild System invented “Guns”:  pistols, rifles, cannons etc. 

With these we not only stopped these invading cavalries of Mohammedans, we 

drove them back. 

As a matter of fact, all that the rest of World History is, down into this Century, is 
just the Story of how White Christian Europeans, with our Invention of Guns, went out 

and took all of its conquests — of the entirety of Africa, almost all of Asia, and all of 

Europe east of Germany and south of Central Spain — away from the Mother of Harlots, 
releasing its victims from the most profound species of enslavement which it had locked 

onto all of them. 

The Mother of Harlots and the Mohammedan Mongols that it advised had needed 
to conquer China in order to get the supplies with which they furnished their 700,000 

Mounted Lancers.  When these proved to be of little avail against Christian Guns the 

Mother of Harlots came up with the Tactic to control White Christian Europe that it has 
used thereafter. 

The Mother of Harlots ordered its Mohammedan Mongols to murder every man in 

China that stood in its way to steal all of the Gold of China or any of its other negotiable 
treasures and to transport all of it to the Mohammedan Mongols’ headquarters in Central 

Asian Turkestan.  This is listed as “the Second Largest Human-caused Slaughter” in 

“Guinness’ Book of Records.” 

The population of China quickly dropped from 100,000,000 to 65,000,000 

because of these murders. 

 

Before the Crusades Christian Europeans had operated their Free Enterprise 

System with their ancestral “Stocks” and “Bonds.” 

They invented something somewhat similar to those documents, new documents 
which came to be called, “bills” and “notes,” in order to deal with Roman Catholicism’s 

and Greek Orthodoxy’s “Silver Coins” and “Gold Coins.” 

For the Crusaders to conquer their Enemies’ former control over World Trade, as 
it came to the Ports of the Eastern Mediterranean from the Indian Ocean, was one thing.  

For them to administer it with the Gold Coins sponsored by the Greek Orthodoxy of the 

Byzantine Roman Empire was something entirely different. 

There were no gold mines in White Christian Western Europe — relatively — 

NONE! 
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Roman Catholicism and Greek Orthodoxy transmitted to Christian Europe the 

Roman Empire’s concept of “Money,” which in Latin stood for the word, “coins.” 

To weaken Christian Europe to be manipulated by the Gold from the Murdered 

35,000,000 Chinese, the Mother of Harlots came up with the idea that is listed as “the 

Largest Human-caused Slaughter” recorded in “Guinness’ Book of Records.” 

Before the time of the Slaughter of China the ONLY PLACE IN THE WORLD 

where “the Black Death” Rat-Flea Symbiosis existed was in Central Asian Turkestan.  

The Mother of Harlots had the Mohammedan Mongols that controlled Eurasia-Africa for 
it transport this Rat-Flea Symbiosis to Christian shipping on the Black Sea — 

THOUSANDS OF MILES AWAY FROM WHERE IT HAD EVER BEEN BEFORE.  

When this Rat-Flea Symbiosis reached Western European Ports it killed 75,000,000 
people.  Nearly three hundred years later, during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, around 

the time when the English-speaking People began settling in North America, the 

population of England had still only crept back up to 3,000,000. 
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“The Ukraine” Portion of Russia 

 

The “Medium” through which the Mother of Harlots decided to manipulate a 

Black-Death-Weakened Christian Europe with the Gold from Murdered China was what, 
before Genghis Khan, had been called, “Russia.” 

Before Genghis Khan, “Russia” was the Steppes of Russia, what thereafter has 

been called, “the Ukraine.”  The Vikings who established “the Ukraine-Russia” also 
controlled modern Russia, the forested lands to the north of the grassland Steppes.  They 

did this before they and their colleagues of the pre-Crusades Hansa, as Normans, began 

the Crusades to take World Trade away from Europe’s Enemy in the Middle East. 

What one hears as an answer when talking to most Americans and they hear that 

the Crusades ended with Mohammedans conquering, enslaving and ruling the ENTIRE 

EAST HALF OF WHITE CHRISTIAN EUROPE FOR 300 YEARS, is that they just 
can’t imagine, “how Arabs could have come in from off of the desert on their camels and 

have ever done such a thing!” 

The Arabs aren’t the problem.  They were minor problems. 

The Problem is the Turkic-speaking Turks, Tatars and Mongols of the Steppes 

who twice attempted to obliterate White Christian Europe. 

Russia is the land that had to suffer the full brunt of these attempted obliterations 
of the People of Christ.  THAT IS WHAT “RUSSIA” IS.  Up until this Century, the 

People of Russia always considered themselves the people who are placed where they are 

to protect Christianity for Christ and His People.  “And, what price did Russians and their 
fellow SLAV-ic people of the east half of White Christian Europe have to pay to protect 

us, their fellow Christians, from the Mother of Harlots?”  We get our very words and 

concept of “SLAVE” and “SLAV-ery” from that Horror to which THEY were subjected 
by OUR Enemy. 

The Mohammedan Mongols ruled that east half of White Christian Europe from 

their Capitals of Astrakhan, on the Volga Delta, and from Kazan, Tataristan, on the Great 
Bend of the Volga, about 450 miles straight east of Moscow. 

By 1380 AD these Mongols, rich with all of their plunder from Butchered China 

and thinking that White Christian Europe should be sufficiently “softened up” by the 
Black Death that was killing 75,000,000 of them, decided to ride into Europe again and 

see how much havoc they could wreak. 

Without the element of surprise these miserable cowards couldn’t even make it 
into Russia.  Dmitry Donskoy met and stopped them on the Don River at the Battle of 

Kulikovo. 
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At this the Mohammedan Mongols stopped to regroup and, with the advise of 

their Mother of Harlots, plan the rest of Human History.  They took the following six 
Steps: 

1.  They appointed a completely vicious, cruel Leader to terrorize the rest of the 

World into a dumb obedience to him.  He was the Mongol, Timur the Lame or 
Tamerlane.  As the “sole” dictator over all of the Gold and Treasure of Butchered China 

he could hire limitless mercenaries to do his bidding.  This was about 1400 AD. 

2.  A first project to which he directed his limitless mercenaries was to reconquer 
Russia and resubject its White Christian Population to another 150 years of their 

Mohammedan-style Slavery, in addition to that of the previous 150 years since they had 

been conquered by Genghis Khan’s armies. 

3.  A second project with which he busied himself was to subdue the Ottoman 

Turks of Western Turkey and then force them into the mold wherein they would follow 

its pattern down until the First World War of continuously attacking, trying to conquer, 
and always plundering White Christian Europe from Constantinople. 

4.  A third project with all of these mercenaries was the complete subjugation of 

India. 

That calls for a large-scale view of the holdings of our Enemy, the Mother of 

Harlots, at those times.  Its Mohammedans controlled the west coast of Africa.  That is 

farther to the west than the westernmost part of continental Europe or the British Isles.  
From there they, sometimes, controlled the entire landmass of the Eurasia-African 

Continents to the easternmost point of that landmass and then out into the Pacific Ocean 

to include the populous islands of the East Indies Archipelago.  So, these sworn Enemies 
of ours had controlled all of Africa, all of Asia (except Japan), all of Europe east of 

Germany, and still clung onto control of Southern Spain and the Strait of Gibraltar. 

After the Mongols had butchered the 35,000,000 people in China, the next 
generation of Chinese, for their own survival, had to throw the Mad-dog Mongols out. 

So, Tamerlane had to find a new “sponge” that the Mohammedan Mongols could 

“squeeze,” for centuries to come, to supply mercenary armies to fight Christian 
Europeans with their Guns.  That Sponge was India. 

From his headquarters in Samarkand, Uzbekistan (Central Asian Turkestan) 

Tamerlane had to make his way to India through the Persian-speaking peoples between 
the two.  For cities there that did not understand that they were all supposed to step aside 

in a cringing terror from Tamerlane and let him and his do whatever they wanted to, in 

subjugating India for a continuous source of supply to fight White Christian Europe, 
Tamerlane made an example of all such cities by beheading every man, woman and child 

in those cities and making a “mountain” of human heads at the City Gate, to show to all 

the terror that should be theirs, that Tamerlane would also make a mountain of all of the 
human heads from the people of a passer-by’s city if they didn’t render complete 

obedience to him.   
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Truly Tamerlane is a “Grape of Wrath.” 

After Tamerlane’s Mongols (called “Moguls” in Hindi) subjugated India, they 
used it as their Warehouse with which to battle White Christian Europe all of the way 

down through History until the Bank of England declared Queen Victoria to be the 

Empress of India and successor to the Throne of India’s Mogul Dynasty, in 1876. 

Christian Sea-farers from Portugal and Spain had been trying to get to India to, 

with their Guns, take it away from the Moguls ever since the 1400’s.  Indeed, it was 

Columbus’ mistake (thinking that he had actually made it to the Mohammedans’ 
“Treasury” of the “East” Indies, when he had only reached the West Indies) that resulted 

in the poor Native Americans getting branded with the insult of being called, “Indians” 

and therefore partly guilty of being the suppliers of the Butchers of White Christian 
Europe. 

5.  The next, non-military, undertaking that Tamerlane inaugurated is the one that 

established the framework of Human Society in our day. 

The point farthest west to which Genghis Khan’s 700,000 Mounted Lancers got in 

Europe was to Liegnitz in German Silesia.  There our Craftsmen’s Guns stopped them, 

and from there it was only a matter of time before the Superior Technology of 
Christianity would wrest control of Eurasia-Africa out of the hands of the Mother of 

Harlots’ Mohammedan Mongols/Moguls. 

So, Tamerlane struck a deal with the Papacy. 

He would create the largest Roman Catholic Country in the world for the Roman 

Catholic Church, for certain concessions. 

This huge Country would include Roman Catholic Poland; but it would also 
include the much larger Russian Orthodox lands of the Ukraine and Byelorussia, as well 

as the small Country of Lithuania, which last-named land became Roman Catholic for the 

occasion. 

This new Country extended from the shores of the Black Sea to near the Baltic. 

Its population was perhaps 80% the Slavic-speaking, Greek Orthodox rural people 

whom Genghis Khan’s Cavalries had reduced to Slavery over 150 years earlier.  The 
newly Roman Catholic Lithuanians were paid their bribe for becoming such by being 

called the “Monarchy and Feudal Aristocracy” of this bizarre arrangement.  The 

Cavalry/Army were to remain Turkic-speaking Mohammedans down till the First World 
War — the “Cossacks,” or “Kazaks,” in Turkish. 

One of the breeds of Tatars that had participated in exploiting the conquest of this 

vast land by Genghis Khan’s Cavalry were to be all of the CRAFTSMEN that were to 
ever be allowed to practice “Industrial Crafts” in this Anti-European Contrivance.  They 

remained the only Craftsmen in all urban centers of this vast land down until the time of 

the Second World War.  They adopted the language spoken in the “Military Capitol of 
Europe” (built by the Swiss at the Pass that had been used by Attila, as was mentioned), 
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which is Vienna, as the dialect by which they would ply their Crafts, instead of their 

former Turkic language. 

Huge amounts of the Gold taken from the Butchered People of China were placed 

in these urban centers among these now Viennese-speaking Tatar Craftsmen, to be 

administered by them in promoting the Agenda of their Mother of Harlots against the 
Craft Guilds of the Craftsmen of White Christian Europe, which is:  to first subjugate 

those Craft Guilds (to be administered by a novel idea for a Craft Guild, an entity called a 

“BANKERS’ Guild,” in turn subjugated to a “CENTRAL BANK” functioning on this 
GOLD from the Butchered People of China) and then, secondly, to destroy those Craft 

Guilds by that same entity.  Of course, that novel idea has long since obliterated the Craft 

Guilds of White Christian Europe, which had twice saved their people from destruction 
from invasions from the Eurasian Steppes.  Today “Banks” are the only “surviving” 

“Guild,” except for those which have always operated London, which, in turn, is the 

“museum” from which all of the World’s Central Banks today are controlled. 

The Papacy agreed to push the concepts of Greco-Roman Statecraft, which are the 

basis for ancient “Money,” against the simple Christian Truths of the Guild System.  This 

“Renaissance” on the part of the Papacy, or “Rebirth” of the Challenge of Socrates 
(which Challenge is the basis for ancient Money), was financed with the Gold from those 

Tatar Craftsmen of Lithuania-Poland-the Ukraine-Byelorussia. 

This Rebirth of Socrates’ Challenge instantly offended the direct Christian 
Principles of the Commonwealths of the Hanseatic League which, thereupon, “Protested” 

against such Anti-Christian Abominations and went their way, with the people of the Free 

Enterprise System with them, as “Protestants.” 

6.  Tamerlane’s final military enterprise was to attempt for the Mother of Harlots 

the reconquest of China to his Mohammedan Mongols. 

There is a part of China that was still Mohammedan in those days and has 
remained so till this day.  It is the land along the Routes that the Mongols used to pillage 

China and bring all of that booty to Central Asian Turkestan.  That is, these are the lands 

of the “Loot Routes.”  So Tamerlane would not have had too much of a problem getting 
into China.  However, mercifully, this Blood-thirsty Monster, Tamerlane, the Enemy of 

all of Mankind at the behest of the Mother of Harlots, died on his way to that final 

enterprise; and China was spared more of this unparalleled carnage. 

 

With the obvious criminality of the intent of this “crazy,” “Roman Catholic in 

name” Country, FOUNDED BY TAMERLANE, it is not likely that such a contrivance 
could long survive.  By the time of the US Revolutionary War, indeed, this “crazy 

Country” had fallen to pieces, the pieces being picked up by the Russian Empire, the 

Austrian Empire and the Kingdom of Prussia. 

Now the Viennese-speaking Tatar Craftsmen had a huge problem.  They had to 

kick this problem around, asking each other, “What do we do with all of the Butchered 
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Chinamen’s Gold?”  (that was distributed throughout this former kingdom, that in its later 

years was called, “Poland”). 

Their Answer.  Since the 1500’s the Dynasty of the Kingdom of Sweden had been 

serving as the Kings of Poland.  (The world’s oldest surviving Central Bank, by some 

years, is the Bank of Sweden.)  They transferred the Gold through the Bank of Sweden to 
the brother of the King of Sweden, the Prince of Hesse, Cassel (the Prince who sent his 

Hessian Army to try to stop the American Revolution). 

All of a sudden this Prince came into the possession of between 70 and 100 
million Gold Florins, a fortune completely unheard of in gold-mine-less Western Europe 

before.  At the standard weight of a traditional Florin, of 3.5 grams, this would have 

amounted to between 260 and 370 TONS of these gold coins.  As an accountant for these 
sums the Prince of Hesse hired a coin peddler, who dressed in rags, by the name of 

Meyer Amschel, with the adopted name, Rothschild. 

The son of that first Prince of Hesse made Rothschild his “Secretary of the 
Treasury” over those funds.  The grandson of that first Prince of Hesse abandoned all of 

that gold, LEAVING it to Rothschild, as that grandson escaped from Frankfurt before the 

Army of Napoleon I. 

The Rothschilds’ “Group” are the Guillotiners who sent the previous Christian 

Leadership of France to the Guillotine and have thereafter ruled France and the World 

through their Central Bank of France and its copies throughout the World. 

However, the worst enemy that the People of the USA have ever had was the 

Rothschilds’ agent, Benjamin Disraeli, sometimes Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

sometimes Prime Minister of Great Britain. 

In 1857 a son of James Rothschild, the person controlling the Bank of France, 

married a daughter of Lionel Rothschild, who controlled the Bank of England.  James and 

Lionel Rothschild were uncle and nephew. 

While meeting with Lionel (whom Disraeli openly advertised as his “boss” and 

mentor) and with Disraeli, after a dinner associated with the wedding, James Rothschild 

complained at the scant control their Mother of Harlots had over the New World. 

At that Disraeli jumped to his feet and said, “IF YOU LIKE WE SHALL DIVIDE 

THE UNITED STATES INTO TWO PARTS, ONE FOR YOU (James) AND ONE FOR 

YOU (Lionel). Napoleon (III) will do exactly, and all, that I shall advise him, and 
Bismarck will be suggested such an intoxicating program, as to make of him our abject 

slave.” 

The person through whom Disraeli carried out the plan, that these three servants 
of the Mother of Harlots then contrived, was named, Judah P. Benjamin. 
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Judah Benjamin’s War 

 

Judah Benjamin was born of British parents during the occupation of the Danish 

Virgin Islands by the British Navy during the Napoleonic Wars. 

Since what Benjamin did to the USA is like what the British Navy had done to 

Denmark it seems instructive to give these particulars. 

When Napoleon I extended his controls over the Kingdom of Denmark the Bank 
of England needed to come up with some way to eliminate as much of the Danish Navy 

as possible.  So, a number of British Warships were sent through the Danish “Sound,” 

where the harbor of Copenhagen is located and a lot of the Danish Fleet was at anchor, 
and bombarded that Fleet.  No Declaration of War.  No warning.  No anything.  Just 

surprise, total murder. 

How unlike that was the way that things had been done during the old days of the 
Christian Navy of the Hansa, that was, when all Sailors and Ships at Sea abided by the 

Hansa’s “Sea Laws of Wisby.”  Ever after that British Attack, when one party decided to 

surprise murder the Navy of another, it was said that the first party “Copenhagened the 
Fleet” of the other party. 

The Japanese were startled that they had been involved in “A date that will live in 

infamy” when all that they did was “Copenhagen” the US Fleet at anchor in Pearl Harbor. 

Judah Benjamin was born on August 11, 1811 on St. Thomas in the Danish Virgin 

Islands of parents that were the agents for the Rothschilds’ Bank of England, who were 

busy plundering the locals who were without protection because of the “Copenhagened” 
Danish Navy. 

After the Occupation was over that family was moved, first, to the port of 

Wilmington, North Carolina and then to the port of Charleston, South Carolina. 

After spending his childhood in Charleston, Judah Benjamin spent a little time at 

Yale University before studying Law and practicing Law in New Orleans, Louisiana. 

In 1852 he was elected a US Senator from Louisiana. 

It seems that from the start of his career as a US Senator he was at the head of 

Disraeli’s agents from the South who were screaming for mayhem in the US Senate when 

what the USA needed was calm. 

Yes, except for it northern forests, California is all south of the Mason-Dixon 

Line.  And, yes, when a Southern President sent Southern Generals into Mexico City to 

loot Mexico of the entire US Southwest, the South thought that it was going to get ALL 
of the Southwest, south of the Mason-Dixon Line. 
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Northern Sea Captains had made their way around Cape Horn and brought 

California into the Union as a Free State.  However, all of the rest of the Southwest was 
given to the Slavery South in the “California Compromise.” 

The issue, of course, was which region would be able to economically colonize 

California and dominate the Pacific Ocean and the Orient from California by building a 
railroad to Southern California.  The South pushed its idea of the Southern Pacific 

Railroad, from El Paso, Texas to Tucson, Arizona to Los Angeles, California, built 

through the South’s Gadsden Purchase lands. 

A rival Northern railroad, to Southern California, would have to go through the 

Kansas Territory, within the disputed area between the 40th and 37th Parallels, again, 

most of it well south of the Mason-Dixon Line.  This rival Railroad was the North’s 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Line. 

When Kansas also came into the Union as a Free State and the Rothschild agents 

could show all Southerners that unless they went to War there was no way that they could 
build their Financial Empire in their West, Judah Benjamin escalated his rhetoric to calls 

for wide-scale Bloodshed. 

“Why did Benjamin and his cohorts begin the Civil War by taking Ft. Sumter, 
guarding Benjamin’s hometown of Charleston, South Carolina and its Harbor; and why 

did the USA see in this one act that these people had committed themselves to a War that 

was a fight to the death?” 

Because, in order for Benjamin to bring an immense amount of the Rothschild’s 

Gold into the South, to stupify its people with it, that they really could win the War with 

it, Benjamin could not risk the possibility that US Troops at Ft. Sumter could stop or sink 
those ships from Europe and seize that Gold. 

On the day, February 9, 1861, that Jefferson Davis named Judah Benjamin to his 

Cabinet as the Confederate Attorney General, the Czar of Russia liberated 47,000,000 
White Christian People in his Empire that had lived in Slavery since being subjected to 

that by Genghis Khan’s Cavalry in 1241 AD, 620 years earlier.  And this requires an 

explanation. 

Lincoln needed to appeal to the Christian people of Europe, not to try to plunder 

the USA as their Governments were trying to do at the behest of the Rothschilds and their 

Central Banks. 

Christian Europeans hated Slavery, as it had been imposed all around them by 

Mohammedanism, the Tatars etc.  If Lincoln could free the Slaves of the US South, 

Europeans would cheer him and fight their Governments trying to destroy the US North.  
However, as a poor person who had been born in a log lean-to, “What could give him the 

clout to begin such a social revolution?”  The Czar of Russia’s actions.  When the Czar 

saw the Rothschilds put their man into the position where he could destroy the US North, 
he immediately signed his Proclamation freeing all of the people in the east of Europe 

whom the Tatars had enslaved so many centuries ago. 
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That Czar’s name was Alexander II. 

His father’s older brother, Alexander I, had defeated Napoleon I and tried to 

create a Europe truly ruled by Christ and the principles of Christian Freedom before the 

Rothschilds’ Party poisoned him. 

Alexander II’s father, Nicholas I, had been a remarkable example of Christian 

Righteousness.  He was exceptionally handsome, like a “leading man.”  He was very 

popular, both in his homeland and abroad because of the exemplary use to which he put 
his many extraordinary gifts.  However, the same Rothschild “gang” that was at that time 

attacking the US North — the gang led by Napoleon III of France and Disraeli of Britain 

— had also very recently attacked Nicholas I’s Russia in the Crimean War, because they 
felt that Nicholas I was a threat to the Rothschilds’ friend, the historical Enemy of White 

Christian Europe, the Caliph of all Mohammedans, the Sultan of the Ottoman Turks at 

Constantinople. 

After the enormous blunders which they had made in the Crimean War, the 

Rothschilds apparently felt that they needed to have something to show for it, so they 

poisoned the exemplary Nicholas I, just as they had done to his older brother Alexander I 
before him. 

 

As the Attorney General for the Confederate States of America, the British-born 
Rothschild agent, Judah P. Benjamin, was in charge of executing all of the insane 

“Documents” of the Confederacy, such as its “Constitution,” which locked the US Civil 

War into the condition of a machine with a wrench jammed into its gears. 

As soon as that was accomplished he was promoted to being the Confederate 

Secretary of War.  In that position he pushed the spilling of American blood until both 

sides had to make it a fight to the finish. 

As soon as that was accomplished he was promoted again, to his highest position, 

that of being the Confederate Secretary of State.  In that position he was known to people 

in authority around the world as “the brains behind the Confederacy.” 

From that position he was able to coordinate all of the activities of the French 

Emperor, Napoleon III, in Mexico and of the military movements of his Multinational 

Army there so as to be able to bring the overwhelming numbers of its manpower to the 
assistance of the Confederacy at the moment when the signal was given. 

From his position of the Confederate Secretary of State he was also able to 

communicate with all of the Rothschild agents in Britain in order to build up the 
British/Canadian Army in Canada to the point where it was able to render the USA its 

Death Blow. 
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From this vantage point and position he was also able to most immediately 

communicate with all of the minor military conspirators working with Napoleon III, in 
the Governments of Belgium, Spain and Austria. 

However, the main thing that he actually did, with the large store of “Confederate 

Gold” that he had received from the Rothschilds, was to commission the construction of 
five “Battleships.”  These were the first of the “iron-clad steamers” that were the 

“Dreadnought Battleships” that terrorized the people of Europe, who lived near its 

waterways, in the last decades of the 1800’s and the first decades of the 1900’s — the 
equivalent in those days of the “Nuclear Arms Race” of the Cold War — that in a similar 

way frightened people into paying for an Arms Race. 

Just as the purpose of these later Dreadnought Battleships was to destroy from the 
Sea, with virtual impunity, anything which they chose to destroy, so the purpose of these 

first five Confederate Dreadnought Battleships was to completely destroy the entire 

maritime presence of the US North:  that is, all of our ships at sea, port installations, ship 
yards, wharves, docks, shore batteries, and, of course, all cities or other settlements 

located near the sea and waterways. 

These Battleships were built, with the “Southern Gold,” at:  1. Glasgow, Scotland, 
on the Firth of Clyde; 2. Birkenhead, England, on the Mersey River across from 

Liverpool; 3. Le Havre, France; 4. Brest, France; and 5. Bordeaux, France. 

Since it took a while to construct these iron-clad steamer Battleships, he also 
commissioned the construction in Britain of three “commerce-destroyer” sailing 

steamers:  the “Alabama,” the “Shenandoah,” and the “Florida.”  These ships were 

entirely British except for their Confederate Captains.  That is, they were built in Britain, 
outfitted in Britain with British weapons, ammunition and supplies, manned entirely by 

British crews, and led by British officers, except for the subterfuge of having the top 

officer a Confederate. 

The Shenandoah sailed and steamed into the North Pacific and there destroyed the 

entire US Whaling Fleet.  That is, the Shenandoah would sail with a victim until it was 

becalmed; then the Shenandoah would steam up to it, open fire upon it, and send it to the 
bottom.  Thus ended in an icy grave at the bottom of the Gulf of Alaska the lives of all of 

our young men and boys from New England gathering for our war effort this, then, vital 

war commodity.  Except for its Confederate Captain, as was indicated, this vast-scale 
murder of people from the USA was entirely the doing of the Government of Great 

Britain. 

If a US whaling ship was not lucky enough to flee for the protection of the Guns 
of the Presidio of San Francisco, the Shenandoah found it and murdered all on board.  

This British Ship, a creature of the British Royal Navy and one of its Gunboats in every 

regard except that of its Confederate Captain, might have been expected to have both 
operated against the North’s Whaling Fleet in the North Pacific from and to have been 

reprovisioned at the Royal Naval Base of Esquimalt at Victoria Harbor, near to the 

community of Victoria, which is at the south end of what was then the Royal Colony of 
Vancouver Island. 
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During the Alabama’s 22 months at sea it captured, sunk, destroyed and murdered 

the people on 68 US ships in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and in the China Sea.  This 
too was entirely the doing of the Government of Great Britain, hiding behind the 

subterfuge of a Confederate Commander. 

The Florida raided Northern Commerce from 1862 to 1864, before it was sunk. 

However, Judah Benjamin kept the Confederacy’s hopes alive with the 

anticipated arrival of the Confederacy’s Five Battleships, bought and paid for with “their” 

Gold, to obliterate the North’s maritime presence. 

But, of course, the Confederacy’s main hope was pinned by Judah Benjamin upon 

the impending advance into the Confederacy of Napoleon III’s massive Multinational 

Army, that was nearby, just over the Border from them, along the Mexican Side of the 
Rio Grande River Valley, with their reinforcements stationed throughout the entirety of 

Mexico, just waiting for the order to advance over that Border. 

Napoleon III really only had one preoccupation in Europe restraining him from 
giving that order that would divide the USA — between Britain and the Rothschilds’ 

Bank of England, recovering the North — and his French Empire, regaining the 

Louisiana Purchase Lands, to share them and influence throughout the rest of the South 
with the Rothschilds’ Bank of France. 

That obstacle was Alexander II of Russia. 

 

In Europe it was customary for reigning Christian Monarchs to greet one another, 

in French, “Sire and Brother,” since most of them were closely related through 

interdynastic marriages. 

There was no doubt that Napoleon III was the grandson of the Empress Josephine 

(Napoleon I’s first wife) through her notoriously promiscuous daughter, Hortense (by a 

husband previous to Napoleon I).  However, few believed that Napoleon III’s father was 
Napoleon I’s brother, as Hortense and Napoleon III felt that it was to their advantage to 

maintain. 

When Napoleon III first met Alexander II’s father, Nicholas I, Nicholas addressed 
him, “Sire and Good Friend” (not “Brother”).  This was said to have to have deeply 

offended Napoleon III  

When Alexander II freed all of the White Christian People of East Europe, to 
protest the Rothschilds’ showing their hand to destroy the Christian North by having their 

agent, Benjamin, take control over the Confederacy, Napoleon in knew that Alexander II 

felt very passionately about helping Lincoln appeal to the Christian People of Europe to 
fight their Governments led by their Central Banks operating on the Rothschilds’ Tatar 

Gold. 

Napoleon III knew that he was eventually going to have to go to Alexander II to 
ask him for his neutrality in the imminent destruction of the US North.  And, he knew as 
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well that Alexander II held him and his same gang, then trying to destroy the US North, 

who earlier attacked his father in the Crimean War and then poisoned his father, guilty of 
killing his beloved, exemplary father.  When he asked Alexander II for his neutrality he 

was given the following for his answer. 

Alexander II, perhaps thinking of the North’s singing of, “Our God is marching 
on” and “As he died to make men holy let us die to make men free” as much as told 

Napoleon III, “We here in Russia feel that perhaps the only other DECENT Christian 

Government in the world is the US North.” 

“No, I will not remain neutral.  I will tell you what I am doing.  Here are the 

orders involved.  I have dispatched Admiral S. Lesowsky with a Squadron of my Pacific 

Fleet to San Francisco Bay (he arrived there on September 8, 1863) and Admiral A. A. 
Popoff with a Squadron of my Atlantic Fleet to New York Harbor (his first ship arrived 

there on September 11,1863). 

These Admirals have been ordered to take all of their subsequent orders, from this 
time on in this crisis, from President Abraham Lincoln of the United States of America. 

Now, of course, your iron-clad Dreadnought Battleships can easily blow any of 

my poor wooden sailing ships to pieces. 

But, let me tell you something.  If any of the ships in your Multinational 

Conspiracy should fire a single shot at any one of my ships or if any man in your 

Multinational Army in Mexico should be ordered over the pre-War Border of the United 
States of America, the Rio Grande River, I AM GOING TO MARCH THE BIGGEST 

AND MOST POWERFUL ARMY ON THIS PLANET, MY RUSSIAN IMPERIAL 

ARMY — and I might bring the Kingdom of Prussia’s Army along with it (Alexander II 
was also a Prussian Prince; his mother’s brother was the King of Prussia) — INTO 

PARIS, AND I WILL CONQUER YOU AND YOUR FRENCH EMPIRE JUST LIKE 

MY UNCLE, ALEXANDER I, DID TO YOUR REPUTED UNCLE, NAPOLEON I!” 
(And, of course. Napoleon III’s French Empire was conquered just a few years later, in 

1870, when the Prussian Army did advance into France and defeat Napoleon III’s Army 

there.) 

With that Napoleon III’s Rothschild Conspiracy came to a standstill.  And, once 

again, an earlier problem reappeared.  This time it might have been articulated, “But, 

what about ALL OF THE CONFEDERACY’S’ GOLD, smuggled into the South from 
the Rothschilds by Benjamin?” 

The poor, stupid Southerners had mortgaged everything that they had ever 

dreamed of for Bills, Notes, Bonds and other “Documents” based upon THEIR GOLD, 
there IN THE SOUTH, IN THEIR POSSESSION.  Without that Gold Southern Society 

became dust, close to ZERO.  Every promise, every deal, every concession from the 

Tobacconists to their Colonial Slavers, all rewards given to the Slavers for pushing 
Socrates’ Challenge onto Northern Christianity, to destroy its “THIRD State,” all rewards 

and promises made since Independence, NOW ALL OF THIS resolved itself into Judah 
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P. Benjamin’s “DOCUMENTS,” assuring the People of the South that that Treasury of 

Gold in their possession was THEIRS. 

He had one of the three Confederate Battleships that had been built in France, 

along with its French Crew, dispatched for Havana, Cuba. 

Then he had all of the “SOUTHERNERS’ GOLD” secreted from its repositories 
to the south Florida Coast.  There, by some maneuver (probably by shooting the last 

Confederate Guards in the back), he had the French sailors take the South’s Gold 

Treasure out to sea, onto the Battleship and back to Europe where the Gold was returned 
to the Rothschilds by Benjamin. 

“Was this ‘Grape of Wrath,’ Benjamin, a failure?”   

In his principal Plot, yes, he was. 

However, if his Goal was also to murder 617,000 US Citizens (359,000 from the 

North and 258,000 from the South), as it was, he succeeded. 

If his Goal was also to permanently indebt the Federal Government of the USA to 
the European Rothschilds in order to finance its War for preservation, as it was, he also 

accomplished that. 

 

It may well be that there are but few today who would sense any terror for their 

Country at the thought of a person who seems to have been something of a clown, calling 

himself “Napoleon” (III), thinking that he might actually become a real conquering 
Napoleon, posturing his Army throughout Mexico, to invade the USA through the 

Confederacy. 

However, people who take this Course understand that since 1694 it has been the 
very focused Rulers of the Bank of England who developed the foremost military weapon 

in operation throughout the World during most of this intervening time — the weapon of 

the British Royal Navy.  It was the lawlessness of these Rulers that sparked our 
Revolution against them.  In spite of our Independence and the consequent loss to them 

which that represented, the Bank of England still used that weapon so effectively that 

they were able to conquer that large part of the World at which Mankind marveled as the 
extensive British Empire upon which “the Sun never sets.” 

The greatest Danger to have ever threatened the existence of our Country so far 

were the preparations of these Rulers of the Bank of England to utilize their foremost 
military weapon in the World — their British Royal Navy — to destroy the United States 

of America through their attack upon our Country’s Heartland, the US Midwest, by 

overpowering the Great Lakes with numbers of British Gunboats. 

Yes, they needed Napoleon III’s French Army to occupy the South first and 

deploy overpowering foot-soldier numbers there in order to neutralize the US Army.  

But, as has been mentioned before, it was to have been this attack by the British Royal 
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Navy over the Great Lakes that was to have been the Death Blow to the United States of 

America. 

When France and its Army in Mexico were neutralized by Russia the Bank of 

England then had to desperately try to cover up the traces of its attempt to kill what was 

now on its way to becoming the World’s most powerful Country.  Many may say that 
they did a good job of that.  Indeed, it may never have dawned upon a reader that the 

USA was nearly destroyed from Canada.  However, just a look at what the Rulers of the 

Bank of England did to form Canada as their platform from which to launch their attack 
against us shows the dynamics that came closest to destroying the USA. 

Montreal, Quebec is French-speaking Quebec’s and Canada’s largest city.  The 

French founders of Montreal controlled it for some 150 years.  However, near the end of 
that time, in the 1750’s, it had only grown to a population of less that 10,000.  Under 

Britain Montreal has grown to a metropolis of millions.  “What is it that Britain has 

wanted with this location that it has invested in it so that it would have grown like this?” 

Montreal was the British Royal Navy’s Seaport to the WEST of North America’s 

eastern Mountain Range, that is, INSIDE North America’s “Midwest.” 

Since the St. Lawrence River was unnavigable upstream from Montreal, the 
British Royal Navy picked its left-bank tributary at Montreal, the Ottawa River, as its 

route by which it would get its Gunboats onto the Great Lakes. 

During the 1820’s, while the USA was building its Canal to the Upper Great 
Lakes, the Erie Canal, the British Military Establishment sent Colonel By to the site of 

the future Capital City of Canada to build a canal system from that site over the Rideau 

River to Kingston on Lake Ontario.  There is no secret that the British Military 
Establishment built this very expensive and elaborate Canal to get British Warships onto 

the Great Lakes.  The Rush-Bagot Treaty of 1817 between the USA and Britain limited 

the number and size of armed vessels on the Great Lakes, but it appears that these British 
military canals onto the Great Lakes were intended to accommodate far greater numbers 

of Warships than was anticipated within those limits. 

Colonel By’s Canal System from his site on the Ottawa River (first Bytown then, 
since 1854, Ottawa) to Kingston on Lake Ontario was completed in 1833. 

The Welland Canal, allowing British Warships to go up from Lake Ontario across 

the Niagara Escarpment to Lake Erie and to the rest of the Upper Great Lakes was also 
completed in 1833. 

As if in anticipation of the use to which they would put these finished Canals, the 

British Military Authorities who governed Montreal city — the point from which the 
British Royal Navy had its link with Ocean-going Vessels — incorporated Montreal in 

1832. 

Canada’s second largest city, Toronto, was also extensively developed at just this 
time.  It was located directly across Lake Ontario from the entrance to the Welland Canal.  

It could be said that reasons contributing to the establishment of Toronto where it is were 
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its natural harbor that was far enough away from the USA to be more easily defended and 

that it was the closest harbor by overland routes going to the northwest to the Upper 
Great Lakes.  However, far more than that, one sees it fitting very exactly into the 

Military Strategy of the British Royal Navy with its incorporation in 1834 and an 

exceptionally quick growth to a population of 9,000 right at that time which is easily 
explained as the military buildup to make of that place Britain’s point for the 

transshipment of military personnel and materiel coming from over the Rideau Canal and 

on its way to the Upper Great Lakes over the Welland Canal. 

We need to remember that in those days the name “Canada” only applied to the 

current Provinces of Quebec and Ontario.  The “Maritime Provinces” remained “Royal 

Colonies” of Britain, that is, with the same status to which so many of the first Thirteen 
States had been reduced.  Britain had needed to get out of its “Royal Colony” attitude 

after being on the losing side of the US Civil War.  By the British North America Act of 

1867 it tried to assuage the growing power of the USA that now its “Dominion” of 
Canada was nothing more than a slightly Royalist USA to the north of the USA.  

However, it couldn’t bring itself to release its Royal Colony of Newfoundland — that had 

been its great catalyst in the creation of the British Royal Navy — until 1949, after the 
USA, victorious in World War II, had become the unquestioned most powerful Country 

on Earth. 

Before 1867, though, “Canada” meant only Quebec and Ontario, which were 
either just one Royal Colony or two, back and forth, during this period dominated by the 

plotting on how best to use them as the conduit through which to get the British Royal 

Navy’s Warships in order to conquer the US Midwest over the Great Lakes. 

The go-ahead moment seems to have been that Dinner in 1857 when Benjamin 

Disraeli told his Rothschild superiors, “If you like, we shall DIVIDE the UNITED 

States!”  They did like; and the next year, with the apparently limitless Gold from 
Butchered China available to destroy the USA, Britain declared Colonel By’s Bytown 

(“Ottawa” since 1854), built to get Britain’s Warships from Sea Level up to the Great 

Lakes, to be the CAPITAL of CANADA (Lower and Upper Canada — Quebec and 
Ontario), in 1858.  Enormous investments in Naval Attack necessities soared in the 

“Conduit” from this moment.  The focal point for these necessities coming to this 

Conduit from Europe, Montreal, saw its population surge to over 100,000. 

However, survivors of the Cold War, who were terrified for Decades that they and 

theirs could be atomized at any moment by Missiles with Nuclear Warheads from the 

Soviet Union, might think that a nearly averted attack by masses of “Gunboats?” couldn’t 
have been all that bad. 

These people might recall that, as yet, those Missiles are not launched.  Not so 

with Warships. 

The way that the Bank of England got its “Empire upon which the Sun never sets” 

was through a very active use of its Warships.  The terror to people living adjacent to 

seawater Shipping Lanes around the World — between the US Civil War and World War 
II — that the British Royal Navy would send some of its Battleships to the waters off of 
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their City and “make it disappear,” was a terror based on the actual horrible experiences 

of many people.  Those Bankers did not build their World-encompassing Empire by 
sweetly inviting people into it.  Such as came were terrified into it. 

Moreover, the people behind this thought to rule the World by Terror are the same 

ones, in both of these two time periods.  They were those who were scaring both sides 
into the Arms Race of the Cold War, centering on Nuclear Missiles; and they were those 

scaring people into that Arms Race that went from the US Civil War to World War II, 

which centered on the building of city-destroying Fleets of Battleships. 

If you are a typical Christian person you are in mortal danger from these people 

today.  If you are from people who were the White Christian People of Europe, these 

Agents of the Mother of Harlots have very single-mindedly ravaged your people through 
the Centuries.  If you are a convert to Christianity from elsewhere among Heavenly 

Father’s Children in the World, you have become a candidate for the Mother of Harlots’ 

wrath today. 

A person asks, “‘Mortal’ Danger?”  “Does that mean that they want to ‘kill’ me?” 

Not necessarily.  Perhaps the ideal situation from the point of view of the Mother 

of Harlots and its Agents was the way that things were for them throughout Eurasia-
Africa when it held all of those populations in Absolute Slavery, before those populations 

were released from that Slavery by White Christian Europeans with their Guns.  Perhaps 

the way that this Enemy of Mankind would like to have things today is the way that 
things were before that Release, only with the White Christian Europeans enslaved also.  

They might want to kill you today, but probably they would decide upon that if they find 

you to be a recalcitrant or otherwise non-usable slave.  It is probably most accurate to say 
that it is the VALUES of yourself and of your people that are in a Mortal Danger from 

them.  An illustration of their behavior that relates to what we have spoken about might 

give a suggestion of what could be anticipated. 

The Mother of Harlots and its Agents were specifically prohibited from entering 

England for Centuries.  No King of England, unless he broke his Coronation Oath, could 

let them in.  However, after the King of England had been beheaded and while Oliver 
Cromwell ruled England in his place, poor, dumb Cromwell needed some of the Gold 

from Butchered China to pay for the expenses of the Commonwealth.  A condition for 

that Gold was to let the Agents of the Mother of Harlots into England.  Shortly after 
arriving in some numbers they promptly burned London to the ground.  And, on the ashes 

of our ancient London they built their new one featuring as its centerpiece their Bank of 

England. 

It is a certainty that the Christian Government of Russia wanted to have another 

powerful, DECENT Christian Government in the World to help it in its ages-old War 

against the Mother of Harlots and the Tatars’ Gold from Butchered China, behind all of 
the World’s Central Banks. 

When the Rothschilds had Lincoln murdered after the War, their “sour grapes” 

signature, as they had Nicholas I after the Crimean War, the Russian Government wanted 
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to strengthen the USA against its host of recent, powerful Enemies in Europe and in 

Canada.  So, Czar Alexander II made a present of Russian America to the USA, FREE. 

The Russian Government had to ask for $7.2 million for Alaska, but all of that 

went to pay off those who had made loans for improvements to Alaska.  Even that was 

little compared to the $5 billion which the North had just spent on the Civil War or the $3 
billion that the South had spent.  But, the Land and Resources of Alaska were free, a gift 

from the Christian People of Russia to the Christian People of the USA. 

“What made the People of Russia feel that the People of the US North had a 
‘decent’ Christian Government?” 

In “The Battle Hymn of The Republic” the final phrase of the chorus is written, 

“His truth is marching on.”  I have often wondered if Americans who sung that might 
have thought (thinking of titles such as “His Honor” or “His Majesty”) of those words as, 

‘“His Truth’ is marching on.” 

Either way, that seems what must be a very ideal way of stating Their Case for the 
People whose “Only End” for coming to the USA was to tell “His WHOLE TRUTH.” 

If such things as that touched the heart of Alexander II and his fellow leaders of 

the Christian Government of Russia, if God, Himself, touched their hearts to rescue us 
from an otherwise certain destruction at the hands of the British Royal Navy, the French 

and British Armies, their Empires, Austria’s Empire, Mexico’s Austro-Belgian Empire, 

of Spain, the Confederacy etc., it might well have been because our People sincerely 
repented to answer Lincoln’s remonstration to us about returning to Jesus Christ as “Our 

God” again. 

If that did save us from our horrible Enemies in that day, the only thing that can 
save our Country from these same horrible Enemies in this day, by which you and I 

individually save it for ourselves and our loved ones, is for you and me to perform that 

ONLY END for which it was begun.  It has been mentioned how to do that.  I adjure you 
to do so. 
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The POINT 

 

1.  The LAW of England is NOT Law on the North American Continent — EXCEPT 

PRECISELY According to the WORDS of the DOCUMENTS that TRANSFERRED it 

here. 

2.  The Only Part of the Law of England that the People of the USA wanted, at the time 

of the US Revolution, was the THIRD State STATUS of Connecticut and of its 

“AMERICAN FREE MEN” — which had the same STATUS at English Law as the 
Ancient, Independent Commonwealth of London and the “FREE MEN of LONDON.”  

All other Colonies, except Rhode Island (argued at that time to be, still, mostly a part of 

Connecticut), had either completely lost their THIRD State STATUS, if they had ever 
had it, or had had it severely compromised. 

3.  After the Military Victory of the Revolution, the Enemies of the People of the USA 

challenged all of them, including the People of Connecticut, that they had ALL lost that 
STATUS because none of them were able to Perform the ONLY END of Connecticut’s 

THIRD State STATUS here in North America. 

4.  Since that Unanswered Challenge from those Enemies, those Enemies have proceeded 
as though THIRD State STATUS has been completely lost by all Americans.  In reality 

that Unanswered Challenge has only kept it in Abeyance. 

5.  A potential beginning of an Answer, to bring it out of Abeyance, is the topic of the 
possible STATUS of the Establishers of the Organization of London as MEMBERS of 

the ORIGINAL CHURCH of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

6.  Pursuing information about that beginning, the question is asked, “Is there any 
Organization in North America that is organized like the ORGANIZATION of London?”  

The answer is, “Yes, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints” (as per explanations 

of President J. Reuben Clark, Jr. etc.). 

7.  “Does it believe that its ORGANIZATION is organized like the ORGANIZATION of 

the ORIGINAL CHURCH of the Lord Jesus Christ?”  Yes. 

8.  “Does its literature contain the TECHNICALLY, SCIENTIFICALLY Correct Answer 
to the Challenge of the Enemies of the USA — that no people in the USA have that 

Answer that allows them to PERFORM the ONLY END of Connecticut?”  Yes. 
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The “CONTRACT” ECONOMY 
 

The World’s ECONOMY is not a “Monetary” Economy; it is a “Contract” 
Economy. 

The word “monetary” means, “based on metallic ‘COINS.’”  The World’s 

Economy today is not based on metallic Coins. 

The Economy of the Ancient Roman Empire, composed of the South European 

Race and others living around the Mediterranean Sea, was a “Monetary” Economy, based 

upon metallic coins. 

The White Race of Northern Europe destroyed the European portion of the 

Ancient Roman Empire more than 1,600 years ago. 

From that time till today the Economy of the White Race, which has today 
become the World’s Economy, has been a “Contract Economy.” 

The “second largest value” exchanged in the world today is that species of 

Contract that bears the Ancient Anglo-Saxon name:  “STOCKS.”  Every day the World’s 
Economy exchanges over Fifteen Trillion Dollars in STOCKS.  The species of Contract 

which was the Ultimate Contract operating the Economy of the White Race in Antiquity, 

and is the same for all of the World today, is that which has the largest value today and 
bears the Ancient Anglo-Saxon name:  “BONDS.” 

Compared to these Values the value of “coins” today is a farce.  As a matter of 

fact, even the principal value involved in Ancient Roman coins, Gold (of which the total 
value of all of it that has ever been mined is only about four fifths of a Trillion Dollars), 

is really a farce next to STOCKS (which sell for about EIGHTEEN TIMES THAT 

MUCH EVERY BUSINESS DAY of every Business Year) and BONDS, which sell for 
FAR MORE than that. 

Members of the Original Church of the Lord Jesus Christ conquered the Ancient 

Roman Empire.  The only way that its Coinage Economy survived in Medieval Europe 
was for the Southern Europeans who led it to lie that their Coinage Economy was the 

Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

A Monetary Economy is so wasteful.  To read the Scriptures it seems that it is a 
COMPLETE waste.  An Economy that operated completely by Contracts would be so 

much better in every way.  Everyone in the world would make a Contract for that which 

he/she wants to give and to get and does it.  Everyone would then be taken care of, their 
WANTS and their needs. 

One asks, “Why don’t the people of the World, then, go over to a completely 
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CONTRACT Economy, instead of limping along on Ancient Lies; we could easily do it 

today on the Internet?” 

The World’s Monetary Economy is controlled today by “the Bond Market” 

[which, in reality, is the same thing today (as the)...] (of the) Ancient, Independent 

Commonwealth of London.  The World’s “Central Banks” today all operate on the Bonds 
sold by the 500,000 LONDON FREE MEN who today are all the Investment Bankers 

who operate its Bond Market. 

However, these 500,000 Men do not operate among themselves on the basis of a 
Monetary Economy.  Among themselves they operate, as they have for the last 1,550 

years, as the ancient Contract Economy that they have always been.  They operate, 

according to Point Thirteen of the Magna Carta, by “the Ancient Customs of London,” 
which were “ancient” at the time of the Magna Carta, originating as far before the Magna 

Carta as the Magna Carta is before us in the late Twentieth Century, which they inherited 

from their Forefathers who were the, apparently, Original Christians who conquered the 
Ancient Roman Empire, transformed Roman Britain into Anglo-Saxon England, and 

established London. 

“And, then, why don’t people all over the world just organize themselves today, 
on the Internet, exactly like the FREE MEN of LONDON, around THE EXACT SAME 

CONTRACTS that the FREE MEN of LONDON HAVE ALWAYS ORGANIZED 

THEMSELVES AROUND?” 

The FREE MEN of LONDON, as all men in Northern Europe’s Medieval Guild 

System and the Hanseatic League, to which London belonged, which gave the World the 

Free Enterprise System, have always organized themselves to work together according to 
the BONDS through which each one of them, individually, contracts with the Lord Jesus 

Christ, to do as His work for Him. 

The people of the World today, in general, do not know how to work together, as 
a group, around Business Contracts which they, as individuals, make with the Lord Jesus 

Christ. 
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Christian Europe’s And Now The World’s 

“FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM” 
 

With the Victory of the Christian Side of the centuries-long World War known as, 

“The Crusades,” The Fleet of White Christian Europe (with the Invention from the 
Craftsmen of Europe’s Guild System that won that Victory in the Crusades — Guns) 

extended the range of the Waters of the world which it controlled from the North Atlantic 

to all of the Oceans of the World. 

As the “international custom as evidence of a general practice accepted as law” — 

of The International Court of Justice at The Hague (and among its predecessors back 

through time) as well as of the United Nations since its founding — as practiced among 
the Merchants involved in Christian Commerce, the Customs that have been the way that 

White Christian Europe has done its Business, back through time, have today become the 

Customs for doing Business of the World. 

It has become common practice for the People of the World to call these Customs 

of Europe’s Merchants, “The Free Enterprise System.”  Technically these Ancient 

Customs of the Merchants of Europe are designated, “The Law Merchant.” 

These Christian Merchants always operated out of “The United (City-) States of 

Europe,” the Union of fortified harbors etc. that always called itself by the ancient Viking 

name, “The Hansa.”  And, from the beginning of all records and memory of their Law, 
the basis of the Law Merchant has always been the presumption that these White 

Christian Merchants were doing all that they did “IN THE GOOD FAITH” of the Lord 

Jesus Christ. 

We may swiftly descend from the sublime to the ridiculous to review the way that 

the people of the Mediterranean Race prostituted this “economic aspect” of the True 

Religion of the Lord Jesus Christ with their “All Fine-payers in Christendom are a-tone-d 
at the Tone of the Tone” Fiasco that made the Roman Catholic Mass in Roman Catholic 

Cathedrals the essence of Medieval “Fin-ance.” 

One could still observe this same Medieval Fiasco in rural Mexico as late as the 
1970’s.  They only held “Fair” or Market Days in a rural village on those days when 

people went to Confession.  The “Fines” that those who went to Confession had levied 

against them and which they were solemnly obligated to pay to the church located 
adjacent to that Market, were the Funds that “fin-anced” the transactions that took place 

in that Market.  And, just as an extra insurance that the credit of the financial institution 

financing that Market (the rural church located immediately adjacent to it) was not 
doubted, there were a lot of gold statuettes, figurines, furnishings etc. on its premises that 

insured satisfactory payment. 
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This Mediterranean “Fiasco” is an obvious corruption of something — “But 

what?”  The Northern European Merchants’ Free Enterprise System finds all of their 
sophisticated Business Customs originating in the ancient Vikings’ and then the 

Crusaders’ commitment to do all that they do in the Good Faith of the Son of God. 

The shameless corruptors, living off of Mediterranean Statecraft, that were 
resolved through the ages to gyp all of the suckers who fall for their corruptions, maintain 

that they have something to do with this same Being. 

Ultimately the Free Enterprise System is the way that White Christian Northern 
Europeans BUY and SELL — according to the way that one may observe how people 

BUY and SELL among them, back to the beginning of their records. 

“Well, where do White Christian Northern Europeans get their Customs for how 
they BUY and SELL?” 

The “BUY” side is very obvious to linguists as well as to all of the people who 

still live throughout Northern Europe today.  A “by” is a “township” throughout 
Scandinavia and Britain.  The Townmeetings of all English-speaking Townships enact 

“BY-laws” or “Township Laws.”  North American Corporations are imitations of New 

England Townships, and the rules which their Boards of Directors or Stockholders’ 
Meetings enact are their “BY-laws” also.  Many Townships in Britain still have the word 

“by” as a part of their names — “Derby, Thorganby etc.”  All Townships in Scandinavia 

are called “by-s” till this day.  A “by” is where one “a-bi-des.” 

The way that one says the word “by” in Scandinavia sounds like “buu” with a bit 

of a “y” influence.  It could be that the English word that is spelled “bu-y” is for the 

specific Business Customs which English people observed Viking maritime people 
following in England as they had in Scandinavia.  Whatever could be the reason for this 

specific spelling, the fact is that the people of the Townships of Northern Europe, from 

time immemorial, went to the vicinity of their Township’s Meetinghouse, regularly 
located in the biggest settlement therein, to “shop” for the things that they needed — that 

they would “go to town” to “buy” these things. 

However, that is only one of the vestiges of what to nearly everybody there is the 
obvious origin of the Custom of “BUY-ing” among Northern Europeans. 

All across the trade routes of the large lakes of Southern Sweden (Götaland, 

Juteland or Gothland) many of the large trading centers are named (something-) “buy-
ing” (or “shopp-ing”).  There are:  Lidköping, Falköping, Jonköping, Linköping, 

Norköping, Nyköping, and Malmköping.  North of there, in Uppland, one finds:  Köping 

and Enköping. 

The Swedish word “köping” is pronounced:  “ch-” (lips formed to say “o” but 

voicing “eh”) “-ping.”  It sounds something like “cherping.”  The Swedish word for “to 

buy” is “köpa.”  The Swedish word “köping” means “buying.”  We get both of our 
English words “shop” and “cheap” from this ancient Scandinavian word “köp.” 
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At the end of the Crusades the Crusaders of Sweden rushed to the eastern frontier 

of Finland to make its lakes there Sweden’s barrier against Genghis Khan’s 700,000-man 
Cavalry coming to attack White Christian Western Europe that had been winning the 

Crusades.  This made Finland a part of Sweden down till after the French Revolution.  

One result of this was that every city in Finland was named a “buy-ing.”  The Swedish 
word “köping” came out in Finnish as “kaupunki” by the same pronunciation rules by 

which the Swedish word “Helsing” became “Helsinki” in Finnish.  Thereafter the Finnish 

word for a “shop” became “kauppa.” 

To the south of Scandinavia the Dutch, whose language, from the time of the 

Crusades, became the spoken language of the Hansa = Free Enterprise System, have used 

the word “kopen” to mean “to buy.”  Sea-faring Europeans started calling the Danish 
city, that Scandinavians name “Köpen-hamn,” “Copen-hagen.” 

Most people who are familiar with the two brother Germanic languages of Dutch 

and “Deutsch” (German) understand that the Dutch word for “to buy,” “kopen,” is the 
same as the German word for “to buy,” “kaufen.” 

The German word for a “Merchant” is a “Kaufrnan” — a “buyer.” 

So, people can easily see how the Germanic-languages-speaking People of 
Northwestern Europe, whose ancient Customs for doing Business have now been adopted 

by the entire world and named, “The Free Enterprise System,” perhaps used to say 

something like, “Let’s go to ‘town,’ to our ‘buy,’ to ‘shop’; and let’s hope that we can get 
what we want ‘cheap.’” 

This everyday part of the linguistic life of the neighborhoods of Northern Europe 

becomes profound to people who have lived during the 20th Century and who are aware 
of the way that linguistic innovations were introduced into Northern Europe during the 

Middle Ages.  When Mediterranean Catholicism took over the mental environment of 

that area it told its inhabitants that it called their Townships or “Buys” by the Roman 
word “Communes,” since the main feature of these Communes was the fact that the 

people therein assembled weekly at their Buy Meetinghouse to take what Roman 

Catholicism named the “Communion” of the Lord’s Supper. 

The Steppes Persecutors of the White Christian Race of Europe have taunted them 

throughout the 20th Century by challenging their most heart-felt Customs.  These 

Persecutors maintained that the Communes of White Christian Europe had absolutely 
nothing whatsoever to do with the Lord Jesus Christ — that the factual “-ism” of all of 

the Communes of White Christian Northern Europe was nothing more than a thieving 

economic agenda that had nothing to do with Christ since all of these Townships or Buys 
had nothing to do with Roman Catholicism:  they were all there functioning in the same 

way that they still do before Catholicism got there. 

Taunted to terror by this barrage, the People of the USA were bilked into a $5 
Trillion Debt to these Persecutors before superior US Technology destroyed the military 

threat of Soviet Communism. 
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So, the Townships, the Buys, the Köpings, Kaupunkis, Köpen-hamns etc. of 

Northern Europe are where its people buy — and they think, or thought, that that 
centered on Jesus — about which thinking their Taunters drove them to distraction 

throughout the 20th Century — making that distraction the biggest issue of the Century. 

However, a “buy” which a person makes anywhere in the Free Enterprise System 
today is only the “reaction” side of the Buying and Selling that make up the System.  An 

individual, who has come into possession of some amount of “the coin of the realm” with 

which he or she is able to “buy” something, is only a tiny participation in the System.  
These are hardly the people who make up the Rules for how the overall System operates. 

“Who did make up the Rules for how the Free Enterprise System operates?  Who 

was the original Author of all of these Customs by which the Entire World today Buys 
and Sells?  Who invented this Concept represented to all of the World today by this 

Germanic Word, ‘SALE’?  What is the Free Enterprise System’s Concept of the ‘Sale’?  

What EXACTLY is it, and exactly WHERE does it come from?” 

If one looks up the word “sale” in Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary one sees:  

[ME. fr. OE. sala, fr. ON — more at SELL]. If one looks up “sell” in that Dictionary one 

sees:  [M(iddle) E(nglish) fr.(om) O(ld) E(nglish) sala, fr.(om) O(ld) N(orse)] 
(parentheses added). 

Elsewhere in that Dictionary one finds these points of information about the word 

“sala.”  [French salon, from Italian salone, augmentative of sala hall, of Germanic origin; 
akin to Old High German sal hall; ...] 

This citation in Webster’s Dictionary mentions “sala hall, of Germanic origin.” 

In many ways the Free Enterprise System of England has always been, and today 
that System for the Entire World still is, directed from “the London Guildhall,” the City 

Hall of the ancient, independent, medieval City State of World Commerce of London.  

All of the Medieval City States of the Hanseatic League across Northern Europe had a 
“City Hall.”  A modern descendant of Medieval Guilds are Labor Unions.  When one 

goes to a “Labor Temple” one may go to its “Hiring Hall” to sign up for work.  The 

London Guildhall has always maintained a “Temple.”  It is still there today.  The people 
who wish to try to maintain the Customs of the Guild of Medieval Masons maintain a 

strong relation to the Temple of London and to the specific organization that ran it. 

So the words “sale” and “sell” come from the Old English and Old Norse word 
“sala”; and “sala” is also the Germanic word for a “hall,” which is a structure that has 

always been at the heart of the operations of the organizations that created the Free 

Enterprise System. 

In German dictionaries the English word “hall” translates into the German word 

“Saal” (in the singular), many “Säle” (in the plural). 
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 In Dutch dictionaries the English word “hall” is pronounced exactly the 

same way as that German word but is spelled “Zaal.” 

In Swedish the English word “hall” is “sal”; “the hall” is “salen”; many “halls” is 

“salar.”  The Swedish word for “to club together” is “sala.”  In Finnish a “hall” is a 

“Sali.” 

In Latin languages the suffix “-on” or “-one” is “augmentative,” which means that 

that suffix is used to show that something is “big.”  A “hall” is a “big room.”  However 

the Normans (or others before them) got the Germanic word “sala” used for so many 
kinds of “rooms” in France:  “salle à manger” = “dining room,” “salle d’ attente” = 

“waiting room,” “salle de bain” = “bathroom,” “salle de lecture” = “reading room,” that 

the word “salle” just became the word “room” in French. 

 When the French wanted to get back to make the point that a “salle” was a 

“big room,” like a “hall,” they added the suffix “-on” to make the new word “salon.”  In 

French the “-on” is pronounced something like the sound in the English word “own.”  To 
keep that sound in Dutch the Dutch language uses a double “o” = “oo.”  In the 

Netherlands the Dutch surname “Roosevelt,” meaning “rose field,” is pronounced “row-

se-felt.”  For the Dutch to use the French expression “salon,” meaning a “big room,” they 
have to spell it “saloon.”  

So, once again, our searching seems to have brought us to a glimpse of something 

going from the sublime to the ridiculous. 

Somewhere in North Europe there was a hall that seems to have been named 

“sala” or “sal,” meaning “sale,” that was a “temple” of the working people of Europe, of 

their Guild System.  This Hall or Temple has such a profound effect on the people of 
North Europe that all halls in Germanic countries and Scandinavia are named for it till 

this day.  To the extent that the proceedings in this Hall at the origin of the Guild System 

were “confidential” that explains why, in Finland, where every hall is called a “Sali,” the 
root of the word for “secret” is “sala.”  Moreover, every “room” in the French-speaking 

world is named a “salle,” from that same origin, and it seems that the word for every 

neighborhood beer hall in the English-speaking world (when such are called “saloons”) 
means that they got their name from that same origin. 

So, in answer to the question of “what” exactly is a “sale,” it seems that it has a 

relationship to a great “hall,” a “temple” somewhere in North Europe that has something 
to do with the origin of the way that the people there have always worked together.  And 

even though we get this information from so nefarious a place as the tracing of the origin 

of the word “saloon” in Webster’s Dictionary, we also find there, at that same place in 
that Dictionary, the information that that word is also [ … akin to Lithuanian sala 

village], which may help us on our way to find out exactly “where” the concept of the 

“sale” comes from. 

Near to the coast, in the Country of Lithuania, one finds the Lithuanian town 

named, Salantai.  Near the Latvian border, in the middle of the Country, one finds the 

town of Salociai.  From there, a short distance away to the southeast, one finds the town 
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of Salamiestis; and, east of there, on the eastern border of the Country, is the town of 

Salakas.  Latvia borders Lithuania on the north.  On the west coast of Latvia one finds the 
town of Ventspils.  Just to the south of Latvia’s capital, Riga, one finds the city of 

Salaspils.  Between the two and near Lithuania one finds the town of Saldus. 

Westward from these cities and towns, out in the Baltic Sea, one finds the large 
Swedish island of Gotland, the headquarters of the Hanseatic League during the centuries 

of the Crusades.  These cities and towns of Latvia and Lithuania were places near the 

Hansa’s headquarters whereto its merchants sent merchandise intended for transshipment 
etc. to inland areas in Russia and elsewhere.  “Did these cities and towns of Latvia and 

Lithuania take the Old Norse word ‘sala,’ meaning ‘sale,’ as the names for their markets, 

to which these Viking Merchants from the Baltic freighted their goods for sale there (as 
well as to transport them from there eastward into Russia etc.), in a way that is somewhat 

analogous to the way in which all of the towns to the west of them had developed the 

meaning ‘buy’ from the function that their ‘Buys’ fulfilled as the centers to which the 
people from surrounding neighborhoods came to ‘buy’ the things which they needed?” 

The World might think that all of the Business Customs of the White Christian 

Race of Northern Europe are centered in that word “Buy.”  Indeed, therein is the genius 
of the concept of:  “The Consent of The Governed.”  The people of the world today now 

all have to be entreated into giving their Consent — as they individually CHOOSE the 

things which they WANT to BUY.  This is so much better than the scare from failed 
Communism which imposter of these Business Customs fought against people being able 

to individually choose what they wanted to Buy. 

But, as alluded to, although a tiny participation in the overall System is a vote of 
approval cast in favor of the System, it is not the concept of “the Buy” that is the 

ESTABLISHMENT or the BEGINNING of the overall System.  It is the concept of “the 

SALE” that is the establishment or the beginning of the Free Enterprise System.  All of 
the Ancestral Customs, including the Business Customs, of the White Christian Race of 

Northern Europe BEGAN or were established with the Introduction among them of the 

concept of:  “The SALE.” 

 

The Beginning 

Let’s suppose that these cities and towns of northern Lithuania and of Latvia, of 

which we have spoken, were established by the Crusaders who, in the 1200’s, flocked to 

the east shore of the Baltic Sea, with their Guns, to stop Genghis Khan’s 700,000 
mounted lancers coming to conquer White Christian Europe; or, let us suppose that they 

were established by those Crusaders’ predecessors in the Hanseatic League.  They may 

have been named by those Crusaders or their predecessors in the Hansa for this 
Scandinavian concept of “the Sale” = “Sala” because of the activities of the Scandinavian 

Hansa’s headquarters, located nearby, in a northwesterly direction from them.  The Hansa 

is what transmitted to the world the concept of “the Sale” = “Sala,” and the Hansa was 
the provisioner of the Crusaders and of their supporting populations in that area. 
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“Is it obvious where the Scandinavian Hansa originally got the concept of ‘the 

Sale’ = ‘Sala’?” 

Yes. 

All of the Customs of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe come from 

the vicinity of the large lake that extends to the west of Stockholm, Sweden.  Since the 
coming to Sweden of Catholicism that Lake has been called, “Mäleren Lake.”  Before 

that time it was known throughout Northern Europe as, “Lake LAW.” 

Juteland, the original home of the Jutes = Goths who conquered the Roman 
Empire including Roman Britain, is the land to the south of Lake LAW and of the other 

large lakes to its west, which divide Sweden between Swealand to their north and 

Juteland to their south.  That part of Swealand which is immediately north of Lake LAW 
has always been known as “Uppland,” which means “Up-land” in English. 

When it was alluded to that across the trade routes of Juteland one finds so many 

of the large shopping towns there named “(something-) köping,” mention was made of 
the fact that there are two trading centers just across Lake LAW from Juteland, on its 

north shore in Uppland, that also have this designation.  One of these, on the central north 

shore, is Enköping.  At the west end of Lake LAW there is a port city with just the name, 
“Köping”  Between these two and about halfway inland into Uppland is the city of 

“Sala.”  Here, in these two cities of ancient Uppland, we have the cities of “Buying” and 

“Selling.” 

Moreover, all there know that they got all of their Customs from the nearby 

Ancient Capital City of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe, Sweden’s 

Medieval Capital and still the “intellectual capital” of Sweden, that is located in the 
center of Uppland — the city of Uppsala, which in English is “Upper Sala.” 

Uppsala or Upsala is the site of the large Temple of the pre-Roman-Catholic 

“LAW Religion” of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe.  It is the “big room,” 
“Hall,” “sal,” “Saal,” “Zaal,” “sali” or “salle” where they get their idea of “the Sale.” 

“What is it that was ‘on Sale’ at that Temple at Upper Sale?”  Everything!   

Everything in existence is on Sale at the Temple at Upper Sale.  However, everything in 
existence is considered to be a part of “the Sale” that is on Sale at Sale. 

In modern German the way that one pronounces the word for what is on Sale at 

Sale sounds something like, “Say-leh.”  In German that is written:  “die Seele.”  In 
German those two words are pronounced, “dee Zay-leh.”  “Die Seele” in German means, 

“the Soul.”  In the Germanic language of English one might say, “The Soul is Sold here.” 

If asked, “Which Soul?” the answer in German would sound in English something 
like:  “The Selly-est Soul.”  In written German that is:  “die seligste Seele.”  “Selig” in 

German means, “heavenly blissful or happy.” 

The Swedish word for “sell” is “sälja” (pronounced “sell-ya”).  The Swedish 
word for “soul” is “själ” (pronounced “shell”).  The Swedish word for “heavenly blissful” 
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is “säll” (pronounced “sell”).  Its word for “blessed” or “saved” is “sälig.”  The Swedish 

word and the word used throughout Scandinavia for that “blissful,” “lucky,” “happy” part 
of mankind that has been fortunate enough to be initiated into our ancient Customs is 

“Sällskap” = “Sell-ship” or “Sell-hood.”  “Sällskap” is the universal Scandinavian word 

for “Society” or “Association.” 

It is well known around the world that in the Great World Language of German 

the abbreviation that is used by large corporations in Germany, corresponding to the 

abbreviation “Inc.”  that is used in the USA, is “A.G.”  In German that is the abbreviation 
for “Aktiengesellschaft” — “Stock Company.”  The German word for all “Society” or 

any society, association or company is “Ge-sell-schaft,” which is the same word for the 

same meaning as the Scandinavian word, “sällskap.”  In German, “to join” anything is 
“gesellen.”  The word “gesellig” means “sociable” or “convivial.”  The expression 

“Gesellen-” means “Joumeymans-” (a journeyman is one who has followed the Ancient 

Customs of the Germanic Peoples to join one of their Craft Guilds — “Associations”). 

Now, since “all of the Customs of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe” 

originated from “the concept of the Sale” or the act of “sell-ing,” it probably shouldn’t 

come as too great of a surprise to discover that when the Mediterranean Foes of those 
Customs of that Race took over control of the mental environment of Northern Europe 

they would try to expunge the Germanic word “sell.”  That is what they did in Germany.  

There Roman Catholicism forced Germany’s people to change and use an expression that 
means “to for-buy,” “verkaufen,” to, thereafter, express what had been the essence of 

Germany:  the word “sell.” 

So, the German word for “heavenly blissful” is “selig” = “sell-y.”  The Swedish 
word is both “salig” and just plain “säll.”  “Whose ‘Sale’ (Soul) is it that is the ‘selly-est’ 

‘Sale’ that is for ‘Sale’ at the Temple, the Hall, the “big room” or “salle” in Uppland, 

north of Lake LAW in Upper Sale, that is, in Uppsala?”  The answer is given to us in the 
Story that begins that greatest of insights into the History of the Crusades, “the Sagas of 

the Kings of Norway” or “the Heimskringla.” 

The First Saga, wherein this Story is told, begins with a geography of Europe.  Its 
author, writing shortly after the time of the Magna Carta, tells his readers that the 

Mediterranean Sea goes from the Strait of Gibraltar “all the way to Jerusalem-land.”  His 

Old Norse or Icelandic expression is:  “all the way to JorSALA-land.”  To the Vikings 
Jerusalem is Jorsala.  To the Vikings all Crusaders were “Jerusalem-farers” — “Jorsalfar-

s.”  There is one Saga, around which Edvard Grieg composed a Symphony, that is called, 

“The Saga of King Sigurd Jorsalfar” — King Sigurd the Crusader or the “Jerusalem-
farer.” 

To the Vikings, their Great King, who brought LAW to the White Christian Race 

of Northern Europe and who had the large Temple built at Upper Salem — Uppsala, 
came from the area at the east end of the Mediterranean Sea, the area of Lower Salem — 

Jorsala, Jerusalem. 
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Salem 

The City of Jerusalem originated as the ancient City of Salem, where the Patriarch 

Abraham paid his tithing.  As one becomes familiar with the Sagas one sees how the 

Vikings, who saw Uppsala originating as a copy of Jorsala, see their concept of “the 
Sale” as the “Sale” part of the ancient name “Sale-m.” 

In order for us to understand, “Who is Germany’s ‘die seligste Seele,’ ‘the selly-

est Sale,’ ‘the most blissful Soul’ who is ‘sold’ at Upper Sale?” we must investigate the 
origin of Upper Sale’s origin, the original City of “Sale.” 

The Patriarch Noah was Abraham’s eighth great grandfather.  By the Chronology 

given by Moses, in the Book of Genesis, Chapters 5 and 11, etc., Noah was still alive for 
many years after Abraham was born.  By those Chronologies Abraham was 58 years old 

when Noah died, the Ante-diluvian Noah living to the great age of the Ante-diluvians.  In 

Genesis 9:28-29 one reads that the lifetime of the Patriarch Noah extended for 950 years.  
He lived for 350 after the Flood (which extends his lifetime 58 years into that of his 8th 

great grandson, Abraham.) 

Both Noah and Abraham held the Holy Melchizedek Priesthood of the Son of 
God. 

Noah’s birthright son and immediate heir to the Patriarchate of the Human Race, 

Shem, was also an Ante-diluvian.  He also lived to the great age of the Ante-diluvians; 
however, most of his lifetime followed the Flood.  The Book of Genesis says that he lived 

for 502 years after the Flood.  That is, the Patriarch Shem, who also held the holy 

Melchizedek Priesthood of the Son of God, outlived his seventh great grandson and heir 
in the line of the Birthright, or of the Patriarchate of the Human Race, Abraham. 

“Which of the Patriarchs was the ancient Patriarch Melchizedek, who founded the 

City of Salem?”  The Apostle Paul, speaking from his background of Hebrew 
Scholarship, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, 7:1-3, says of Melchizedek: 

 
1 For this Melchisedec, king of Salem, priest of the most high God, who 

met Abraham returning from the slaughter of the kings, and blessed him; 
2 To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of all; first by interpretation 

King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is king of peace; 
3 Without father, without mother, without descent, having neither 

beginning of days, nor end of life:  but made like unto the Son of God:  abideth a 
priest continually. 

Shem outlived Abraham and all of Abraham’s Patriarchal Forefathers back to 

Shem with the exception of Heber:  the Forefather of the Hebrews.  Heber was Shem’s 
great grandson and Abraham’s fourth great grandfather.  During the 142 years that Shem 

outlived Noah, Shem was “without father.”  At the end of Abraham’s lifetime he was also 

“without descent” in those eight intervening generations between him and Abraham, 
except for the Patriarch Heber and Heber’s father, the Patriarch Salah (who outlived 
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Abraham by three years).  That is, throughout most of Abraham’s lifetime and for 25 

years after Abraham’s death, Shem was the Reigning Patriarch of the Human Race, in 
primogeniture etc. descent from Adam. 

Shem certainly seems to be of the dignities which Paul referred to that pertained 

to the Patriarch Melchizedek.  If Shem is Melchizedek then how interesting is the ancient 
Hebrew wisdom supplied to us by the Prophet Alma the Younger in the Book of Mormon 

where Alma tells us these things about Melchizedek in Alma 13:14-18. 
 

14.  Yea, humble yourselves even as the people in the days of 
Melchizedek, who was also a high priest after this same order of which I have 
spoken, who also took upon him the high priesthood forever. 

15.  And it was this same Melchizedek to whom Abraham paid tithes; yea 
even our father Abraham paid tithes of one-tenth of all he possessed. 

16.  Now these ordinances were given after this manner, that thereby the 
people might look forward on the Son of God, it being a type of his order, or it 
being his order, and this that they might look forward to him for a remission of 
their sins, that they might enter into the rest of the Lord. 

17.  Now this Melchizedek was a king over the land of Salem; and his 
people had waxed strong in iniquity and abomination; yea they had all gone 
astray; they were full of all manner of wickedness; 

18.  But Melchizedek having exercised mighty faith, and received the 
office of the high priesthood according to the holy order of God, did preach 
repentance unto his people.  And behold, they did repent; and Melchizedek did 
establish peace in the land in his days; therefore he was called the prince of peace, 
for he was the king of Salem; and he did reign under his father. 

During the lifetime of Heber’s son Peleg, Shem’s second great grandson, the 

Babel = Babylon Rebellion of “Politics Against the Patriarchal Order of the Human 

Race” began.  The Rebellion apparently also became a Racial War, as well as Linguistic 
Confusion; and the Human Race was forced to scatter from our Home Valley of the 

Mesopotamia (where we had “begun,” for a second time, after the Flood) to all parts of 

the Earth.  Noah survived his third great grandson Peleg by ten years.  Apparently Noah 
and the Holy Priesthood of the Patriarchate had to flee from the vicious children of their 

family of, by then, remote generations in the scattering from Babel in the days of Peleg. 

The site of Jerusalem/Salem is, so to speak, located upon a remote mountainous 
crag on the periphery of the Mesopotamian Valley.  The enormous defensive value of the 

site lies in the fact that the Crag has a Spring.  When one builds a Fortress upon that long, 

narrow, protruding tongue of land, a steep-walled “mesa” about 500 feet wide and 
protruding out from the rest of the mesa from which it originates for less than half a mile, 

“Mount Zion” or “the mountain of the Lord’s House,” the Spring gives its controllers a 

source of pure drinking water no matter how long an invading army, of the size that the 
Fortress can resist, decides to linger around the base of the mountain or foot of the 

Fortess’ walls waiting for victims to come out. 
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Noah, Shem, probably Heber and others of the Patriarchs such as Heber’ father, 

Salah, fleeing from the Rebellion of Politics against the True Order of the Human Family, 
may have needed to find such a Site and build such a Fortress to defend themselves 

against their own frenzied remote descendants.  That is, these true leaders of God’s 

Church on the Earth, preserved by miracles to their great age to provide a link between 
the Human Family and Heaven, this most precious link, and Noah, the very father of 

everybody, would have been murdered in a heartbeat by the clowns who had gotten 

sizable followings for their mal-conceived schemes because these true leaders are 
evidence of the mal-conception of those schemes!  “Sound familiar?”  “Would the 

leaders of today’s mal-conceived social schemes nuclear bomb Mount Zion today if they 

knew the true identity of its Founders and realized that there might be some hidden cache 
of information there demonstrating for the Human Family the falsity of Politics?”  

Almost certainly. 

Noah and Shem were the true Patriarchal Leaders of the Human Family and of 
God’s True Church on Earth during their lifetimes.  Abraham accorded to Melchizedek 

the obedience due to such a Leader.  If Shem is Melchizedek, the King and military 

commander of that Fortress of ancient Salem, then he saw to the performance of these 
mundane duties “under” the surveillance communicated to him from the True Leader of 

Melchizedek’s people, the Second Father of Mankind, Shem’s father Noah. 

In that instance, then, Noah is the Founder of Salem. 

The last of Noah’s Patriarchal Forefathers died just before or at the time of the 

Flood.  Therefore, from the time of the Flood and throughout the rest of his lifetime Noah 

was, as everyone acknowledges, the Patriarch of the Human Family.  As well, he was the 
True Leader of the Melchizedek Priesthood during the remainder of his lifetime.  If Noah 

was the Founder of Salem then, in view of these other things, the intended flight to that 

location by Abraham’s Patriarchal father, Terah, could be explained as a flight by Terah 
and his family to live in the righteousness of that vicinity among the people that respected 

that Office, of which he was in the line of its heirs, and away from the amoral chaos that 

was the Culture of the Chaldeans. 

However, as Moses’ Bible narrative tells us, by the time that Abraham and a small 

part of his family finally did leave Haran, in the Mesopotamia, and come into the vicinity 

of Salem to live, Abraham was 75 years old.  By that time Noah had been dead for 17 
years.  When Abraham came to the region of Salem to live, for the remaining 100 years 

of Abraham’s lifetime, and for 25 years after Abraham’s death, Shem was the Reigning 

Patriarch of Mankind. 

Among the many things that Noah had been, one of his duties might be referred to 

as that of “the Presiding High Priest of the Religion of the Offering of Sacrifices’ of 

Adam.” 
 

Genesis 8:15 And God spake unto Noah, saying,  
16 Go forth from the Ark, thou, and thy wife, and thy sons, and thy sons’ 

wives with thee. 
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20 And Noah builded an altar unto the Lord; and took of every clean 
beast, and of every clean fowl, and offered burnt offerings on the altar. 

In the First Saga, the Ynglinga Saga, its author says that “Asia City,” where the 

King ruled who brought its Law from Asia Land to Uppland, “was a great place for 
sacrifices.” 

“Who was the Sale (German “Seele,” English “Soul”) for whom Salem was 

founded by the Ancient Patriarchs of Mankind to be the place for the sacrificial offering 
of that Soul?” 

 
Isaiah 53:10 ... when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall 

see his seed ...  
12 ... he hath poured out his soul unto death ... 

As people become familiar with purposes performed in the world today by the 

Book of Mormon, it seems that many may feel inclined to think that, “the God of Israel 
helps people to understand things like the words of Isaiah through explanations given in 

the Book of Mormon by persons such as the Prophet Abinadi”: 
 

Mosiah 14:5. ... the chastisement of our peace was upon him ...  
10. ... when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin he shall see his 

seed ...  
12. ... he hath poured out his soul unto death ... 
15:10. ... Behold, I say unto you, that when his soul has been made an 

offering for sin he shall see his seed.  And now what say ye?  And who shall be 
his seed? 

11. Behold I say unto you, that whosoever has heard the words of the 
prophets, yea, all the holy prophets that have prophesied concerning the coming 
of the Lord — I say unto you, that all those who have hearkened unto their words, 
and believed that the Lord would redeem his people, and have looked forward to 
that day for a remission of their sins, I say unto you, that these are his seed, or 
they are the heirs of the kingdom of God. 

12. For these are they whose sins he has borne; these are they for whom he 
has died, to redeem them from their transgressions.  And now, are they not his 
seed? 
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The Sale 

That which is named, “die Seele,” in German, that was “poured out ... unto death” 

at the site of ancient Salem, founded by Melchizedek and his father, included the 

Intelligence (the “Will”), the Spirit (“Ghost” in Germanic languages) and the Body of its 
Offerer. 

When His “Seele” was made an offering for sin, when He had poured out His 

Soul unto death, He saw His seed.  “Who are His seed?”  Those who look to Him.  
Before His coming it was those who “looked forward” “on the Son of God.”  After the 

Last Supper it is those who “always remember Him.” 

The “Sale” that was poured out unto death at Ancient Salem, Jerusalem or Jorsala, 
is the Soul that was Sold at the Temple of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe 

at Upper Sala.  “How do the People of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe 

BUY, in all of their ‘By’s’ (the “Communes” into which He divided all of Northern 
Europe), that Soul that is Sold in the ‘Communion’ that thereafter was held every Sunday 

in the Meetinghouses of all of those Communes?” 

The heads of the entire Human Race have been incessantly clubbed by the 
baseball bat of Communism throughout virtually all of the Twentieth Century with the 

fact that none of them have the slightest clue about the “-ISM,” the true belief, that is 

behind the Communion that was always the central fact of life in all of the Communes 
into which the homeland of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe has been 

divided since the beginnings of memory about them — from the Customs of which 

Communes, on how to behave with other people, have come the procedures for 
functioning of all Human Society in the Twentieth Century. 

We human beings really only have one thing that is truly ours to give, that has 

always been ours forever.  We have only had our Bodies for a short while.  They were 
given to us by our earthly parents at birth.  Germanic languages call the “inner man” 

within all humans (the “eye” of which, the “mind’s eye,” is that with which we see our 

dreams) the “ghost” of a human being.  These “ghosts” were given to us by our Heavenly 
Parents in the life before this one on this Earth.  However, our Intelligence, our Mind (our 

“Will,” in Germanic languages) is the essence of what we are and always have been, 

“from everlasting.”  It is THE ONLY THING that is truly yours and mine TO GIVE.  
The Son of God tells all men that they may give Him that sole treasure that is theirs to 

give if their Intelligence, their Mind, their Everlasting Will will tell their Mind’s “Eye” to 

LOOK TO HIM.  If they will do that then He is theirs, and He is everything — He owns 
all things — and they are His. 

The effective doing of this by the Forebears of the White Christian Race of 

Northern Europe throughout the first centuries of the Christian Era (and throughout its 
first millennium in Scandinavia and, somewhat, in Britain) established the Customs for 

human behavior that are the only fiber holding together the Fabric of all human life upon 

this Planet at the close of the Twentieth Century. 
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The Tidal Wave of Filth, of Willful Ignorance and of Evil that swept over 

Mankind in the Rebellion against the True Church of the Son of God, as He established it 
among the “multitude of nations” of the Patriarchal Race of Mankind, has begun to ebb 

and is now flowing back out to Sea.  The Victimizers that are taking so many Victims 

with them back out in that Flow have no reason to rejoice.  They are all going to die in 
the icy deep right along with all of their Victims that they take with them. 

“How may you and I REMAIN, so that we don’t get carried away with the 

Wicked in that ebb of the Tidal Wave of Evil now flowing back out to Sea?” 

In the 86th Section of the Doctrine and Covenants the Lord speaks through the 

Prophet Joseph Smith to His Latter-day Servants.  He begins speaking of how the True 

Church was begun by His Apostles.  Then He speaks of its fate: 
 

Section 86:2. ... the apostles were the sowers of the seed.   
 3. And after they have fallen asleep the great persecutor of the church, the 
apostate, the whore, even Babylon, that maketh all nations to drink of her cup, in 
whose hearts the enemy, even Satan, sitteth to reign — behold he soweth the 
tares; wherefore, the tares choke the wheat and drive the church into the 
wilderness. 

8. Therefore, thus saith the Lord unto you, with whom the priesthood hath 
continued through the lineage of your fathers –  

9. For ye are lawful heirs, according to the flesh, and have been hid from 
the world with Christ in God –  

10. Therefore your life and the priesthood have remained and must needs 
remain through you and your lineage until the restoration of all things spoken of 
by the mouths of all the holy prophets since the world began. 

11. Therefore, blessed are ye if ye continue in my goodness, a light unto 
the Gentiles, and through this priesthood, a savior unto my people Israel.  The 
Lord hath said it.  Amen. 

Here the Prophet Joseph Smith and his fellow Servants of the Lord are told that 

their Anglo-Saxon flesh is that through which they are “lawful heirs according to the 

flesh” of “the priesthood” of the Original Church of the Apostles, which had been driven 
into the wilderness.  They are told that they are those “with whom the priesthood hath 

continued through the lineage of your fathers.” 

They are told that their Anglo-Saxon flesh has “been hid from the world with 
Christ in God,” in Old England and then in New England. 

They are told, “Therefore, blessed are ye if ye continue in my goodness.”  The 

Lord’s Goodness is the heart of the Anglo-Saxon Customs clung to by those in the 
lineage of Joseph Smith’s and his fellow Servants’ “fathers.” 

All men are told that we will be blessed if we continue in the Lord’s Goodness as 

clung to through time by the ancestors of Joseph Smith and his associates.  In answer to 
the complaint that the Persecutors of Christ’s people have sown such chaos where there 

used to be supposed understanding of what Christ’s Goodness is, people realize that the 
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Lord has given His Church the Latter-day books of Scripture which clearly show us how 

to continue in Christ’s Goodness. 

However, knowledgeable persons say, “When the Enemies of White Christian 

Europe discovered that, because of our Invention of Guns, their massive attack with 

Genghis Khan’s 700,000-man Cavalry was worthless going westward, they used it, 
instead, to go eastward to murder 1/3 of the population of China, strip it of all of its gold 

and treasure and, then, through this domination of the World’s Gold Supply, attack us 

mentally through the Greek Orthodox Gold Coinage that we had adopted during the 
Crusades as the MONEY through which, thereafter, the White Christian Race would 

BUY and SELL in our Free Enterprise System.  Our Enemies have completely taken the 

control of the Finances of our Free Enterprise System away from us through their 
absolute control of the World’s Money Supply, which control they got through their 

control of the World’s Gold Supply, which they got through their Murder of the Chinese.  

With this Control they can command a Worldwide Monetary Collapse whenever they 
want to, throwing virtually everybody in the world into complete confusion, disorder, 

chaos and destitution.  From the beginning of our Church it seems that our Enemies have, 

through secular Governments, managed to manipulate things to thwart almost every 
attempt which we make to continue in our ancestral principles of holding to Jesus’ 

Goodness in the way that we work.  This Enemy, through Government, seems to try to 

check every effort which the Church might attempt to allow us to continue functioning by 
our Ancestral Principles of Jesus’ Goodness in our workplaces.  “How can we use these 

Principles to continue clinging to our work, now that the Tidal Wave that brought this 

Enemy in over us is washing back out into the Icy Deep all over which it has gained 
control?” 

The Financial World is controlled by the BOND Market that for centuries now 

has been the same thing as the ancient, independent republic of the Commonwealth of 
London in England.  The way that that Bond Market works, in theory, is by continuing in 

Jesus’ Goodness as the ancestors of Joseph Smith and his associates had throughout the 

history of London.  The workings of that Bond Market depend entirely upon a universal 
Custom of the Workmen of the White Christian Race of Northern Europe which any 

Latter-day Saint is free to do whenever he or she wants to.  If any of us choose to we 

need not be washed away with the Wicked in their Chaos.  On the contrary, we may 
continue in Jesus’ Goodness maintaining and protecting us from the Chaos washing the 

Evil away. 

Anyone who goes through the Temple knows that our Father in Heaven asks us 
there to do certain things.  The Entire Financial World, operating on the Customs of the 

White Christian Race of Northern Europe, is dependent upon ONE SINGLE CUSTOM 

OF THE WORKMEN OF THOSE PEOPLE.  Trying to continue in the Goodness of their 
Forefathers’ Christian Customs, ALL OF THESE WORKMEN HAD THE CUSTOM of 

asking the Lord what it is, specifically, that the Lord wanted each of them to do.  That is, 

an individual Craftsman asks the Lord (in the most sacred place available to him) 
specifically what it is that his Conscience is prompting him that the Lord wants him to 

do.  Then, when he knows specifically what it is that his Conscience is telling him that 
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the Lord wants him to do, he returns to that sacred place and promises the Lord that he 

will do it. 

If an individual Latter-day Saint will do this, then, to the extent that it really is the 

Lord telling him to do that, to the extent that he does what the Lord told him to do, the 

Lord is “BOUND.” 

The London “BOND” Market is based 100% upon this One surviving Ancestral 

Custom of the Christian Anglo-Saxon People (which in earlier times had a much more 

general observance throughout Northwestern Europe). 

There can be no “Law” prohibiting the LDS People from going into a business 

that operates in the same way as that quintessence of Anglo-Saxon Law — the London 

Bond Market — has always operated.  Should any of them want to continue in this 
Ancestral Custom of the Anglo-Saxons, that is the operating basis of this Bond Market 

which today controls the Financial World, the unique force therein that creates all of the 

Value that there is in this Bond Market is the Ancestral Custom of these Craftsmen that 
they “confide” in one another what each promised the Lord that he would do. 

 


